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ABSTRACT 

The bilateral air transport agreement that was signed 

thirty years ago between the United Kingdom and the United States 

received almost universal acceptance. That agreement ls known 

as the "Bermuda Agreement". Its principles were followed by the 

majority of states. This thirty-year-old Agreement was denounced 

by the United Kingdom on June 1976. 

This thesis presents a study about the Bermuda Capacity 

Principles in the Seventies, and their implication for Jordan. 

The first chapter is exclusively about Jordan and Inter

national Civil Aviation. The second chapter deals with the 

bilateral air transport agreements. The third chapter states 

some important issues of the Bermuda Agreement. The fourth 

chapter discusses the Bermuda Principles as a model for the 

bilateral air transport agreements generally. The fifth chapter 

discusses recent developments in the application of the Bermuda 

Agreement. decommendations to rectiry some disputable aspects 

in the bilateral air transport relations, and in particular 

those of Bermuda type of agreements are made with the conclusion 

in chapter si:x. 
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AVANT-PROPOS 

L'accord bilateral de transport aerien intervenu 

il y a trente ans entre le Royaume-Uni et les Etats-Unis 

d' Amerique a re<;u 1' approbation mol1diale. Cet accord est 

connu sous le nom de "!'Accord des Bermudes". Les prin

cipes enonces furent suivis par la majorite des Etats. 

Cet accord, vieux de trente ans, a ete denonce par le 

Royaume-Uni en 1976. 

Cette these presente une etude des principes de 

capacite apparaissant ~ "!'Accord des Bermudes" dans les 

annees soixante-dix, et ses implications en Jordanie. 

Le premier chapitre concerne exclusivement la 

Jordanie dans le domaine de !'aviation civile internationale. 

Le second chapitre traite des accorrls bilateraux de trans

port aerien. Le troisieme chapitre cite quelques points 

saillants de "l'Accord des Bermudes". Le quatrieme 

discute des principes de "l'Accord" pouvant @tre pris 

comme modeles pour les accords bilateraux de transport 

aerien en general. Le cinquieme chapitre traite de recents 

developpements dans !'application de "l'Accord des Bermudes". 

Des recommandations susceptibles de rectifier certains 

aspects discutables engendres plus particulierement par des 

accords du genre de "!'Accord rles Bermudes", et ce dans les 

relations bilat6rales, suivent avec la conclusion au 

chapitre 6. 
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Qha,eter I 

~RDAN AND INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPO~ 

A- Jordan as a Sovereisq State 

The emergence of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan as an 

independent sovereign state took place on the 22nd of March 
1 

1946. The Kingdom was completed in 1949 with the annexation 

(formalized in 1950) or a portion or Arab Palestine West of the 

Jordan River. The present Jordanian territory is thus formed 

from what used to be the mandated territory of Transjordan and 

that part of central Palestine which remained in Arab hands 

after the signature or the Armistic Agreement between Jordan 
2 

and the Israelis in 1949. 

As far as the constitutional situation is concerned, 

there was no constitution until 1929 when a constitutional law 

known as the Organic Law {Kanun Asasi) of April 1929 was pro-
3 4 

mulgated. In 1949 a new constitution was promulgated. The 

1946 constitution remained in force until another constitution 

was adopted on January 2, 1952. The final form of the new 
5 

constitution had 9 parts and 131 articles. This constitution 

with amendments made respectively in 1954, 1955, 1960 and 1965 
6 

is the one now in force. 

The existing system of law was enacted late in 1951 as 

a compromise after the annexation of the West Bank, because the 
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legal system of eaoh bank had developed on different lines. 

Among the unified laws enacted late in 1951, were the Criminal 

Code, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Law of Evidence, the Land 
7 

Law, the Civil Procedures Rules and the Income Tax J,aw. 

As far as civil aviation is concerned, Jordan acceded 

to the Chicago Convention of 1944 on 18, Y.arch, 1947 and the 

Convention came into force for Jordan on 4, April, 1947. To 

fulfil the obligations of the Convention, states parties to the 

Convention must have national legislation and regulations. Many 

articles of the Convention refer to national laws and regulations, 

and each state has an obligation of adopting measures ensuring 

that its aircraft will comply with the national laws and regula

tions of the other contracting States when an aircraft of its 

nationality flies over or lands in the territories of these 
8 

states. 

Before 1952 there was no Jordanian civil aviation code 

(law) in the true sense. A draft law and regulations were pre-

pared and brought into force in 1953. This law is entitled the 
9 

I.aw of Civil Aviation, No. 55/1953, and has been amended from 
10 

time to time. 
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1. The GeograEhical position 

Jordan lies in the heart of the Middle East - the land-
11 

bridge between Europe, Asia and Africa, and is surrounded by 

Iraq to the east, Saudi Arabia to the south, Syria to the north 

and Israel to the west. 

Since ancient times its geographical location exposed it 

to various conquerors who occupied it for various reasons such 

as security and protection of trade routes. Today Jordan con

tinues to occupy a central position in west Asia not only geog-
12 

raphically but also, in some respect, politically. 'J.Ihis loca-

tion both in regional and continental terms results in the country 

having a highly strategic position geographically, politically 

and .in terms of communi ea ti ons. 

Its strategic position in terms of communications is due 

to the locus of the Middle East. Since ancient times the W~ddle 

East, in addition to generating trade and commerce, has been one 

of the areas through which trade has moved by land between South

ern and South East Asia and Europe. While this pattern was 

affected by the development of shipping routes at first around 

the Cape of Good Hope and later through the Suez Canal with the 

consequence that the trade routes were used for regional trade,. 

the aircraft revived the traditional pattern and once again the 

Middle East became a major transit area for communications between 
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Asia and Europe , this time by means of aircraft. The Middle 

East is on the most direct air route to Southern Asia and because 

of the cluster of traffic-generating points running along the 

South Asian littoral,it remains a high competitive route, in terms 

of economics, to Hong-Kong, China and Japan7 notwithstanding that 

alternative routes are available to these countries (via the 

U.S.S.R.or the North Pole). 

The air space over the ~.:iddle East constitutes a "natural 

path" on the route between Eastern and Western Worlds. The same 

stands for those airlines of countries north and south of the 

Middle East. 

Within the Middle East, as already noted, Jordan occupies 

a central position with, in addition to the air routes crossing 

its territory running from Europe to Asia, air routes running 

from places in the Middle East to other places in the Middle 

East. Air transport has resulted in a revival of its historic 

role as a cross road·. both for WJ.ddle Eastern routes and for 

intercontinental routes. This development in recent years has 

been assisted by its polltical stability and its "open door" 

policy. 

Other factors have played a part~ The weather is excellent 

for aircraft operations and, at leaRt in Jordan, good air navi

gation facilities are available. 

http:U.S.S.R.or
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2. Economic Situation 

Jordan is a poor country with a low rainfall and . few 

natural resources. It has had to depend upon Foreign Aid in the 
lJ 

form of grants and loans to maintain its economy. Primarily 

its economy is based on agriculture and the export of agricultural 

products. Until recently most industry was ancillary to agricul

ture; basically the industry processed agricultural products. 

Other industries have been created to extract minerals and phos-

phates but their growth has been inhibited by lack of capital, 

a small market, high cost of fuel and deficiencies in the trans-
14 

port system. 

After independence in 1948 it became apparent that, if 

foreign aid was not secured, between one third and one half of 
15 

the populabion would live at below subsistence level. In total, 

foreign grants have contributed approximately one quarter of the 
16 

goods and services available for all purposes. 

The obvious consequence of Jordan's economic position is 

that it originates little air traffic. Most of it is of a non

discretionary character. Discretionary traffic is virtually non-

existent. However it does possess places of great religious, histo-

rical, and archeological importance. Consequently, it is attrac~ 

tive to tourists, and tourist traffic is growing to a degree where 

tourists expenditures are now an important source of foreign 
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exchange. This factor is of great importance to the develop

ment of air traffic. 

The Government formulated a 10-year develop~ent program 

aimed at raising production and living standards and, so far as 
17 

possible, reducing dependence on foreign aid. ThiR program 

was followed by another plan called the Seven-year Economic Plan 

of 1964-1970, and the most recent Plan of 1974. The 1974 Plan 

is different from the previous plans in one thing - it allows 

the foreign capital to be invested in Jordan under guarantees 

from the Jordanian Government. 

The fact that Jordan Vlas a recipient of large-scale 

foreign aid (mainly Brnnts) should not lead one to minimize the 

achievements of the Jordanian economy. Since ~~lorld War II the 

world has seen many underdeveloped countries which have received 

large amounts of foreign aid with little or no P-ffect on econo-
18 

mic develop~ent. Jordan is an exception. The general econo-

mic situation of the country is improving very rapidly. Civil 

aviation development is considered as one of the most important 

issues. In the 1974 Plan the Govern~ent planned to acquire 

technical equipment for n:'!vie;ationcl facilities and wide-bodied 

aircraft and to establish a new international airport. 
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B- Air Traffic in Jordan 

Each state in the world forms part of the global air traffic 

market. A state must be viewed not only as a place of origin and 

destination of traffic, but also as a junction of international 

air services and, consequently, international traffic. The 

state's importance is measured by its traffic. The importance of 

the state in the aviation community could be a basis for its share 

of international traffic. The ability of a carrier to perform 
19 

proper and sound transportation services is also relevant. 

Many factors can affect air traffic in a country such as 

its location, the degree of its development, its economic situa

tion, and its financial condition. National control of air traf-

fie is also relevant, but it is the government's task and res

ponsibility to develop the national air transport and to further 

the development of international civil aviation. 

Due to the ract that ~ordan is a developing country with 

a small population, the country has a limited amount of traffic. 

Until 1968 there was no viable and truly national carrier. 

Prior to this#there had been a succession of carriers which were 

in part owned or were controlled by foreien interests. 

When the Government started to regulate and organize 

civil aviation, it was faced with many obstacles -- lack of money, 

of adequate airports and navigational facilities, of personnel 
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and of a national carrier. There were two airports one at Jeru-

salem and the other at Amman; the later was not then classed as 

an international airport. '.'Ti th the extension of the run-way at 

Amman Airport and the establishment of Aqaba Airport, Jordan now 

has two international airports in addition to Jerusalem Airport, 
20 

which is still occupied by the Israelis. 

As far as the national carrier is concerned, Alia - The 
21 

Royal Jordanian Airline is the Jordanian national carrier. 

International air traffic to and from Jordan is carried by 

both Jordan's flag carrier {Alia), and foreign airlines. 

According to the ICAO Digest of statistics, the traffic 

flow in Jordan up to 1970 was as follows: 

Year 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

86408 

110220 

151160 

108395 

106195 

120488 

118794 

The following statistics show detailed information about 

the international air transport traffic at Amman Airport and the 
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domestic air transport traffic as well for the years 1973, 1974 

and 1975. These statistics obtained from the Civil Aviation Depa-

rtment in Jordan. 

International Air Transport Traffic at Am..man 

Airport 1973, 1974, and 1975 

ill Aircraft 

1973 19Z!i 1972. 

Scheduled Flights 4799 6278 7449 

Non-Sched. Flights 306 348 966 

General Aviation 334 390 562 

Grand Total 5439 7016 8987 

Aircraft Movement Classification 

.!.273 .!_974 197.2. 

Turbo Jet 4540 6311 8123 

Turbo "?rop. 423 472 710 

Propeller 476 233 154 

Total 5439 7016 8987 

ill Passef!.S~ 

1912. 1974 1975 

Scheduled Flights: 

ARR. 125833 185349 274192 
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19Z3 1274 1912. 

DEP. 129066 197970 278784 

Total 254899 383319 552976 

Non-Scheduled Flights: 

ARR. 2125 2445 1762 

DEP. 2824 3114 3580 

Total 4949 5559 5:.342 

Scheduled.and Non-Scheduled: 

ARR. 127958 187794 275954 ,-J 

'-' DEP. 131890 201084 282364 

Grand 'l.'otal 259848 388878 558318 

Passenger Traffic Classified By Regions 

1973 1974 1975 

Middle East 145803 246694 320650 

Europe 58148 71324 125104 

Africa 48144 64142 92172 

Far East 7753 5111 20392 

u.s.A. . . . . . . 1607 . . . . . . 
Total 259848 388878 558318 

c 
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Scheduled Flights: 

Loaded 

Un-loaded 

Total 

Non-Scheduled Flights: 

Loaded 

Un-loaded ,...... 
\.. Total 

Grand Total 

Loaded 

Unloaded 

Total 

c 
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(C) Frei15ht 

1973 

1049865 

3181749 

4231614 

142492 

818648 

961140 

5192754 

(D) "Mail 

61732 

74496 

136228 

1974 

1520186 

4146212 

5666398 

120306 

1251829 

1372135 

'7038533 

80607 

143763 

224370 

1975 

2926241 

5265060 

8191301 

244537 

2284696 

2529233 

10720534 

92056 

179237 

271293 
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Domestic Air Transport Traffic at 

A.mman Airport 

(A)~ircraft 

Scheduled Flights 

Non-Scheduled Flights 

Total 

Scheduled Flights 

ARR. 

DEP. 

Total 

Non-Scheduled Flights 

ARR. 

DEP. 

Total 

Grand Total 

Loaded 

Unloaded 

. Total 

350 

29 . 
379 

ffi~senBer~ 

1971 

4631 

3998 

8629 

147 

245 

392 

9021 

(C) Freight ---"""-
1973 

2667 

1856 

4523 

340 

66 

406 

197!!: 

5880 

5008 

10888 

458 

599 

1057 

11945 

1974 

4781 

390 

5171 

382 

200 

582 

±.27.2 

15580 

11726 

27306 

624 

799 

1423 . 

28729 

197,2 

20346 

2378 

21724 
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Alia - The Royal Jordanian Airline carried, according to 

ICAO Digest of statistics No. 199. B, Airline Traffic vol. 2 

1970-1974 the following traffic: 

Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

Passengers carried th.2,!:!!!.!. 

119 

120 

120 

162 

243 

For more detailed information see the following table. 
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ALIA - THE ROY:\L JOnDA'UAN AIRLINE 

TOTAL TRAFFIC OF SCHEDUI,ED AIRLil'TES 

SCHEDULED FLIGHT (REVENUE) 
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NON-SCHEDULED FLIGHT (REVENUE) 

---------- ----
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

.AirCraft km ---
Mill. 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.4 0.4 
Aircraft Depar-
tures Thous. 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 
Aircraft Hours 
Thous. 0.2 0.4 __j.!.L_ 1.2 0.7 
Tonne k!ii Perfor-
med. !·,1ill. ... 1.4 0.7 4.5 2.4 
Tonne km Ava1-
la ble r-1111. Q.9 4.8 6.2 9.2 7.1 
Passenger !an 
Performed. Mill. . . . . . . • • • 45.0 25.1 -

~ NON-REVENUE 

Aircraft Hours --
Thous. Q~ __ _2.!.1__ -- 0.2 0.2 0.3 

TOTAl, AIR SEHVICE3 (REVENUE) 

Aircraft km 
!o/1111. _ _2 5 6 6 _1_ 
Aircraft De par-
tures Thous. 4 4 _L ___ _2_ 6 
Aircraft Hours 
Thous. 8 11 15 11 12 ---Passengers km 
'Performed Mill. 169 1~5 210 334 399 -
Tonne km Per-
formed Mill. 18 21 25 E 36 44 
TonnekmAvar:- -------------------
lable Mill. 47 77 79 R6 106 --- ----------------------

c 
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1. Routes 

The routes operated by Alia - The Royal Jordanian Airline 

are spread widely. The Jordanian international net-work covers 

Europe, North Africa, South Asia and the Arabian Gulf. 

It operates into Europe on the following routes 

Amman - Geneva - Brussels - Amsterdam and vice-versa 

Amman - Frankfurt - Copenhagen and vice-versa 

Amman - London - Amman 

Amman - ?aris - Amman 

Amman - Rome - Paris and vice-versa 

Amman - Athens - Madrid - Casablanka and vice-versa 

In addition, routes are operated to Bangkok via Bahrain 

and vice-versa and to Cairo, Casablanka and to all Arabian Gulf 

States, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Iran and Lebanon. 

These routes are operated under bilateral agreements or 

temporary permits. 

The Jordanian appro~ch towards the determination of the 

route structure is based on the understanding that any operated 

route or service shou~d be profitable. 

The following table shows the traffic carr·ied by Alia -

The Toyal Jordanian Airline and the routes which it operates.* 

* ICAO Digest of Statistics No. 207. Traffic flow 1975. 
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2. T£~ffic ~ights 

International commercial air services depend for their 

existence on the availability of traffic rights i.e the right 

to pick up and discharge commercial traffic in the territory of 

the other countries. To ensure continuance of service and,indeed, 

to attract investment to secure the means by which service is to 

be provided, stability in commercial rights is required. That 

stability is obtained by entering into treaties with other coun

tries that provide for the exchange of traffic rights wh1ch are 

only terminable upon notice being given by either party. 

Normally there is no difficulty in obtaining non-traffic 

rights i.e the right to overtly and land for non-traffic purposes 

so long as the countries concerned are parties to the Interna

tional Air Services Transit Agreement. Usually problems only 

arise when traffic rights are sought, for states follow different 

policies mostly to ensure that traffic rights are only exchanged 

where they will benefit their national carriers. 

As the prescription of the traffic rights is the dominant 

purpose of an agreement, Jordanian agreements contain a detailed 

description or these rights, the situation in which they may be 

exercised and the routes over which they may be exercised. 

There are two general principles that guide Jordan in 

negotiating bilateral air transport agreements:-

{a) there should be reciprocity; and 
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(b) rights beyond Jordan will not be granted unless the 

other state grants to Jordan rights beyond its country. 

Of these, at this time, only the second requires comment. 

It is, of course, an implementation of the reciprocity principle, 

but its importance in Jordanian policy warrants it being treated 

as a separate issue. Beyond-rights broadly take two forms. In 

some Jordanian agreements the beyond-rights are expressed broadly 

or without geographical restriction except in so far as the agree

ment by necessary implication may limit the geographical scope 

of the places beyond that may be served. In other cases the 
22 

places beyond may be specified in detail. 

In the specification of routes there may be two extreme 

cases. On the one hand the places may be specified broadly e.g. 

A via intermediate points to B. Obviously this confers upon the 

carrier of A a flexible route structure giving it access to any 

points that are intermediate between A and B. Alternatively a 

stricter formulation may be used which confers on the carrier 
23 

only one or two intermediate places. There is a middle stage 
24 

where numerous intermediate points are specified. Clearly 

from a commercial point of view the first type of route is most 

advantageous to the grantee of the rights assuming that in all 

three cases the same general route is being considered. 
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3. National Inte~st. 

Nations' interests in aviation· vary with the circumstan

ces of each nation. However common to all is the desire to have 

effective co1nmunications both within the nation and with other 

nations, with which it has substantial economic, social or poli

tical links. International air transport has become over the past 

three decades a primary means of communication among the people 
25 

of the world. 

Whether civil aviation viewed as purely a business enter

prise or as a public utility, it is regarded as an instrument of 

national policy for not only are economic factors taken into 

account for establishing the public interest but also other fac-

tors such as: 

1. Political, 

2. Military for power and security, 

3. National economy, 

4. Promotion of nation for improving the efficiency of 

administration in national territories, 

5. Promotion of social culture and national integration, 

6. Prestige 

These are some of the reasons which why states promote 

air transport and aviation and it is to give effect to these pur

poses that states take an active part. 

Governmental activities affecting the development and 
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functioning of the means of transportation and communication 

may be classified under three headings: 

(1) regulation, (2) promotion, and (3) direct operation. Regu

lation has typically included g0vernmental control over the ex-

tenslon and abandonment of services, and determination of rates 
26 

charged. 

Jordan is no exception. The Jord~nian policy toward~ 

the development and the promotion of civil aviation is serious 

and consistent. The Government planned to have a world-wide net-

work with as many traffic rifhts as possiLle to be operated by 

the national carrier. 

For the n1J. tional carrier one of the im.media te and the 

present consequences of the state's interest are that 

(a) it must se cure wide- bodied co.tr .. rnercial aircraft; 

(b) the infrastructure is being improved substantially to match 

the growth of the airline '3.nd the new equipment which it 
27 

i s a c qui r i ng • 
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c- The Jordanian Approach Towards The Bilaterals 

The Chicago Conference, of 1944, having failed to find an 

acceptable framework for the multilateral exchange of commercial 

traffic rights, the Convention endorsed, in Article 6, the bila

teral approach to such exchanges. This method has been followed 

all over the world; and scheduled international air transport 

services developed through and are governed by a vast network of 
28 

bilateral agreements. 

Prior to the Chicago Convention there were some bilateral 

agreements. In the 1920's there began to appear a few bilateral 

agreements exchanging rights to carry traffic on specified routes 

into and through the territories of the two signatories. Some 

were negotiated between governments, but many were negotiated 

between the airlines desiring to exercise the rights and the 

Government of the territory concerned. Although agreement was 

often difficult to obtain, the form and content was simple and 
29 

there was no uniformity of text. 

The foundation of the bilateralism lies in Articles 1 

and 6 of the Chicago Convention. Article 1 provides that:- "The 

contracting states recognize that every state has complete and 

exclusive sovereignty over the air space above its territory." 

Article 6 states that "No scheduled international air services 

may be operated over or into the territory of a contracting 

state, except with the special permission or other authorization 
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of that state, and in accordance with the terms of such permi.s-
30 

sion or authorization". 

It follows from these provisions that the aircraft could 

not overtly or land or indeed exercise commercial rights in other 
31 

countries unless these countries gave their prior consent. That 

consent can be given in various forms. It may be made on either 

a unilateral basis or by means of a bilateral agreement between 
32 

the two countries. 

In Jordanian I.aw both these methods are recognized. Arti

cle 41 of the civil aviation law No. 55/1953 reads as follows: 

"Scheduled international air services may not be ope
rated except in accordance with established procedures. 
HovJever the cahinet if recommended by the minister may 
grant temporary licences to start and operate inter
national services". 

Jordan as a national policy seeks to enter into air tran-

sport agreements in preference to ~lacing reliance upon unila-
33 

teral permits. 

Another factor that forms the use of the air transport 

agreement is that rights are mutually exchanged and that both 

parties have a common concern in the maintenance of air services 

between their countries. 
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1. The Effect of Bermuda Princinl~ 

The Bermuda Agreement, to be discussed later, became a 

model for the agreements of many countries mainly because,at 

least in the first decade after the Second World Wa~ it created 

an environment in which international air transport could deve

lop on an orderly and economic basis. 

Most Jordanian air transport agreements are of the Bermuda 

type, for that type permits the carriage of fifth freedom traffic 

subject to some limited constraints. As already noted Jordan 

originates only a limited amount of national traffic. Consequen

tly, fifth freedom traffic is important to the viability of its 

international air transport interests. 

The princinle of "fair and equal opnortunity" also found 

in the Bermuda agreement was equally in Jordanian interest as it 

was the source of measure of protection for the national carrier 

during its form~tive years against competition from foreign air

lines. 
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2. ~CaEacit~_Clauses !£_Jordanian Bilateral :Agree.m~nts. 

Since Jordanian bilateral air transport agreements are 

mostly based on Bermuda-type the capacity clauses are usually of 

the Bermuda-type. They may not use precisely the same words or 

form as that used in Bermuda Agreement, but the same spirit is 

maintained. The following principles appear in any Jordanian 

bilateral-air transport ag~eement of a Bermuda-type: 

1. The principle of fair and equal opportunity for the 

designated airlines of both contracting parties to 

operate the agreed services on the specified routes. 

2. The interests of the airlines designated by one cont-

racti.ng party shall be taken into account by the desi

gnated airlines of the other contracting party, while 

operating the agreed services, so as not to affect 

unduly the services the first provide on the whole or 

part of the same routes. 

). The agreed services provided by the designated airline 

of the contracting parties shall bear close relation

ship to the requirements of the public for transporta

tion on specified routes and shall have as their pri-

mary objective the provision, at a reasonable load 

factor, of capacity adequate to carry the current and 

reasonably anticipated requirements for the carriage 

of passengers, cargo, and mail originating from or 

http:racti.ng
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destined for the territory of the contracting party 

whi oh has designated the airline. 

Jordan does not follow a restriotionist policy and it has 

very seldom requested clauses limiting frequency and capacity in 

its bilateral agreements. If any restriction on frequencies or 

capacity appears in a bilateral agreement it is done at the ins

tigation of the other contracting state. 

As far as capacity is concerned, Jordanian bilateral air 

transport agreements can be classified into four categories: 

1. Agreements containing Feneral principles such as the 

agreements which were concluded ~ith Egypt, Iraq and 

Saudi Arabia. 

2. Agreements with the Bermuda - type capacity clauses 

such as the agreements with U.K, Thailand, Greece, 

Malaysia, Italy, Singapore, Qatar, Bahrain, U.A.E, 

Oman and Sri tanka. 

3. Agreements of a pre-deterLnination type such as the 

agreements with France, Tunisia and Sudan. 

4. Agreements with no capacity clauses such as the agree-

ments with Austria, Yemen Arab Republic, Norway, SWeden, 

Denmark, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg. In such 

an agreements the determination of the capacity is to 

be regulated by further arragements between the two 

contracting parties. 
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Experience in the negotiation of the bilateral air trans

port agreements between Jordan and the other countries, led the 

Jordanian Civil Aviation Authorities to adopt a standard form of 

agreement which will be discussed and analysed in the following 

section. 
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Wany factors lie behind the formulation of the new stan-

dard form. There is not much difference between Bermuda-type 

and this form, but an analysis to the form will illustrate the 

basic differences. 

The importance of non-scheduled services in the modern 

civil aviation is an example. The fact is that some Jordanian 

bilateral air transport agreements do not cover the operation of 

non-scheduled services. However in the preamble of the standard 

form the following provision was included re(3.ding as follows: 

"········Desiring to conclude an agreement supplementary to the 

said Convention, for ~he_E~r~se of establishing scheduled and 

non-snheduled air s~yices between and beyond their respective 

territories". 

Article 1 of the form sets out the definitions and it is similar 

to Bermuda-type. 

Article 2 contains the basic grant of traffic rights. It gives 

a description of traffic rights to be exchanged. 

Article 3 makes provision about the necesssry authorizations and 

the conditions imposed upon the airline (s) by the aeron~utical 

authorities of either contracting party. 
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Article 4 deals with suspension and revocation of the operating 

authorization. 

Article 5 is the most important article in the form; it describes 

the cap~city regulations. The Article is divided into two parts. 

Part 1 is for capacity regulation of scheduled air services and 

reads as follows: 

Article 5 

CaE~citl Resulat~ 

1. Scheduled air services 
-------~-------

1. The designated airline or airlines shall enjoy 
fair and equal opportunities to operate the agreed 
services between the territories or the contracting 
parties. 

2. The designated airline or airlines or each con
tracting party shall take into consideration the 
interests of the designated airline or airlines of 
the other contracting party so as not to affect un
duly the agreed services of the later airline or 
airlines. 

3. The capacity of transport offered by the desig
nated airline or airlines shall be adapted to tra
ffic demands. 

4. The main objective of the agreed services shall 
be to provide capacity corresponding to traffic 
demands between the territory of the contracting 
party which designated the airline or airlines and 
the points served on the specified routes. 

5. The right to designate airline or airlines to 
carry international traffic between the territory 
of the other contracting party and the territories 
of third countries shall be exercised in conformity 
with the general principles of normal development 
to which both contracting parties subscribe and 
subject to condition that the capacity shall be 
adapted: 
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to traffic demands from and to the territory of 
the contracting party which has designated the 
airline or airlines 

to traffic demands of the areas through which 
the service passes, local and regional services 
being taken into account, 

c. to the requirements of an economical operation 
of the agreed services. 
part 11 of the Article is for capacity regula
tion of non-scheduled air services and reads 
as follows: 

11. Non-scheduled air services 

1. The traffic volume shall be agreed between the 
designated airline or airlines of the contrac
ting parties so as to ensure an equal share · 
of the offered capacity. 

2. Agreements according to para-1 above shall be 
reached between the designated airline or 
airlines: 

a. for a series of non-scheduled flights at 
the latest (3) weeks before the commence
ment of the pertaining summer and winter 
period. 

b. for non-scheduled sinele fl~ghts at the 
latest (3} days before the commencement 
of the operation (s). 

c. the airlines designated by each contracting 
party may assign the whole or part of its 
share of the non-scheduled services program 
to other airline or airlines registered in 
the territory of one of the contracting 
parties. 

This part of the Article constitutes a deviation from 

Bermuda-type agreements. The principle of equal share of the 

offered capacity between the designated airlines of both cont

racting parties appears. Another matter of note is that the 
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regulation of non-scheduled flights is left to the designated 

airlines of both contracting parties, but notwithstanding the 

silence of the clause, the agreement between the airlines is 

subject to the approval of both contracting parties. 

In the event that the designated airlines enter into agree

ment to pool the air services which they operate under the agree

ment, these agreements are subject to the approval of the contra

cting parties, as such agreements are relevant to the conclusion 

of an air transport agreement and to the inauguration of air 

services under it. 

Article 6 talks about the applicability of laws and regu

lations and the designated airlines are subject to the laws and 

regulations of the country to which they are operating. This is 

similar to Bermuda type agreements. 

Article 7 deals with the recognition of certificates and 

licenses. This article is the same as Article 4 of the Bermuda 

Agreement. 

Article 8 is about "Exemption from customs and other 

duties" and states m!'\terials exempted from or subject to custom 

duties or other fees. 

Article 9 deals with the direct transit traffic. This 

is another addition to Bermuda type, but this article is designed 
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specially for transit p~ssengers to ensure thst they are not 

subject to control and that the baggage and cargo in direct 

transit is exempted from customs duties and other similar taxes. 

Article 10 provides for regulation of "Transport Tariffs". 

It states whet should be taken into consideration in establi

shing tariffs. It establisJ:.;es the procedur·es for submission of 

the tariffs, the settlement of the differences 3nd disputes 

and provides that when possible, ae;reement on these !!l:itters is 

to be reached through the rate-fixing machinery of the IATA 

subject to the governmentst approval. This article is the 

sa!lle as Article 11 of the 1\nnex of the Ber.11uda Agreement. 

Article 11 deals with "Transfer of net revenues''. This 

article is to protect the financial position of the airlines 

of each contracting pat~ty. It specifies the procedures for 

the transfer of the net revenues to be in accordance with the 

foreign exchange regulations of th~ contractine party in the 

territory in which the revenue accrued. 

Article 12 deals with ''Airport :1nd similar chure:es" i.e. 

there sh3.ll be no discrimination between the national carrier 

and the carrier of the other contrscting party in imposing 

such c!Jarges. 

Artic,le 13 is about "H.epresentation, Ticketing and Sales 

Promotion". Each design9.ted airline flhall have an equ9.l opoor

tunity to employ its technical and corrl!llercia.l pAr'3onnel for the 
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performance of the agreed services, but subject to the laws of 

the other contracting party. Paragraph 2 of this article gives 

the right of equal opportunity for each designated airline (s) 

to advertise and to promote sales in the territory of the other 

contrancting party. 

Article 14 provides for "consultations and modifications". 

It requires that consultation9 be conducted regularly and freq-

uently in order to ensure close collabor3tion in ull matters 

affecting the implementation of the agreement. Any required 

.:t.odifi Ctl tions may be c~trried out b~7 conslll ta tions which are to 

begin within a period of sixty days of the date of the requeqt. 

The agreed modifico.tions come into force thirty d:::~.ys after they 

havP. been confirmed th1·ough diplomatic ch:1nnels. r·.~odifications 

concerr.ing the route schedule come into force ten days after 

the exchanfe of diplomatic notes. 

Article 15 is about ''settlement of disputes". It states 

the procedures for the settlement of any dispute th~t may arise 

between the two contractinH pg,rties. 

Article 16 deals with "Termination". It provides the 

procedures to be followed !n case any contractine party wishes 

to termin·tte tJ1e r.:.r;reemcnt. The urree:nc!nt m·J.y be ter·c1lnuted 

by p:i vi n(': twelve months notice in 'Nri tin~. 

Article 17 requice~ that the agreement o.nd all ammend-

m~nts therf:!tO shall he .registered v1it.h the ICAG. 
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Under Article 18 the form on which the agreement is to 

enter into force is specified and the languages of the agreement 

are enumerated. 

The second part of the agreement is Annex or route sche

dule. This describes the route pattern which includes the points 

of origin, the intermediate points, the points in the other con

tracting party and the points beyond that each designated air

line (s) is permitted to operate and the frequencies may also be 

specified. 

Further arrangements may be agreed between the negotiators. 

These arrangements may supplement or interpret the agreement or 

record differences or do all three. They are called memoranda of 

understanding or agreed minutes and are signed by the leaders of 

the delegations negotiating the Agreement and the Annex. 
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Footnotes -----
In March 1946, Great Britain, in the Treaty of Iondon reo;og
nized Transjordan as a fully independent state; on May, 
Abdullah was proclaimed king, see Harris Jordan, Survey of 
World Cul tur~, New Haven 1958 pp. 11-18. 

The history of the country in the 20th century com..me
nced on W~rch 27th 1921 when a conference was held in 
Jerusalem between the Secretary of State for Colonies (Win
ston Churchill), the High Co~~issioner and Amir Abdullah at 
which an arrangement was .made where by the Amir undertook to 
assume the administration of Transjordan under the general 
direction of Com.m.issioner for Palestine representing the 
mandatory power. In the same year the British Government, 
conditionally, recognized .~ir Abdullah as the ruler of 
Transjordan, but effective control remained in their hands. 
At that date, there was no constitutional government in 
Transjordan and it was still subject to the league of Nations 
mandate for Palestine, although exempted from some of its 
clauses concerning the establishment of a Jewish National 
Home. For more details see Abu Ash-Sha' r, Am.ln, Mudhakkira te 
Al - Malek: Abdullah ben al - Rusain (san-paulo 19;j}p. 176-; 

King Abdullah's Memories; see also Abidi, Jordan 2 A EOliti
cal stu~~ 1948 - 1957 pp. 5-24 under section TTA'SlS AL-IMAfi.AH} 
Foundat on of the Amirate. See also Aruri Jordani Political 
Devel~Ement 1921 - 1965, The Hague 1972 pp.-21-24. 

On 14 December 1955 Jordan was admitted to the United 
Nations Organization. See U.~, SCOR, 1st year 57th mtg., 
19, 101. United Nations yearbook 1955 { New York 1956) 27. 

2. This Agreement called Transjordan - Israel truce on 3, April, 
1949, for more details see ABIDI, Jcrdan A Political Stu~l 
1948- 1957 pp. 24 - 52, see also U:N. Doe. s7I3027Rev. • 
see Security Council Official Records, special suplement 
No. 1 (N.Y) June 20th, 1949. 

). Transjordan, the Official Gazette No. 188 dated on April, 
19, 1928. 

4. The draft of the constitution was finalized on November 28, 
1946, approved by the King on 7 December, 1946, and published 
on 1st, February, 1947. Transjordan, the Official Gazette 
lst, February, 1947. 
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5. The Constitution was published in the Official Gazette (8 
January, 1952) 3 - 14. See the National Assembll~ the Con
stitution of the Hashemi~Ki6~yom of Joraan-afia-Its amen= 
dments, Middle East Journal, spring1'9"'52T2'S - 38; see 
also Abidi supra note 1 pp. 96 - 102, see also ARVrli supra 
note 1 p. 92. 

6. The amendments published in the Official Gazette No. 1831 
( 1965 ) -The Constitution Amendment Act-. The text of 1952 
constitution and amendments in Arabic was published in 
(Ma jmua 't al-qawanin wa alan thima. Vol. 1 pp. 5 - 2 5; an 
English translation was publisted by Istiqlal Arab press 
Aro.man ( N • D ) • 

7. For more details, see Mogannam, E. Theedore.: Development 
in the legal s~stem of Jordan; The Middle East Journal vol. 
V:r-I"9"5 2 p: I 96 • 

8. Pepin, Eugene: Develoement of the National l~.B .. !..~lati~ on 
Aviation since the Chic~£_Conventlo£, 24 J.A.L.C:-Tl95~ 
pp. 1 - 13 .. 

9. Jordan Civil Aviation law No. 55 of 1953 published in the 
Official Gazette No. 1135 dated Yiarch, 1st, 1953. The law 
was prepared by British experts. ~hat was applicable before 
is the ( Air Navigation ) ( colonies protectionates and 
mandated territories ) order of 1934 as amended in 1937. 
This order was based on Paris Convention. 

10. 

For the text of the 1953 law see Air law and Trea
ties of ~World, vel II 1965 Washington-pp:-~ - 1514. 

The amendments were as follows: 

a. law No. 37/1954 published in the Official Gazette No. 
1207 January 1, 1955; 

b. 1 aw No. 34/1958 published in the Official Gazette No. 
1404 November 16, 1958; 

c. Provisional law Po. 11/1?59. Published in the Official 
Gdzette No. 1414 March, 1, 1959; 

d. law No. 31/1961. Published in the Official Gazette No. 
1564 September, 2, 1961. 
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11. The lUddle East where man first lived in an organized society, 
can be considered as the cradle of civilization in the world. 
It is generally regarded as that area of south west Asia and 
east of Mediterranean sea. See Burns E. urcNall, ~,·res tern 
Civilizations : Their History and Their Cul.ture,--s-tfi, ed; 
I"95'8N'ew Yor1CP.28:"-seeaisoLIITentfial M:J\Irred. There 
noes the Middle East ( The Bookmailer, INC, New York )1958 
pp. 16 - 17. He quotes, Admiral Arthur W. Radford as saying 
"The importsnce of the Middle East to the free world can 
hardly be overestiw1ted military and economically. First, 
its huge oil reserves now supply ~ost of the wants of Europe, 
and their loss would be disastrous. Secondly, its geogra
phic location is astride the lines of communication between 
west and east, and thirdly it is only in this area that the 
Soviets have no buffer states". 

See also Encxcl~Eedia Brita~~' 1968 for more de
tails about the r~Uddle East countries psrticularly under 
Jordan. 

12. The total area of Jordan is 37,740 square miles of which 
2,165 square miles are the west bank. For more information, 
see ARURI: Jordan: aolitical development 1921 1965 p. 34, 
see also Harris-~~r ag_~~l of wor~lutures, New Haven 
1958 pp. 14- 27. 

13. In the very early years of the establishment of the Kingdom 
the country was faced with most serious economic prcblems. 
The question was: could Jordan exist without foreign sub
sidy having regard to its limited resources and the fast 
growth of population? For more details see The Economic 
Develo~ent of Jordan pp. 50- 62. The Johris-nopKins" 
pr e s 9," Ba 1 trffiore-19;7. 

14. See supra note 12, Ad.U1U, pp. 49 - 66 and Jordan the year
book, 1964, pp. 104 - 105; see also supra note~oidi pp. rrr- 1s7. 

15. The Johns Hopkins press, Baltimore 1957 The Economic Deve-
!2E~e.nt of Jordan pp. 50 - 62. ----

16. Ibid. p. 54 
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18. Eliyahu Xanovsky: The Economic ImEact of the six - d~~~' 
l.ondon 1970 pp. 34 T::--r;28. 

19. H. A. '.'Vassenbergh Aspects of Air law and Civil Air Pol!£l 
in the s~ ties. The'Haguei"970P.32. 

20. The length of Amman Airport is 11.500 foot. The length of 
Aqaba Airport is 10.000 foot. For more information about 
the two Airports see AIP Jordan included as appendix III 
of this thesis. 

21. Alia - The Royal Jordanian Airline w~s formed by the Provi
sional Ordinunce !'To. 20 of 1968 called ( Alia Corporation -
The Royal Jordanian Airlines Ordinance ) • Section 1 provides: 
This Provisional 0rdinance shall be cited "Alia Corporation
The Royal Jordanian Airlines Ordinance 1968 and shall come 
into force from the date of its publication in the Official 
Gazette". See also section 5 of the Ordinance about the 
functions of the airline. For more information about the 
history of the co~~ercial airlines in Jordan see Baqain, 
Civil Aviation in Jordan. Thesis submitted to the Faculty 
of Graduate Studies and-Research, UcGill University 1970 
at PP• 14 - 19. 

Alia - The Royal Jordanian ~irline has a fleet of 
10 Boein~ Aircraft of different types. It received the 
first Boeing - 747 in December, 1976. 

Other carriers which existed in 1975 J.W.A. (Jordan 
World Airways} for freight and charter services and Arab 
Wings for executive flights. 

22. For the broad type of agre emon ts se.e Annex to the Agree
ment with Den~~rk siened on December, 7, 1961. For the 
precise beyond-riehts see Annex to Agreement with Nether
lands signed at lunm'J.n on 24th August, 1960. 

23. B. Cheng, The Law of International Ai£_TransEO~~' London, 
1962, pp. 392 - 393. 

24. Ibid. P• 394 
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25. Ttornton, International Airlines and Politices, Michigan, 
1970 p. l, see also for more detailed illustration H. A. 
1/vassenbergh, Aspects of Air law and Cl vil Air Policl in 
!he Seventie~7TneHague 1970 pr;. 9 - 15. · 

26. Lissitzyn, International Air Tro.n~ort and National Poll£1.. 
New York l9~pp:-2l =-22. 

27. The Government has two plans. The first one called The 
Seven-Year .J::rogram for Econo1nic Develo,Emen!:_in Jord~!!,, 
I97o; the second called The Three-Year Deve~opment Plan, 
1974. For aviation development see unaer Av~ation in 
the second plan. 

28. McWhinney and Bradley, The Freedom of the Air, 1968 Nether
lands p. 159, see also J.A.L.c:-voi. JO p:-248 Bilateral 
Agreements Qg_Air Trans2ort, by O.J. Lissitzyn. -

)0. 

:n. 

)2. 

JJ. 

Sir George Cribbett, "Some International A~ects of Air 
TranSEQ.£!:." Journal of tfie!loyai Aero. Society, p. 5"09-
at p.~671 ( 1950 ). 

See Ralph Azzie, Negotiation and ImPlementation of Bila
teral Air Transport_~reem~nts-,-recture I - r9b7 given · 
at the I.A.S.L. McGill University, Montreal. 

Supra note 28, J.A.L.C. vol. JO. 

For more detailed analysis see. Showcross and Beaumont on 
Air Law )rd. ed. vol. 1 London 19~P.~ see also supra 
note JI p. 248, see also supra note JO. 

The first bilateral air transport agreement was concluded 
between the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
and the Government of the Republic of Turkey in 1948, pub
lished in the Official Gazette No. 974 dated on 16th Feb
ruary, 1949. The countries with which Jordan has bilateral 
air transport agreements are as follows: 

Afghanistan, Austria, Bahrain, Belgium, Brazil, China, 
Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, Emirates United Arab, France, German 
Federal Republic, Greece, Iraq, Italy, Lebanon, Luxrmburg, 
Malaysia, Morocco, Netherland, Norway, Oman, Paldstan, Q.atar, 
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Homania, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, 
SWeden, Switzerland, Syria, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, U.K., 
U.S.S.R, Yemen Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Chile, and U.S.A. 
-( Non-scheduled Agreement )-. 
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Cha,Eter II 

11HE BilATERAL AIR TRANSPO•tT AGiiEE'MENTS ---------. 

A bilateral is a treaty between two governments. There

fore the treaty making bodies on each side are those ultimately 
1 

responsible for a bilateral agreement covering air matters. 

Since a bilateral is a treaty what then does the term 

treaty mean? Lord McNair in Law of Treaties, 1961 defines a 

treaty as follows: 

"The treaty is a written agreement by which two or more 

states or international organizations create or intend to create 

a relation between themselves operating within the sphere of in-
2 

ternational law". 

The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1966 in 

Article 2 (a) defines a treaty as 'an international agreement 

concluded between states in written form and goverr.ed by inter

national law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two 

or more relBted instruments and whatever its particular designa-
3 

tion' • 

The first definition needs clarification; a treaty, in 

addition to creating a relation between the contracting parties 

also creates rights, duties, and obligations on each side. 

http:goverr.ed
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The second definition does not specify the purpose of a 

treaty. It just speaks of the formalities. 

However what is of concern is the bilateral air transport 

agreement. It could be deduced that a bilateral air transport 

agreement is an agreement dealing with air transport affairs, 

regulating the civil aviation aspects, the exchange of routes and 

the grant of traffic rights. In other words the bilateral air 

transport agreement is a contract between two governments for the 

purpose of regulating the routes, the exchange of the traffic 

rights, the frequencies and the capacity between and beyond their 

respective territories. 

The purpose of an air transport agreement is to facilitate 

the expansion of the benefits of air transportation to the public. 

A bilateral agreement ordinarily takes the form of a trade of 
Jf 

routes. 

Bilateral air transport agreements first began to be used 

in the late 1920's. In 1950 Sir George Cribbett wrote "•••• The 

farsighted draftsmen of the Convention for the Regulation of 

Aerial Navigation of 1919, known as the Paris Convention, appa

rently intended that there should be reasonable freedom to deve

lop international airlines, and that the States adhering to that 

Convention should impose no unnecessary obstacles on the exercise 

of traffic rights on the international air routes of the world, 
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other than the right each nation reserves to itself to carry its 

cabotage traffic •••••• Although Article 15 of the Paris Conven

tion permitted any contracting State to make the exercise of 

traffic rights conditional on its prior authorisation, the in

tention underlying this condition seems to have been related more 

to technical and security requirements thsn to economic considera

tions. But the ink of the signatures of the Convention was 

scarcely dry before the multilateral approach began to give place 

to bilateral agreements. At the outset these bilateral agreements 

were confined to arrangements between the sign~tories and non

signatories to the Convention and were intended primsrlly to deal 

with air navigation and other technical provisions of the Conven

tion by which its signatories were bound, so far as practicable, 

in their relations with non-members as well as members. later, 

in the 1920's, there began to appear bilateral agreements exchan

ging rights to carry traffic on specified routes into and through 

the territories of the two signatories. When in 1929 a meeting 

was held in Paris to consider possible amendments of the Paris 

Convention, the United Kingdom delegation pressed for the most 

liberal interpretation of Article 15 to permit "unhindered" com

mercial rights, but the motion was defeated. By this negative 

vote the growing practice of seeking commercial rights by bila

teral negotiations thus received majority endorsement •••••••••. 

Although a considerable number of these bilateral agreements 

existed before the 1939 - 45 war, they had not become widespread 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Although these agreements were all too frequently 
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difficult to obtain, their form and content were simple. Their 

main distinguishing features were the designation of the commer

cial airlines to be granted the rights, the fixing of routes and 

the invariable provision that any rights granted should be on a 
5 

basis of complete reciprocity". 

In the early years of bilateral agreements establishing the 

right to operate scheduled services, the chief motive for these 

agreements seems to have been the desire on the part of many coun

tries to establish beyond dispute, mainly in the context of secu

rity, the unassailable rights of soverei~nty of each country over 
6 -

the .air space above its territory. However since the Second 

World 'Nar the primary purpose of negotiating hila teral air trans

port agreements has changed. No longer is protection of soverei

gnty in air space a goal, for the principle of sovereignty in air 

space is now firmly entrenched in the I,aw of Nations as is noted 

in the following section. The main purpose of bilaterals is 

commercial. With the expansion of international air services 

after the Second World War, air transport agreements assumed an 

importance they did not have before the war. That importance was 

enhanced by the failure of the Chicago Conference to reach an 

agreement for the multilateral exchange of traffic rights. The 

vacuum left by the collapse of the movement towards multilatera

lism was filled by bilateral air transport agreements, a develop

ment the probability of which was recognized in Article 6 of the 
7 

Chicago Convention. 
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All bilateral air transport agreements, amendments, and 

arraqgements are required to be registered with the Interna

tional Civil Aviation Organjzation. At present there are 2668 

bilateral air transport agreements registered as of February, 
B 

1977. 
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The question of the legal status of air spqce was a sub

ject of lengthy discussions f'or a long time before a settlement was 

reached. Man~· competing theories and different opinions were deve-
9 

loped on this subject. 

One theory was tlwt air sp~ce is entirely free; another 

theory was that there is a 1 ower zone of territorial air space and 

a higher unlimited zone of free air sp~ce. The third theory was -

and it. is the one that prevailed- that the air·space to an unli-

mited height is entirely within the sovereignty of the subjacent 

state. The fourth theory was that the sir space is within the 

~ . sovereignty of the subjacent state subject to a eervitude of in-

c 

10 
nocent passage for foreign civil, but not military, aircraft. 

It bec9.me .2pparent that by thA outbreak of World War I 

that the principle of sovereie;nty ln usable air space over na-

tional lands and waters had been accAntAd by the international 

com..'nuni ty as a custO!i1."iry rule of international law. Not ques

tioned was the right of each st~te to control the flight of air-

craft over its surf~ce territories an~ to prohibit the entry into 

its usable space of any forei~_;n air'craf't. Ev~nts durin/7. World ?!ar 

I and the preparation ::l.nd si~w~ture of Paris Conventiou of 1919 

merely qcknowledged nnd reRtated this already existing rule of 

custom:try internation'il air law - namel.v, the absolute sovereignty 

of the subj:3.cent st3.te over usable space above its n3.tionul lands 

and wa te1·s. This rule lies at the base of slmost all subsequent 
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developments in the field of public international air law. 

The first for~al statement in international air law 

rning state sovereignty in air space was Article 1 of the 

Convention of 1919 which reads as follows: 

"The Eigh contractine parties recognize that each 
power has complete and exclusive sovereignty over 
air space above its territory ••••••••••••• " 

11 

conce-

Paris 

Other international air law conventions followed the same 

principle. For instA.nce the !·.1'adrid ( Ibero - American ) eonven-

tion of 1929 which was signed by Spain and twenty South American 

States, the Havana ( Pan - American ) Convention of 1928, and 

lastly the Chicago Convention of 1944. The Chicago Convention 

adopted the same principle in Article 1 which is as follows: 

"The contracting states recognize that every state 
has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the 
air space above its territory •••.•••••••• ". 

Article 2 of the Chicago Convention defines the term 

territory as follows: 

"For the purpose of this convention the territory 
of a state shall be deemed to be the land areas 
and territorial waters adjacent thereto under the 
sovereignty, suzerainty, protection of mandate of 
such state ... 

The principle of state's sovereignty incorporated in the 
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Charter of the 1Jnited Nations. Article 2 paragraph 1 of the 

Charter reads as follows: 

1. The Organization is based on the principle 
of the sovereign equality of all its mem
bers. 

The states' practice followed this principle and it is re

cognized that the state has sovereignty over the air space above 

its territory. The principle exists in every national legisla-
12 

tion especially the civil aviation codes. 
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B. The Freedoms of the Air ----
No airline can operate scheduled or non-scheduled commer

cial air routes into the air space of the other countries without 

obtaining authorization from those countries affected. Such an 

authorization will confer a right. The type of right depends of 

course upon the authorization. The types of rights are classi

fied in international practice as freedoms of the air, each free

dom being descriptive of a right or rights commonly confered by 

authorization. The freedoms are collectively called the freedoms 

of air. 

What are the freedoms of air? 

In the strict sense freedom of air means freedom to fly 

through air space. The expression, however, is often used in a 

broader sense as including not only freedom to fly, but also the 

freedom of aircraft of one nation to land in the territory of 

other nations and to take on and discharge commercial traffic 
lJ 

therein. In this sense the expression means freedom of air com-

merce. 

Prior to the Chicago Conference of 1944 an official document 

was issued by the British aut.tlori ties stated that freedom of the 

air is an undefined term and is variously interpretated as in-

eluding: 

(1) The right of innocent passage. 

(2) The right to land for non-traffic purposes (e.g. re

fuelling, repair, emergency). 
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(3) The right to land passengers, mails and freight emba

rked in the country of origin of the aircraft. 

(4) The right to embark passengers, mails and freight des

tined for the country of origin of the aircraft. 

(5) The right to convey passengers, mails and freight 

between two countries, neither being the country of 

origin of the aircraft. 

{6) The right to convey passengers, mails and freight 

between two points in any one country not being the 

country of origin of the aircraft. 

Here we have the birth of the analysis of the "Freedom of 

Air" which gave rise to the five freedoms as we know them today, 
14 

and as they appear in practically all international agreements. 

Ry the time the Chicago Conference met in 1944 the pri~i-

leges which a state might grant to foreign commercial carriers 

to operate scheduled international air services to and from its 

territory were separ~ted into the so-called five freedoms of the 
15 

air. Each freedom may be defined as follows: 

The First Freedom: The privilege to fly across the ter-

ritory of other state without landing. 

The Second Freedom: The privilege to land in the territory 

of other state for non-traffic purposes -technical reasons 

only- such as refuelling but not to embark or disembark 

any passengers, cargo or mail. 
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The Third Freedom: The right to carry passengers, cargo 

and mail from the country whose nationality the aircraft 

possesses to the other contracting party. 

The Fourth Freedom: The right to pick up passengers, cargo 

and mail from the territory of the other contracting party· 

to the territory of the state whose nationality the air

craft possesses. 

The Fifth Freedom: The right to put down or take on, in the 

territory of the other contracting party,passengers, cargo 

and mail coming from or destin~d to points in a third 

country or countries. 

Adistinction is made between the freedoms; the first and 

second freedoms are called and known as "technical rights". The 

third, fourth and fifth freedoms are 'mown as "commercial traffic 

rights". For the development and promotion of any international 

air services between any two states, third and fourth freedoms 

are essential. Difficulty.arises mainly in connection with the 

fifth freedom. It is in fact possible to distinguish three types 

of fifth freedom: 

a. Anterior - point fifth freedom: This is the right to carry 

traffic between the grantor - state and a third state or 

states situated on a given route, at a point anterior to the 

flag state. The difference between this freedom and the so

called sixth freedom is that this freedom is authorized and 
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specified on a given route in the annex as a fifth freedom 

carriage. 

b. Intermediate - point fifth freedom: This is the right to 

carry traffic between the grantor - state and intermediate -

point third states ~g~te. 

c. Beyond - point fifth freedom: This is the right to carry 

traffic between the grantor - state and third states situa-. 

ted on a given route beyond the grantor - state. 

In addition to these five freedoms of the air, further 

refinements in classifying air traffic have made their appearance 
16 

since the Chicago Conference. These freedoms may be classi-

fled and defined as follows: 

The Sixth Freedom: The right to carry traffic between two 
17 

foreign countries via the home state of the carrier. 

(Different definitions are given to this type of freedom 

which will be discussed in chapter five). 

The Seventh Freedom: The right, for a carrier operating 

entirely outside the territory of its flag - state, to 

fly into the territory of the grsntor - state and there 

discharge, or take on, traffic coming from or destined for, 
18 

a third state or states. 

The main difference between these two types of freedoms is 

that in the sixth freedom case the carrier operates via its home 
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country, but in the seventh freedom case the carrier operates 

outside its home country. 

The Eight Freedom: The right to carry traffic between two 

points in the territory of the same state not being the 

state whose nationality the aircraft possesses. This 

freedom is called ~cabotage". Each state reserves this 

right to its national carrier (s). This type of traffic 

is exclusively a domestic carriage and the state's right 

to reserve if for the national carrier (s) is based on 

Article 7 of the Chicago Convention of 1944. 

These are the freedoms of the air which are used in air 
19 

transport business and aviation community. 
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c. The Chicago Conference ------------
Six months before the end of World War II, representatives 

of fifty-four nations met at Chicago to lay down a new universal 

syste.Jl to regulate and govern the international aviation affairs 

in the post-war phase. 

Rapid development in international air transport took place 

immediately prior to World V7ar II. This development resulted in. 

intense competition between the airlines who operated scheduled 

air services. This situation created the conflict between natio

nal and international interests. Each state interpreted restric

tively, to protect its national carrier, the existing multila-
20 

teral agreements. 

Consequentl~ the need was felt to have a world - wide 

system to regulate, not only the technical aspects of air navi

gation, but also economic, political and legal aspects. The 

international air transport system after the Second World War 

and the changed conditions of the world's map brought about 

general agreement among the nations that a truly international 

conference should be held to establish a new international 
21 

regime. 

In response to the invitation of the United States Govern-

ment, the Conference convened at Chicago from November 1 to 

December 7, 1977, to "make arrangements for the immediate esta

blishment of provisional world air routes and services "and to" 

http:syste.Jl
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set u~ an interim council to collect, record and study data con-

cerning international aviation and to make •..•. recom..mendations 

for its improvement". The conference was also invited to discuss 

the principles and methods to be followed in the adoption of a 
22 

new ~viation convention. 

"The general objectives of the conference were of two kiDds, 

technical and economic. The technic~l aims concerned setting up 

international arranrements for licensing pilots and mechanics, 

registering and certifying the airworthiness of aircraft, standa

rizing and planning for the development of navigational aids, 

collecting statistics, exchanging technical information, and 

similar essential technjc3l tasks and procedures. The economic 

ol~jectives included: t.te assignment of air routes to nations and 

to airlines; the arn:we:ements for setting air fares, frequencies, 

schedules, and capacities; and me thoC.s of f•1ci li ta ting in terair-

line f~re transfers, customs arrangements, coopero.tion in servi-

cing and coordin!ltion of Pchedule~. An extermt:lly important 

subg~oup of aims at the conference concerned the arrangements 

for obtaining uut.tority to overfly another nation's sovereign 

territory and to make stops in foreign territory for technical 

reasons, that is, for fuel and ;naintenance. The major air 

nutions needed author-ity from foreign countries to te.ke passen-

gers ut intermediate stops to replace those disembarking prior 

to the terminus of long-h~ul flights if the later stages of 
~J 

these flights w~re to be reasonably econo~ic". 
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Not all the states of the world, at that time, were repre

sented in the conference. The United States and its allies were 

at war with the AXIS powers. These were not invited to the con

ference. In addition some countries were considered as pro -

Axis and were not invited. Others withdrew before the conference 
24 

started. 

It was clear that the United States was anxious to have 

that conference for many reasons. Points beyond Europe with 

commercial traffic rights were essential to the United States 

carriers for their long - haul operations. On the other hand 

the European countries wanted to have gateways in North America 

and beyond rights as well for their cross Atlantic operations. 

For the purpose of re-establishing a new world - wide 

system to regulate international civil aviation especially the 

economic regulations, there were four basic proposals before the 

conference. 

The first proposal was submitted jointly by the New Zealand 

and the Australian Delegations called for international ownership 

and operation for civil air services on world trunk routes. It 

was rejected. 

The second proposal was submitted by the United States and 

called for an international aviation authority with powers limi-

ted to the technical and consultative matters. 
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The third proposal was submitted by Canada and called 

for setting up international authority with power to allocate 

routes, review routes and dete~nine frequencies of operation. 

The fourth proposal was submitted by the United Kingdom 

and called for more discretionary power for the international 

authority in allocating routes, fixing rates, and determining 

frequencies than the Canadiun Government proposed. 

In the course of the conference it became apparent that 

none of the proposals were acceptable to the major participants. 

Thus a compromise was reached under which the parts of the pro

posals that were generally acceptable were incorporated in one 

set of treaties and those which were contentious were incorpo

rated in other treaties or instruments. 

The conference adopted in its Final Act the following: 

25 
1. The Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation. 

2. The Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation. 

3. The International Air Services Transit Agreement. 

4. The Internation~l Air Transport Agreement. 

5. A Standard Form of Bilateral Agreemen, known as 

Chicago Standard Form, for the exchange of air routes. 

(This standard was prepared and recommended by the 

conference as part of its Final Act). 
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26 
6. Drafts of technical Annexes. 

The accomplishments of the c~nference were less than had 

been expected. The major economic questions which were in issue 
27 

were not solved, for no agreement could be reached. 
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1. Chica~o Convention 

The Convention on International Civil Aviation, known as 

"The Chicago Convention or 1944", is one or the outcomes or the 

Chicago Conference. It was signed by thirty-eight states of 

those who attended the Conference. The Convention came into 

force on April, 4, 1947. 

The Chicago Convention of 1944, is considered as an in

ternational agreement on certain principles and arrangements in 

order that international civil aviation may be developed in a 

safe and orderly manner and that international air transport 

services may be established on the basis or equality of oppor-
28 

tunity and operated soundly and economically. 

The great importance which the Convention has can be 

deduced from the fact that one hundred and thirty-six states 

had ratified or adhered to the Convention as or February, 1977. 

In so far as international air services are concerned 

the major provisions of the convention are as follows: 

- Article 1 about the state sovereignty 

- Article 5 the right of non-scheduled flights 

- Article 6 the scheduled air services 

- Article 7 the cabotage 

- Article 9 the right of each contracting state to 

establish prohibited areas over which no 

flights can take place. 
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- Article 68 The designation of the routes to be 

followed and the airports to be used by 

any international air services. 

In spite of the tremendous international acceptance of 

the Chicago Convention of 1944, there are some major ambigui

ties in the Convention. For instance the Convention did not 

define the term nscheduled''. Such definition is necessary for 

the applicatlon of Article 5 and Article 6 of the Convention in 

order to know whether a p~rticular international air service is 

subject to Article 5 and the privileges stated in this Article, 

or subject to Article 6, of the Convention, and its restrictions 
29 

and limitations. 
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2. !he Transit Asreement 

The International Air Services Transit Agreement known 

as the "Two Freedo!!ls Agreement" of 1944, which came into force 

on 30 January, 1945, was the first multilateral agreement that 

granted transit rights. Neither the Paris Convention nor the 

Havana Convention granted transit rights or traffic to scheduled 

airline services. 

The Transit Agreement was found to secure first and second 

freedoms to scheduled international air services. These free-

doms are the following: 

1. The privilege to fly across the territory of the 

other state without landing. 

2. The privilege to land for non-traffic purposes. 

Article l section 1 of the Transit Agreement talks about 

the granting of the above mentioned privileges. The Agreement 
30 

authorizes "certain privileges, not rights of fli,ghts". 

There is a big difference between these two terms. 

"Whilst rights !!tr.!_ct£_~~ pertain to the sphere of obliga

tion or compulsion, privileges pertain to the sphere of liberty 
31 

and free will". 

The Transit Agreement is only applicable among the con

tracting parties. It is a condition that a state in order to 

derive benefits from the Transit Agreement shall be a member of 
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the International Civil Aviation Organization. In other words, a 

state can not be party to the Transit Agreement without being 
32 

party to the Chicago Convention of 1944. 

The Transit Agreement contains certain provisions under 

which the grant of the privileges can be exercised. These pro-

visions are as follows: 

a. The grant of the privileges is only for scheduled interna-

tional air serviceA. 

b. The exercise of the privileges shall be in accordance with 

the provisions of the Chicago Convention of 1944. 

c. The privileges shall .not be applicable with respect to air-

ports utilized for military purposes. 

d. The ri~ht of the granting state to designate the route to 

be followed within its territory and to designate the air-

ports which may be used. 

The Transit Agreement provides for the principle of 

reciprocal grants of the privileges. The exercise of this pri

vilege by one state does not depend on the exercise of the 

privileges by the other state. In other words if the grantor

state does not exercise the privileges granted to it, it can 

not deny the exercise of these privileges by the other state -

the grantee. 
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The most important question which may arise is that 

whether the prior permission is required to be obtained before 

exercising these privileges or not? The Transit Agreement is 

silent. Section J of Article 1 of the Transit Agreemen provi

des that the airlines of the contracting parties may be required 

to offer reasonable commercial services. Section 4 of Article 

1 provides for the right of the granting state to designate the 

route to be followed and the airports may be used. Section 5 

of Article 1 refers to the right of the granting state to with

hold or revoke a certificate or permit issued to an air transport 

enterprise of another state. It could be deduced th~t before 

the withholding or revocation of the permit there should be 

something issued. The issuance of the permit constitutes the 

prior permission of the grantor-state. The grant of the exer

cise of the privileges m~y depend on the prior issue and conti

nued validity of a certificate or permit given to the airline 

of the other contracting party, ·nhich may be withheld or revoked 

under the conditions stated in section 5 of Article 1 of the 
J) 

Transit Agreement. 

Another question of importance that may arise is that in 

connection with the exercise of the privilee;es under the Transit 

Agreement by the contracting parties in case of war between the 

contracting parties. In such a situation it is clear in sec

tion 2 of the Transit Agreement that the exercise of the privi

leges shall be in accordance with the Chicago Convention of 
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1944, and the interpretation of the Transit Agreement is to be 

in accordance with the Chicago Convention. Since the Transit 

Agreement is silent about the exercise of the privileges in case 

of war, the Chicago Convention of 1944 gives the answer in 

Article 89 which provides for the freedom of any of the contrac~ 

ting states to take actions in case of war, and the provisions 

of the Convention shall not affect that freedom taken by states 

affected. 

However the Transit Agreement is one of the most impor

tant multilateral conventionson international air law. This is 

shown by the fact that !linety-two states are parties to it as of 

February, 1977. 
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3. ThewFive Freed~. Agreement 

The International Air Transport Agreement known as the 

"Five Freedoms Agreement" 1944 came into force on 8 February, 

1945. 

The Transport Agreement was aimed to be a multilateral 

agreement for the exchange of co~uercial traffic rights between 

the contracting states. This was what the United States wanted. 

when she submitted the draft. 

In addition to the first and second freedoms provided by 

the Transit Agreement, the 'l'ransport .\greement provides the 

following: 

- The privileBe to put down passengers, mail and cargo 

taken on in the territory of the state whose nationa-

lity the aircraft possesses. 

- The privilege to take or. passengers, mail and cargo 

destined for the territory of the state whose nationa-

lity the aircraft possesses. 

- The privilege to take on passengers, mail and cargo 

destined for the territory of any other contracting 

state and the privilege to put down passengers, mail 
34 

and cargo coming from any such territory. 

There are no provisions in the Agreement concerning rates 

and tariffs or capacity~and frequency-control. Section 3 of 
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the Agree.nent say:s "A contr~cting state gr·3.nting to the airlines 

of another contracting state the privilege to stop for non-

traffic purposes may require such airlines to offer reason9.ble 

commercial services at the points 9.t which such stops are ma.de 

••••••• "Section 4 of the Agreement ~ives each contracting state 

the rieht to reserve the "cabotage" for its airline. Section 5 

(1) of the Agreement gives each contractjne; state the rifht "to 

desi~nate the route to be followed within its terrjtory by gny 

intern~tional air service, and the airports which any such ser-

vice may use". Article III of the Agreement provides the.t "in 

the establishment and operation of through services due consi-

dero.tion shall be given to the intt-rests of other contracting 

states so as not to interfere unduly with their regional ser-

vices or their through services". 

The Transport Agreement was intended to be u~ed as the 

mul tilatet'al solution for the problem of t.he exchange of co!l"..mPr-

cial traffic rights between the contracting parties, but it did 

not achieve that intention. The Agreement in Article IV section 

1 gives twy contracting state the rieht to make a resE:!rvation at 

the time of sign!.1ture or acceptance or the right not to grant and 

receive the rights ar.d oblie;:1tions of Articl13 1 section 1 par·a. 

5. This means tho.t there would Le no excbanc,e of the "fifth 

freedom" if such reservation is rru.:..de, c.nd thus the Aereem.ent was 

not a "five freedoas" agreenent uut a "four freedoms'' aereement. 

Another significarJ.t limitation wus the r5.ght to withdraw from 
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the rights 9.nd obligations of the Agreement on a t:ix months' 

notice being given by the state to the Council of the Inter-

national Civil Aviation Organization. 

In spite of the fact that she was the sponsor of the 
35 

Agreement, the United States aenouncerl it on July, 25, 1946. 

Mr. Burden stated: "A yeo.r and a half ago the TJni ted States 

asRumed the responsibil:i.ty of initiating a multilateral agree-

men t l·mown as th'3 Air Tn-1 nsport Ae:reement. The passage of time 

and further study of the problem by m~cy n~tions led them to 

reject it for a variety of reasons. In feet it has been accep-

ted by such a sf.l:.-tll number of countries that it car. no lonl'!er 

be considered as the b:tsi s of a world wide scl!.e.me for in terna-
36 

tional civil aviation". 

The Transport i..greem.en t l s cor: si de red as, a dead letter 

and h::.:.s no I'ole wt.c.tsoever in intern~tion:tl civil avi'ltion. 

Tvvelve states only 2-re me.:nbers to tL.e Agree£1l·3nt. 

http:scl!.e.me
http:sf.l:'1.11
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4. The ChicaBo Stand~rd Form 

The Final Act of the Chicago Conference contained, among 

other things, Standard Form of Agreement for ~rovisional Air 

Routes. This Chicago Form as it came to be called was not bin

ding on states, but it served as a convenient model, and facili

tated the conclusion of many bilateral air transport agreements 

in the post - war period. Some of those concluded contained 

relatively few restrictions on the types of traffic that were 
37 

permitted to be carried on the agreed routes. 

The Chicago Conference considered that "it is desirable 

that there should be as great a measure of uniformity as pos

sible in any agreements that they may be m~de between states 
38 

for the operation of air services". The conference recommen-

ded that (1) "The contracting parties grant the rights specified 

in the Annex hereto necess9.ry for establishing the international 

civil air routes and services therein described. Whether such 

services be inaugurated i1:~mediately or at a later date at the 
39 

option of the contracting psrty to whoru the rights are granted". 

In so recommending the conference noted that "An Annex will 

include a description of the routes and of the rights granted 

whether of transit only, of non-traffic stops or of commercial 

entry as the case may be, and the conditions incidental to the 

granting of the rights. ~:rhere rights of non-traffic or commer

cial rights are granted, the Annex will include a design'ition 

http:neceSS9.ry
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of the ports of call at which stops can be made, or as which 

commercial rights for the embarkation and disembarkation of 

passengers, cargo and mail are authorized, and a statement of 

the contracting parties to whom. the respective rights are gran-
40 

ted". 

The standard forlll of Agreement for provisional air routes, 

and agreements .made in this form. are t<nown as "Chi cage Type" 

Agreements. This type has been followed by most ICAO members 

since the Chicago Conference, ~nd therefore"there is considerable 

uniformity in the administrative clauses of bilateral agree-
41 

ments". 

The pattern of this standard form generally follows some 

of the provisions stipul~ted upon the Chicago Convention, such 

as: 

1. Airport and facility charges -Article 15 of the 

Chicago Convention (national treatment) 

2. Customs duties and other charges (national and most

favoured nation·s treatment) - Article 24 of the Chica-

go Convention. 

3. Recognition of certificates and licences issued by 

state of registration of aircraft - Article 32 and 

33 of the Chicago Convention. 

4. Applicability of n~tional laws and regulations of 

entry, clearance of passengers, crew and cargo -

Article 11 of the Chicago Convention and Article 13. 
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The principie of non-discrimination exists in all of 

the above-mentioned provisions. The form also gives each state 

the right to designate its own carrier (s) and states are re

quired to grant permission to the designated carrier (s), Article 

2 of the form. 

The purpose of this type of agreements is: 

l. For establishing international air route (s) and 

services to be operated on these route (s); 

2. The grant of necessary rights for operating these 

route (s); 

J. The designation of airlines entitled to operate such 

services on the established route (s); 

4. 1~aking a concession of these rights dependent upon 

certain general conditions, those provisions of the 

conventions supplemented by the annexes of these 
42 

agreements. 

The provisions of the Chicago standard form of agreements 

provide for administrative clauses only. There are no provi-

sions for capacity, rates, frequencies and specification of 

traffic rights to be exchsnged. In other words the "Chicago 

Type" does not include the com.'Tlerclal clauses. The absence of 

the provisions of this kind resulted in the immediate post -

war period of the adoption of many different provisions in 

agreements on these mstters. Consequently, the need was felt 
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for a new form of agreement which would serve as a model in 

these matters. This new form was the Bermuda Agreement of 

1946 between the United Kingdom and the United States of Ame-

rica. 

c 
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D- Bermuda Conference -----------
The situation of scheduled international air services· 

after the Chicago Conference was unsatisfacto~y. The Chicago 

Conference failed to agree on an economic framwork for regula

ting such services. 

After the Chicago Conference the airlines organized the 

Intern9.tional Air Transport Association - IATA - to regulate 

the fares problem. On the other hand the governments started 

to negotiate bilateral air transport agreements to regulate the 
44 

exchange of routes, fares and rates, capacity and frequencies. 

The Chicago Conference "had by its failure to agree on an alter

native, returned the problem of route assignment, fare determi-
45 

nation, and frequencies and capacities to the bilateral arena". 

By that time the world was divided into two factions, 

one led by the United Kingdom and the other by the United States. 

The United States, after the World 't!ar II, wanted complete 

freedom and adopted a liberal policy towards international air 

transport. The re9.son behind this was that the United States, 

at that time, was in a better position with its aircraft than 

the United Kingdom. The Uinted States adopted such a policy to 

have as many traffic rights as pos~ible to operate its long - haul 

services. On the other hand the United Kingdom adopted and de-
46 

sired predeterminations of capacity and control of the fares. 

In view of the differences, both governments agreed to 
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have a conference to reach a settlement. The negotiations them

selves "were focused around a conference between the United 

States and Great Britain scheduled for Bermuda in January -
47 

February 1946". 

Delegations from both governments met as scheduled and 

an agreement was reached. One of the United States Delegation 

to Bermuda Conference 1-Ir. George P. Baker said "it should be 

remembered that the major purpose was to get an agreement and 

that the success of the meeting was due to the earnestness of 
48 

that desira on the part of the two delegations involved". 

The fact that the United Kingdom was in a desperate need 

for dollars might have been used by the United States as a pres

sure over the negotiations in order to secure commercial traffic 

rights which it wanted. According to the U.S. Department of 

State Bulletin of February, 24, 1946 p. 302, the main purpose 

of the conference was "To reconcile widely divergent views which 

were held by the two nations on the extent to which internatio-
49 

nal air transport should be subject to in terna ti onal control". 

However the Bermuda Conference was resulted in "The 

Bermuda Agreement'' between the United Kingdom and the United 

States of America. 
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The Bermuda Agreement was a compromise between two oppo

sing points of view, the United Kingdom on one hand and the United 

States on the other hand. It was a balance between the British 

protectionism and the American liberalism. The compromise was 

between the two different positions in which the United Kingdom 

abandoned predetermination of capacity and the United States 

accepted international control of fares and rates. Thus tbe 

Bermuda Agreement introduced changes in policies for the two 

countries. 

At the time of the conclusion of the Agreement both par-
1 

ties officially, expressed their satisfaction with it. But the 

fact that the Agreeinent was a compromise between the two oppo

sing philosophies and policies towards international air trans

port, indicates that there were still important differences 

concerning "the principles which shall govern commercial air 

transport". These differences opened the door for various inter-
2 

pretatlons of the plan by both p~rties. 

However the negotiations of the Bermuda Agreement were 

the first negotiations of consequence after the World War TI in 

which both contracting parties hoped to develop strong, long -
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haul trunk routes. Therefore the Agreement was a very important 

one. The Agreement "de!I'..:lnded some solution to the problem of 

the traffic which was referred to in the fifth freedon and was 
3 

essential for long- haul air transport". 

As was mentioned that the agreement introduced changes 

in policies for the two countries. As the Great Britain "aban-

doned former insistence on direct international control of eco-
4 

nomic factors" , the United States agreed to accept the interna-

tional control of fares which "they were most reluctant to con-
5 

cede and parameters within which services could be operated". 

The American position reflected their objective which was 

the same as at the Chicago Conference. They wanted "as much 

freedom of the air as possible with as little regulation as 

possible". On the contrary the British position and their objec

tive too, was the same as at the Chicago Conference - obtaining 

aircraft and facilities, regulation of rates and some sort of 

check on capacity and frequency of flights in order to prevent 
6 

and avoid cut - throat, wasteful and uneconomic competition. 

It then took several weeks of negotiations at the Bermuda 

Conference between the two countries, but the results were predi

ctable. The British long - term policy was to establish an equal 

stfitus with the United States as far as civil aviatlon is concer-

ned. To achieve this, Great Britain was quite willing to work 

out a liberal construction of the fifth freedom and capacity 

proble.ns where they applied to long - haul in te.cnl.i tional operations 

http:proble.us
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since Britain needed pick up traffic too. "The United States 

"held its hone for the "American dream" - freedom of the air, 

opportunity for every airline, and no restriction on "honest 
7 

competition". 

The United States wanted a liberal policy towards inter

national air transport be.cause she was in a better position than 

the United Kingdom by the time the ':lorld War II ended. The 

United States was ready, well-equipped and ha.d "numerous trans-
8 

port aircraft available". Thus unlike Great Britain,the United 

States and her airlines could compete effectively with any air

line in the world. 

The dominant feature of the Bermuda Agreement was-and 

remains -that airlines are free to operate services at the fre

quency / capacity they consider justified, provided they comply 

with the general provisions of the Agreement: once a Bermuda -

type agreement is signed between two governments and the airlines 
9 

have been formally designated, the airlines take over. 

It was mentioned that the bilateral air transport agree-

ments' main purpose is to exchange commercial traffic rights 

between the two contracting parties. These rights are to be 

conferred to the designated airlines of both contr110ting p'irties. 

Some bilaterals provide for the exch:inge of the first, second, 

third and fourth freedoms only. Other bilaterals provide for 

the exchange of the full list of the freedoms - the five free

dams -. The Bermuda Agreement falls in the second category for 
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it provides the exchange of the five freedoms. 

As far as the exchange of the first a.tld second freedoms 

is concerned~there will be no difficulty if both contracting 

parties are members to the Transit Agreement for they already 

exchanged these two freedoms. Furthermore, such a situation 

will facilitate the negotiations' process. The only problem 

that will remain is the exchange of third, fourth and fifth 

freedoms. Indeed there appears to have been no difficulty in 

exchanging the first and the second freedoms at Bermuda. One 

writer has suggested that the fact that the United States and 

the United Kingdom were parties to the Transit A~reement faci-
10 

litated the conclusion of the Bermuda Agreement. 

The United Xingdomand the United States exchanged, in 

Bermuda Agreement, the first and the second freedoms to be exer-

cised by the designated airlines of both contracting parties on 

routes anywhere in the world subject to the provisions of the 

Chicago Transit Agreement. In ad~ition "Each nation also grants 

to the other commercial privileges {sic) of entry tJ.nd departure 

to discharge and pick up traffic (freedoms three, four, and five); 

but these commercial privlleges are valid, in contrast to the 

transit privileges, only at airports na.ned in the agreement and 

on routes generally indicated, and in accord with certain gene-
11 

ral traffic principles and lirni ta ticns". 

There are certain differences between the Bermuda Agree-

ment and the Air Transport Agreement of 1944, known as the "Five 
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Freedoms Agreement". These differences are in connection with 

the fifth freedom. Any state, party to the Air Transport Agree

ment, coQld contract out of the fifth freedom rights and can, by 

giving six months' notice, withdraw fro~ such rights and obli

gations. BQt under the Bermuda Agreement these rights can not 

be separated from the rest of the plan. Another difference is 

that Qnder the Air Transport Agreement the privileges granted 

are extended only to traffic to and from other states parties 

to the Agreement; but, the rights under the Bermuda Agreement 

are granted to each contracting p9rty. The carriers of both 

contracting parties to the Bermuda Agreement can pick uo and 

discharge at points sitQated in the territories of both contra-

cting partie!3, and specified in the Annex, traffic to or from 

any couhtry on the route. The ports of entry under the Bermuda 

Agreement are named and cnn not be changed except by agreement, 

but the ports of entry under the Air Transport Agreement are 

fixed by the nation in which they are situated and it is not 

clear whether the same port of entry had to be made available 
12 

to all states parties to the Agreement. 

The Bermuda Agreement consists of three parts: the "Final 

.Act", the Agreement and the "Annex". Since it was signed,it 

has been subject to numerous amendments done in the form of 
13 

exchanges of notes. The Agreement "is expressed to be made 

. by the Government of the United Kingdom and extends to British 

overseas dependent territories. The general effect of the whole 

arrangement is that, for the purpose of operating air sirvices 
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over a number of routes, specified in the Annex, each party 

grants to the "designated airlines" of the other the use of 

airports and f~cilities on these routes, and rights of transit, 

of stops for non-traffic purposes and of co~ercial entry and 

departure for international traffic in passengers, cargo and 
14 

mail". These rights are to be exercised according to a number 

of general principles stipulated in the"Final Act". Both par

ties reaffirmed their acceptance of the general principles of 

the Chicago Convention of 1944 and agreed on additional prin

ciples. 

The Bermuda Agreement includes provisions not only for 

exchanging routes and traffic rights, but also provisions for 
15 

rates regulation and capacity. The Bermuda plan philosophy 

can be summarized in the following points: 

1. Designated airlines of both countries operate routes which 

are agreed in negotiations and specified in an Annex to the 

Agreement. 

2. No restrictions upon frequency of services that the designa

ted airlines of both countries may operate and no other limi-

tations upon capacity provided on ro~te sectors directly 

connecting the territories of both contracting parties. 

). The carriage of fifth freedom traffic is allowed provided 

that total capacity oPerated is reasonably related to the 

end-to-end potential of the route, and to the economical 

operations of long - haul services and recognition is given 
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to the requirements of local ~nd regional services. 

The principle of ex post facto capacity review is provided 

to be a safeguard against any possibility that any airline 

of either contracting party may operate excessive capacity. 

If any party feels that the interests of its designated air~ 

line are being unduly affected by the capacity provided by 

the designated airline of the other contracting party, the 

principle of ex post facto review is to be applied. 

5. The tariffs are regulated by the government approval. The 

designated airlines reach tariff agreements first, through 

the International Air Transport Association - IATA - and 

the.se agreements on tariffs are subject to the approva.l of 

the governments of both contracting parties according to 
16 

certain procedures. 

The Final Act of the Berrnuda Conference defined certain 

principles which were to govern the operation of air services 

under the Agreement. These principles are known as the Bermuda 

principles. Basically the principles are intended to regulate 

competition between the air traDsport. services of the two coun-

tries. Four standards are prescribed in the principles. These 

are regarded as the most important and when incorporated in an 

agreementJthat agreement is classified as a Bermuda type agree-

ment. 

The first standard is as follows: 
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{ 3) ''That the air transport facilities available 
to the travelling public should bear a close 
relationship to the requirements of the public 
for such transport". 

This principle pertains to the relationship between the combined 

capacity of the operators and the total traffic. In other words~ 

the capacity available to the public should be offered according 

to the public's requirements for such transport and equilibriwn 

is to be maintained between both. 

The second standard provides: 

( 4) ''That there shall be a fair and equal opportunity 
for the csrriers of the two nations to operate on 
any route between their resnective territories 
(as defined in the Agreement) covered by the Agree
ment and its Annex 11 

This pertains to the opportunity of the designated airlines of 

both contracting parties to operate on the specified routes to 

which they have been designated. rrhe opportunity shall be 

"fair" and nequal 11
• 

The third standerd is: 

(5) "That in the operation by the air carriers of 
either Government of the trunk services desc
ribed in the Annex to the Agreement, the inte
rest of the air cqrriers of the other Govern
ment shall be taken into consideration so as 
not to affect unduly the services which the 
latter provides on all or part of the same 
routes'' 

This principle is to govern the relations between air c~rriers 

competing on truDk services. The interest of the designated 

airlines of both contracting parties shall be taken into 
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consideration by the designated airline of either contracting 

party while providing operations of the trunk services on all 

or part of the same routes so as to ensure that the interests 

and services of either designated airline are not unduly affected. 

The fourth standard reads as follows: 

( 6) "···· services provided by a designated air car
rier •••• shall retain as their primary objective 
the provision of capacity adequate to the traffic 
demands between the country of which such air car
rier is a national and the country of ultimate 
destination of the traffic. The right to embark 
or disembark on such services international traffi~ 
destined for and coming from third countries at a 
point or points specified in the Annex to the Agree
ment sh~ll be applied in accordance with the general 
Principles of orderly development to which both 
Governcents subscribe and shall be subject to the 
general pr1nciple that capacity should be related: 

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of 
ori·gin and the countries of destination; 

(b) to the requirements of through airline operation; 
and 

(c) to the traffic requirements of the area which 
the airline passes after taking account of local 
and regional services" 

This principle is to govern and regulate "the comparative roles 
17 

of primary traffic and secondary or fifth freedom traffic". 

This provision prescribes that the primary objective of the desig

nated airline is to be the provision of capacity adequate to the 

traffic demands between the airline's own country and the ultimate 

destination of the traffic, and that "the right to third country 

traffic shall be apnlied in accordance with general principles of 

orderly development, and subject to the general principles that 

capacity should be related to traffic requirements between 
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countries of origin and ultimate destination of the traffic, 

requirements of through airline operation, and traffic require

ments along the route after taking account of local and regional 
18 

services". 

Concerning the principle of ''primary objecti,re", if there 

is such an objective, there should be provisions for other objec

tives, otherwise the provision of capacity for third and fourth 
l-9 

freedoms should have been made the only object to be dealt with. 

The right to embark or disembark international traffic 

destined for and coming from third countries in the territory of 

the other contracting party - the fifth freedom - is not unlimi

ted. This right is to be applied in accordance with the general 

principles of "orderly development". These two words seem to be 

as a compromise between two conflicting attitudes. The word 

"orderly" represents the protectionism fsction and ttof proceeding 

step by step after careful consideration of all aspects and more 

or less implying something static in this way, whereas the word 

development on the contrary points into the direction of co.-rLner-
------ 20 
cial and dynamic enterprise". 
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A. The Designation of Airlin~ 

To operate the agreed services specified in Annex to a 

bilateral air transport agreement, certain procedures should be 

followed. First of all, there should be a designation of air

line (s) i.e each contracting party, through its aeronautical 

authorities, designates an air carrier or carriers to operate 

the aereed services specified in the annex of the agreement. 

Every bilateral air transport agreement contains a provision 

along these lines subjecting the designated airlines to camp-

liance with certain requirements. 

Under the Bermuda Agreement, an airline's designation 

should be made before the inauguration of the agreed services. 

Article 2.of the Bermuda Agreement reads as follows: 

"1. The agr<3ed services ma.v be inaugurated immediately 
or at a lat~r date at the option of the contracting 
p~rty to whom the rights are granted, but not 
before (a} the contracting party to whom the rights 
have been granted has designated an air carrier or 
carriers for the specified route or routes, and (b) 
the contracting p3rty eranting the rights has given 
the appropriate operating per~ission to the air car
rier or carriers concerned •.••.••••• " 

It is apr>arent that this Article imposes two conditions for the 

inauguration of the agreed services, that there should be a de-

signation of air carrier or carriers, ~nd an issuance of an 

appropriate operating permission by the contracting party oth6r 

than the designating party. 

The designation procedures vary from country to country, 
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but the purpose of the designation in all bilateral air trans

port agreements is the same. The ,urpose of the design9tion 

procedure is to ensure: 

a. that the airline which will eventually operate is in 

fact one approved by one of the contracting parties; 

and 

b. that the airline so designated meets the requirements 

set out in the agreement. 

The rights exchanged between the contracting parties are 

for the benefit of their respect)ve airlines rather than for 
21 

aircraft of their registration. 

The designation procedure of the airline in ·Jordan is : 

once a b~lateral air transport agreement is signed, the Jordanian 

Aeronautical Authorities approach, through diplomatic channels, 

the aeronautical authorities of the other contracting party to 

the agreement to designate Alia - The Royal Jordanian Airline -

as the Jordanian national carrier designated to operate the 
22 

agreed services on the specified routes. 

nowever the designated airline has to comply with other 

certain provisions in the agreement. For instance,Article 2 

paragraph 2 of the Bermuda Agreement provides the following: 

"2. The designated air carrier or carriers may be 
required to satisfy the aeronautical authori
ties of the contracting party granting the 
rights that it or they is or are qualified to 
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fulfil the conditions normally applied by those 
authorities to the operations of commercial air 
carriers". 

It is apparent that the designated airline (s) in order 

to inaugurate operations on the specified routes has to be de

signated. The designated airline should satisfy the other party 
23 

about if it is qualified to fulfil that party's regulations. 

The designated airline, in order to obtain the authorization for 

the inauguration of the agreed services on the specified routes 

should comply with the other contracting party's regulations. In 

other words, the airline (s} can not operate once the agreement 

is signed; but, in order to acquire the authorization a comp

liance with the other party's laws and regulations must be made. 

The granting state is under obligation to issue the appropriate 

operating permission to the designated airline (s) without 

undue delay after all requirements are fulfiled and that it is 

so satisfied. 

In any case, each contracting p~rty has the right to 

withhold or revoke the exercise of the granted rights under 

certain circumstances. In other words, the right that is 

granted to either contracting party is not an absolute right, 

it may be withheld, revoked or suspended. Article 6 of the 

Bermuda Agreement reads as follows: 

"Each contracting party reserves the right to with
hold or revoke the exercise of the rights specified 
in the Annex to this Agreement by a carrier desig
nated by the other contracting party in the event 
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that it is not satisfied that substantial owner
ship and effective control of such carrier are 
vested in national~ of either contracting party 
or in case of failure by that car~ier to comply 
with the laws and regulations referred to in Arti
cle 5 hereof, or otherwise to fulfil the conditions 
under which the rights are granted in accordance 
with this Agreement ~nd its Annex". 

It is clear that for the contracting party granting the 

rights in order to issue the authorization to the designated air 

carrier of the other contracting party, the designated air car

rier, inter alia, must be substantially owned and effectively 

controlled by the nationals of the designating party. 

The clause "substantial ownershin and effective control" 

was required by considerations of security. The principle ori

ginated at the Lima Conference of 1940 where the intention was 

to prevent German - owned companies registered in l.atin America 
24 

from conducting their activities near the Panama Canal Zone. 

However,in the years after the Chicago Conference the purpose 

of the clause changed. It was included for economic reasons 

to prevent indirect operation by third states not parties to 
25 

~ bilateral air transport agreement. The clause also pre-

vents airlines and capital investors from circumventing natio-

nal laws and regulations by acquiring a substantial share in 
26 

a foreign 9.irline, as well as prohibiting a single state 

from the acquisition of a far greater share of international 

air tr~ffic by holding substantial interests in foreign car-
27 

riers. 
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There is no minimum percentage required for the subs

tantial ownership and effective control, but it is normally 

satisfied by a holding of 51 per cent of shares in an airline, 
28 

although 50 per cent may be considered satisfactory. The ques-

tion of whether the airline is substantially owned by a state 

or the nationals of the state depends on the powers granted to 

such airline under its by - laws. If a ti~ht state control 

exists, 30 per cent ownership could be considered as substan-
29 

tial. 

Except for the United States' carriers, which are all 

privately owned, the most prevalent form of airline ownership 

is government ownership. Many approaches to ownership have 

been adopted by airlines. There are joint ventures, mixed 

ventures, joint mixed ventures, full public ownership, masked 

public ownership, private ownership, and government ownership 
30 

by two different levels of government within the same country. 

The following diagram shows some of the existing variations in 
31 

the ownership structure of international airlines. 
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As far as the effective control is concerned the situation 

of the parties to the Bermuda Agreement is different. In prac

tice in Britain Governmental control has been somewhat stron-

ger, for the major British carriers now are state-owned. Car-

riers in the United States are less restricted by the govern

ment for two reasons : the CAB's lack of specific legal autho

rity over international rates at the time of the Ber~uda Con-

ference, and the fact that all U.S carriers are privately 
32 

owned. 

The Bermuda Agreement provides that th~ designated air 

carriers of one of the contrscting parties shall be accorded in 

the territory of the other contracting party the use of specific 

and definite routes and airports expressly named, and the traffic 
33 

shall be governed in compli~nce with the principles agreed upon. 

The Bermuda Agreement defines the designated air carriers 

in Article 12 paragraph {b) as follows : 

" (b) The term "desi&ma ted air carriers" shall mean 
the air transp~rt enterprises which the aero
nautical authorities of one of the contracting 
parties have notified in writing to the aero
nautical authorities of the other contracting 
party as the air carriers designated by it in 
aocordance with A.rticle 2 of this Agreement 
for the routes specified in such notification". 

It is apparent that under the Bermuda Agreement the routes to 

be operated by the designated air cBrriers of both parties are 

specified in the written notification of the designation. In 

other words there should be separate designation for each route 
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specified in the annex of the agreement. 

The Bermuda Agreement left the door open for many ques

tions that may arise about the designation of the airlines. The 

Agreement provides, as was mentioned, in Article 6 that the 

designated airlines of the other contracting party should be 

substantially owned and effectively controlled by the de~igna

ting party or its nationals in order to acquire the authoriza-

tion. The Agreement does not require that the airline desig

nated should be incorporated or domiciled in the territory of 

the party designating it or that it should operate aircraft 

registered in that party. The necessity for such clauses has 

arisen because "states tend to attach increasing importance to 

the nationality (registration), ownership of and control over 

the ~i£££~ operated by (designated) carriers on scheduled 

~£_vie~, in addition to the substantial ownership of these 

carriers. This is, among other things, a consequence of the 

growing practice of carriers to lease or charter aircraft from 
34 

other airline companies for use on their own services". 

It is of lm.portance to shed so.m.e further light on the 

question of ".i!lterchange of aircraft'' and its relation with 

the designation of air carrier. ~'he question that may arise is 

in the case of the grantee state whereby its airline charters or 

hires an aircraft from foreign airline registered or owned by 

a state, not party to agreement betv.een the grantee state and 

the grantor state, to operate the agreed services on a route or 
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part of a route granted under a bilateral air transport agreement. 

The question does not arise when the chartered aircraft is regi

stered in the country of the airline using the aircraft and it 

is less pronounced in the case of an interchanging of aircraft 

without crew because "the impact of the owner's influnce on the 
35 

operation with the chartered aircraft is then practic~lly nil". 

There is another situation when there is a use by an air carrier of 

an aircraft owned by a foreign air carrier on a route of that 

foreign air carrier, which is not available to the user. This 

is not a true interchange, and ''such use would normally be ir-

relevant to the question of the exercise of the traffic rights 
36 

concerned". The problems that may arise are only in case the 

route is operated in the name of the user. A clarification 

should be m~de to the question whether the air carrjer that 

using on one of its own routes an aircraft with crew belonging 

to a foreign air carrier, can be considl9red to "operate" that 

route and can be called the "operator". "The question is im-

portant in as much as it is argued that it is the "operator" 

who exercises the rights granted under a governmental agreement 
37 

or authorization". In such a case if that foreign air carrier 

concerned should be considered as the operator then interchange 

of aircraft ~ould not be possible on a route which that foreign 

air carrier has not been authorized to operate, and then can not 
38 

be designated by the grantee state. 

However, the clause which requires that the designated 

air carrier is to be "substantially owned and effectively cont

roled" by the designating party is arbitrary. Ttis clause can 
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be more flexible by drafting it as "the designated air carrier 

should be substantially owned 2£ effectively controlled by the 

designating party" so as to give more flexibility to the air

lines in interchanging of aircraft, for the interchange of air

craft "is meant to provide a means of improving the utilization 

of the aircraft by offering the possibility to use it on routes 

of other airlines, such routes not being available to the air-
39 

line owning the aircraft". 

Furthermore, there is no clause in the Bermuda Agreement 

that refers to the number of airlines to be put into operations. 

The capacity clause may solve this situation, but even if the 

overall capacity is identical there will be differences of 

efficiency and differences in the breakdown of the capacity. 

Therefore the number of airlines should be limited and likewise 

the overall capacity. 

Another question may arise. Does the designation clause 

mean that both contracting parties are under an obligation to 

designate an airline (s)? In case if only one party is pronosing 

to operate, must both parties designate their airline (s)? It can 

be deduced from the practice that there is no obligation on either 

party to designate its airline {s) if it does not intend to 

inaugurate air services on the agreed routes, and there are no 

provisions that give the granting state the right to refuse the 

other party's designation because the granting state does not intend 
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to operate when the other sts te, designating the airline, in

tends to start operations. 

It is a fact that "the successful negotiation of a bila-

teral air transport agreement does not itself necessarily permit 

the air carriers of both parties to exercise the freedoms of the 

air immediately. The designated air carriers also must satisfy 

the aeronautical authorities of each of the parties to the agree-
40 

ment as their competence to operate tbe !3ervices agreed upon". 
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B- The Exchanse of The Traffic Rights 

The main purpose of any bilateral air transport agreement 

is to exchange traffic rigtts, and only in exceptional circums

tances do the parties fail to particularize the traffic rights 
41 

granted. 

In the negotiation of the bilateral air transport agree

ment the main bargaining effort is concentrated on the exchange 

of traffic rights. Apart from other considerations for the 

conclusion of a bilateral air transport agreement, the exchange 

of traffic rights is what is in the minds of the negotiators. 

The exchange of the traffic rights means the acquisition of the 

right to pick up and discharge international traffic in each 

of the territories for their carriers. In other words the ex-

change of the freedoms of the air. The first and second free

dams are ".mutually granted for scheduled international air 

services by the parties to the International Air Services Tran-
42 

sit Agreement". The other freedoms which are the third, fourth 

and fifth are the ones that are negotiated ultimately. The ex

change of the third and fo~rth freedoms is less difficult than 

the exchange of the fifth freedom because no third state is 

concerned. Where there is a third state concerned, if a speci

fied route includes stops in that state, then "the agreement of 

that thiro state .must be first obtained before such stops may 
43 

be made". 

The fact that each state has its own traffic and on the 
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other hand that each state has to protect its flag carrier led 

the states to impose restrictions upon the exchange of the traf

fic rights. In addition states consider the granting of these 

privileges and their exercise as a matter related to their so

vereignty. The regime of bilateral bargaining has as its justi

fication the promotion of national air transport enterprises and 

the protection of those enterprises against competition from 
44 

foreign operators. 

As far as the exchange of traffic rights under the Bermuda 

Agreement is concerned both parties agreed to exchange the five 

freedoms. Paragrsph 1 of the Annex to the Bermuda Agreement 

refers to the right of the designated air carriers of both con

tracting parties to operate services on the routes specified, 

and that "the designated air carriers of one of the contracting 

parties shall be accorded in the territory of the other con-· 

tractmg party the use on the said routes at each of the places 

specified therein of all the airports (being airports designated 

for commercial air services), together with ancillary facilities 

and rights of transit, of stops for non-traffic purposes and of 

commercial entry and departure for international traffic in 

passengers, cargo and mail in full accord and compliance with 
45 

the principles recited and agreed in the Final ~et •••.••••• " 

Under the Bermuda Agreement it was for the first time in 

the hlstory of the United States that foreign air carriers were 
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46 
granted fixed routes and specified agreed services. 

The Final Act of the Bermud& Agreement specifies the 

traffic rights that each designated air carrier may exercise, 

and the manner in which those rights should be exercised. It 

was stipulated in paragraph 3 of the Final Act ''that the 

air transport facilities available to the traveling public should 

bear a close relationship to the rt>quirements of the public for 

such transport". It was meant by t.his paragraph ''to prevent 

the continued operation of aircraft at unnecessarily low load 

factors since it was realized that such activity would be gene-
47 

rally detrimental to all lines serving the route". The Final 

Act also provides for "that there shall be fair and equ:1l oppor

tunityfor the design~ted air carriers of both contracting parties 

to operate". It also provides that in the operations, the in

terest of the designated air carrier of the other contracting 

party shall be taken into consideration so us not to affect 

unduly the services that the latter provides. The pu.rpose of 

these two statements, as they were drawn up at Bermuda, is "to 

protect against uunfo.ir trade practices" it was well 

understood by all concerned that the freedom of the management 

of an airline company to put on or take off schedules would be 

the same as the present freedom of either of two competing bus 

lines between New York and Washington to experiment with their 
48 

schedules without restrictions". The principle meant that 

the airline of any contracting party, which had been properly 

http:tlunfo.ir
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certificated by that party should have a fair chance "to show 

the traveling public the kind of service it could supply but 

the apportionment of traffic betw~en airlines would be the 
49 

result of consumer choice". 
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The term "capacity" has been defined in many forms in 

the bilateral air transport agreements. Two examples of the 

definition of the term "capacity" are as follows:, 

1. the term capacity in relation to an aircraft means the pay

load of th~t aircraft available on the route or section of 

a route, and in relation to a specified air service means 

the capacity of the aircraft used on such service, multip

lied by the frequency operated by suchaircraft over a given 

period and route or section of a route. 

2. the term "capaci tyt• shall mean the payload which an aircraft 

is authorized to carry between the point of origin and the 

point of destination of the service to which it is assigned 
50 

between the territories of the two contracting parties. 

The Bermuda Agreement's provisions relating to capacity 

deql first with all three of the general principles shown in 

section Il of the Annex. These are followed by a clause (nara

graph 6) stating that the services operated by the designated 

airlines of the two countries shall retain as their primary 

objective the provision of capacity adequate to meet the requir

e!Ilents of third and fourth freedom traffic in reference to 

their respective territories. The distinguishing features of 

the Bermuda provisions are seen in the next sentence which 

deals with the carriage of fifth freedoa~ traffic, and in the addi

tional clause providing for ~£2st f~Ct£ review of capacity 
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and frequency by the aeronautical authorities of the two coun-
51 

tries. 

One of the most thorny problems in international civil 
52 

aviation today is, undoubtedly, the capacity determination. 

The basis for most of the solutions to this problem have been 

provided by the Bermuda Agreement, since it was signed with its 
53 

carefully phrased but general capacity principles. 

The airlines, under the Bermuda clauses, are given the 

freedom to operate services at the frequency / capacity they 

consider justified, provided they comply with the general pro

visions of the Agreement, since it is the airlines that control 

the situation, once the agreement has been reached and the air-
54 

lines designated. 

The Bermuda Agreement, in contrast to predetermination 

and prior allocation of capacity, has introduced a regime of 

controlled competition. This regime remains subject to the 
55 

capacity principles laid down in the respective agreements. 

The Bermuda capacity clauses previae a protectionist as 

well as a liberal approach to capacity control. It was observed 

that the Bermuda capacity clauses may well be protectionist, but, 

that in actual practice they will result in a certain amount of 

control of frequencies and capacities as r.ord ~nnster stated by 
56 

rtexpost facto review". It has been further observed that the 
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Bermuda capacity principles "provide certain safeguards for 

those countries which fear their more powerful competitors and 

would prefer to exercise considerable control over the opera-
57 

tion of foreign airlines serving their countries". These 

safeguards are in the form of "general restrictions". The most 

important principle in the formula is the understanding that 

the primary objective of a Rervice is to provide "capacity ade

quate to the traffic demands between the country of which such 

airline is a national and the country of ultimate destination 
58 

of the traffic". 

If any contracting party felt that the airline of the 

other contracting party was not conforraing to these restric-

tions, there was to be consultation between the aeronautical 

authorities of the two contracting parties. This is what the 
59 

principle of "ex post facto review implies". 

The application of the Bermuda capacity clauses is based 

on the idea of an ex post facto review. To apply such prin

ciple, ample consideration should be given to the fact that 

the presence of transport facilities always tends to stimulate 
60 

the traffic requirements of the public. The principle of 

an ex post facto review means that a contracting state, can, 

under the consultation provision, ask for such review of capa

city in the event it feels tbat the interests of its carriers· 

are being adversely affected. "But such a review comes after 
61 

and not before the market is tested". 
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BEil1-aJDA HUNCIPLES AS_:LMODEI. FC!!__T!l§. 

BILATE~lAL A~M2.'lli 

The importance of the Bermuda Agreement in the world air 

transport is not simply because it involved an agreement between 

the two countries which were the ~qjor operators of airlines' 

services, but because it "served as the test case with which 
1 

other bilateral arrangements could be compared". 

The Bermuda Agreement constituted a landmark in interna

tional air transport history. Since its signature a large num

ber of states have followed the Bermuda principles in concluding 

their bilateral sir transport agreements. 

Both contracting parties', the United States and the 

United Kingdom, governments undertook to adopt and follow the 

Bermuda philosophy and its principles in their subsequent nego-

tiation of air transport agreements. Furthermore there were 

hopes that the Bermuda compromise solution .might provide a basis 
2 

for a multilateral agreement. 

In so far as the United States is concerned, it considered 

that the Bermuda t-1greem8nt was a model for all its subsequent 

bilateral air transport agree!Ilents, and has so used it, and "the 

capacity formula was incorporated, in some cases with minor chan

ges, not only in such agreements, but also, with the consent of 
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3 
the other parties, in many of the agreements previously made". 

Under the Bermuda formula many consultations have been held 

between the United States and other foreign countries. 

The situation in the United Kingdom was almost the same. 

Most of the United Kingdom's bilateral agreements follow the 

Chicago Standard Form with regard to airport charges, customs 

duties, inspection fees, certificates of airworthiness and 

pilots' licences. ~~th regard to traffic rights, the scceptance 

of the "two Freedomst• Agreement on a wide spread basis was 

enough, and there has been little need for agreements specifi

cally concerned with transit rights. 1Hi th regard to commercial 

traffic rights, and control of the route p~ttern, almost all 

the United Kingdom's bilateral air transport agreements have 
4 

followed the Bermuda plan. It was noted that "with only rela-

tively few exceptions, all 1Ini ted l(ingdo.m bilateral air services 

agreements entered into after the Joint Anglo - American st~te

ment of September 19, 1946, are essentially of the Bermuda 
5 

pattern". 
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It was not only within the United Kingdom and the United 

States that the Bermuda pattern was followed. A large number 

of the bilateral agreements of various types are registered 

with the International Civil Aviation Organization, and the most 

widely used form amongst these is that based on the relevant 
/ 
:,) 

sections of the Ber~uda Agreement. The Bermuda Agreement was 

widely welcomed, and its provisions, especially those dealing 

with capacity, frey_uency and rates received almost global accep-

tance. 

During the period that immediately followed the signature 

of tbe Bermuda Agreement a number of states, which had been 

negotiating but had not reached agreeJlen t, concluded agreements 

based substantially on the Ber~uda for~ula. 

The principles stipulated in the Bermuda Agreement which 

envisage no specific limitation or design~tion of frequencies 

or capacity, and that each nation is free to decide the capacity 

or number of frequencies which will be operated, attracted the 

states to follow them in some fashion or another. 

Frequently the subsequent agreements did not follow the 

exact words of the original Bermuda. There were some vsriutlons 

adopted to .m.ee t the demands of each situation between any two· 

contracting states. 
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Due to failure of some countries to register their bila

teral air transport agreements with the International Civil 

Aviation Organization, it is not possible to give the exact 

number of the bilateral air transport agreements which were con

cluded after the conclusion of the Bermuda Agreement 1.and were 

of the Bermuda type. But it h!:ts been said th'it "about one -

third of all the bilateral air transport agreements which are 

in existence today are based on the Bermuda provision~, and 

another third are very similar in character. Some of them are 

of the "light Bermuda" type, i.e. less restrictive. ~Lost of 

them are, however, of the "heavy Bermuda" type, i.e. containing 

more restrictive clauses. The additional restrictions concern 

the nature of the traffic, and especially the preliminary fixing 

of capacity 
7 

depending on the type of aircraft ) and frequen-

cies". 

What attracted the states to follow the Bermuda principles 

is that "the so - called Bermuda - type bilateral air agreement 

still serves as a standard for the exchange of traffic rights 
8 

for scheduled services". The Bermuda princlples appeared to 

be the solution for the international air transport problems 

after the World ~.,.'ar II and the failure of the International com-

munity at Chicago to produce a multilat~ral solution. 

As mentioned that some of the subsequent bilateral air 

transport agreements followed the Bermuda provisions in toto 

and some had variations, but "without going here into all 
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variations, which since 1946 have been, introduced into the 

Bermuda standard type text, it may be noted that the principle 

of the 'primary objective' provision of the Bermuda is still 
9 

of overriding importance", Another principle provided by 

Bermuda is the principle of fair and equal opportunity which 

is favoured by states with s.o:all airlines. 

The fact is that many governments beine reluct~nt to 

grant unrestricted freedom since their airlines were too weak 

to offer effective competition, considered the Bermuda compro

mise as the solution for their situation. 
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B. The Bermuda Plan As The Basis For A r-.:ultilateral Aereement 

It was mentioned that there ~ere hopes after the Bermuda 

compromise was reached th~t the compromise solution might pro

vide a multilateral agreement for the exchange of commercial 

traffic rights desired at the Chicaeo Conference. 

The Anglo - American Joint Statement of September 19th, 

1946 concluded that the Bermuda formula should be the foundation 
10 

for a multilateral agreement. 

The question of whether the Bermuda plan can be adopted 

as a basis for a multilateral agreement is a very important 

question and is related to the internationalization of air tran-

sport. 

The subject of multilateralis~ was discussed by the Air 

Transport Committee of '?JC/\.0. The committee Wcl.'3 to stud..} and 

report to the Assembly on the .natters,in pc;rticula.c on the ex

change of commercial traffic rirhts in internation~l air services 
a 

on/multilateral basis. '!'he coLD.!Ilittee submitted to the Interim. 

Assembly held in Montreal in May - June 1946, a draft of a mul

tilateral agreement called ( the 1946 Draft ). This Draft was 

in its nature pre-Ber.muda and was discussed in commission Number 
11 

3 of the Interim Assembly. 

There were two important points in the draft with res-

pect to the five freedoms and capacity First, the draft 
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stated that "the Third, Fourth and Fifth Freedoms are granted 

only in respect of through air services on routes constituting 

reasonably direct lines out from and back to the territory of 
1 

the contracting state whose nationality the aircraft possesses". 

The second, Article 9 of the Draft stated that provision for 

the carriage of traffic in the exercise of the fifth freedom 

shall be made in accordance that the capacity should be related 

to "the traffic requirements of the area through which the air-

line passes in so far as these requirements are not being cared 
13 

for by local and regional airlines". 

Not having reached unanimity of the 1946 Draft, the First 

Interim Assembly of the Provisional International Civil Aviation 

Organization adopted three resolutions dealing with the desira-

bility of a multilateral agreement on commercial rights in inter-

national civil air transport and with the development of such 

an agreement. The Assembly resolved: That the First Interim 

Assembly affirms the opinion of its members that a multilateral 

agreement on commercial rights in international civil air trans-

port constitutes the only solution co!Tipatible with the charter 
14 

of ICAO created at Chicago. The Assembly also resolved: That 

the discussion resulting therefrom be incorporated into a docu

ment which would servA. as a basis of further study by the Air 

Transport Committee of the Council for the purpose of developing 

a multilateral agreement, wh5ch will take into account such a 

national point of view, for submission to the next annual 
15 

Assembly. 
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A H.eport of the Air Transport Co.£lltllittee on a Multilateral 

Agreement on Commercial Rights in International Civil Air Trans-

port was submitted to the First Assembly of the International 

Civil Aviation Organization. The Report included Appendices in 

which there was a text of the Draft ~.~ul tilateral Agreement called 
16 

the 194 7 Draft. 

The 1947 Draft was discussed by a Co~tssion established 

by the International Civil Aviation Organization, and comprising 

thirty three states. The Commission met only once in Geneva 

from November 4 to 27, 1947. It w~s unable to reach an agree

ment on a text of a multilateral agreement for the exchange of 

commercial traffic rights. Thus the r~neva Conference ended in 
17 

f!iilure. 

The Commission was faced with certain problems while dis

cussing the Geneva Draft. The major problems were related to 

the capacity and the fifth freedom. A Canadian proposal was 

submitted regarding the grant of tbe Five Fre~doms. The propo

sal was that only the first four freedoms should be exchanged 

on a multilateral basis, and the fifth freedom should be exchan

ged in bilateral negotiations in accordance with Bermuda prin-
18 

ciple. 

The Commission decided that there was no justification 

for submitting an agreement in a recommended form for signature 
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due to the divergence of views on important issues. In short 

the commission did not achieve its main object to produce a 

multilateral agreement for the exch~nge of commercial traffic 
19 

rights. 

~he reasons behind the failure of the Geneva Conference 

are not hard to establish. nThe United Gtqtes and the United 

Kingdom had concluded the Bermuda Agreement, and, being quite 

satisfied with its effect in practice, did not want a multila-

teral agreement to replace it. This attitude was resented by 

other states. On the other hand, the small countries wanted 

to reserve their rights to contract out of the "fifth freedom", 

in order to maintain their bargaining position in bilateral 

route negotiations. Since the inclusion of a clause to this 

effect was unacceptable to the 'llnited States and the United 

Kingdom, the draft ( multilateral agreement } itself was not 
20 

accepted''. 

The Geneva capacity provisions were a compromise between 

the 194 7 Draft capacity principles and the Bermuda principles. 

"The draft agreem.en t has accepted me.ny of the basic theories 
21 

of the Ber!lluda Agreement". A general exchange of traffic 

privilegeB is provided; "it does not require or allow preli-

.m.inary fixing or arbitrary division of operating frequencies 

or capacity; it provides for general review of economic prob

lems after comolaint followinR inability of the parties to • ... 22 

settle a dispute by negotiation". 
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The impulse to multilateralis~ still remains alive. To 

some extent that life is fostered by the success of the exis-. 

ting conventions. The success of the Transit Agreement is one 

factor. Another is the success of the International Civil 

Aviation Organization ln the technical field in contrast to the 

relative failure in the air transport field. Furthermore, in 

the Chicago Convention of 1944 there are provisions which con

tain basic principles for such a multilateral agreement. For 

instance it appears in the preamble of the Chicago Convention 

of 19h4, that "the contracting states sgreed to grant to one 
23 

another equality of opnortuni ty". Article 44 (f) of the 

Chicago Convention of 1944, indicates that states agreed to 

qualify the understanding of "equality of opportunity" by using 

the words "fair opportunity". But, in fact, "the contracting 

states are not equal in wealth, natural resources or in popu-

lation. In addition to these handicaps some states are unner-

developed and some are located geographically outside the streams 

of air traffic. As a conseauence, they are havine difficulty 
24 

establishing international air services". 

The regional approach was suggested by the Council of 

the Intern~tional Civil Aviation Organization to the 7th Assem-
25 

bly 0 

However the support of states for a multilateral approach 

is spasmodic and scattered. Consequently such an agreement is 
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far from attainment. Whatever the basic principles adopted in 

a multilateral agreement, universal acceptance at present is 

unlikely due to the differences in economic, political, tech

nical development, and co.m.cnercial levels between nations. But 

even if agreement could be reached on a universal basis on the 

basic rules to govern air transport "it '.vould be better to agree 

on routes bilaterally within the framework of principles to be 
26 

incorporated in a general agreement". 

Plainly it is most improbable that a global multilateral 

agreement has any chance of success; however the regional app-

roach suggested by the ICt..O Council in 1953, referred to above, 

does offer more hope. Efforts to regulate various aspects of 

air transport on a reB;ional basis have enjoyed some success in 

particular in the field of charter air services and in relation 

to some aspects of scheduled international air transport. 

The whole question of multilateralism should be reopened 

and a decision taken by the appropriate interests, the Interna

tional Civil Aviation Organization and states, as to whether a 

multilateral agreement c0uld be concluded as a basis for the 

operation of air services. However the question should be ren

ewed only after a study of the equality principles. J. C. Cooper 

wrote 11 As 1 said . . . . . . . . . . . . I hope that the missing air 

transport provisions in the Chicago Convention can be agreed 

upon and settled. But when settled and accepted, they must, 
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without question provide a basis tor both equality of OEportu

nitl and ~nd and economical air transport OEerations. One 

should not be sacrificed for the other. A balance must be 
27 

found". 

However, as submitted earlier in view or the practical 

obstacles inhibiting the development of multilateral solutions, 

and the danger that principles will be adopted that are less 

than just for the less strong aviation states, it is better to 

continue using the existing bilateral method for exchanging 

traffic rights. States under the bilateral agreement can make 

decisions that are appropriate to and advance their interests. 

The bilateral agreements remain an effective and flexible means 

of conducting international air services. It provides an appro

priate degree or stability and it can be amended with relative 

ease to adjust to changes in traffic or the position of the 

parties. 

This situation or the bilateral system can be maintained 

until a regional approach towards the exchange of commercial 

traffic riehts is reached. If such regional approach is attai-

ned, then a multilateral approach towards the exchange of com-

merclal traffic rights is not difficult to establish gradually 

on a fair and equal basis to keep the rich happy and to help the 

poor to get rich, but not to make the rich get richer and the 

poor get poorer. 
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C. Evaluation of the Bermuda Ca£acity Provisions in Bilateral 

Agreements 

In fact the capacity determination is undoubtedly one of 

the most thorny problems in international civil aviation these 
28 

days. 

The capacity clauses in the Bermuda Agreement were drafted 

in general terms, just formulating some broad ideas~and there

fore~to a certain extent,vag~e and flexible, creating possibili-

ties for protection as well as for a necessary amount of freedom. 

These clauses can be divided into two categories of stipulations. 

There are 8ome general rules as to competition which state "that 

the air transport facilities available to the traveling public 

should bear a close relationship to the require~ents of the 

public for such transportation", "that there should be a fair 

and equal opportunity for the carriers of the two nations to 

operate on any route between their respective territories", and 

"that in the operation by air carriers of either government of 

the trunk services, the interest of the air carriers of the 

other government shall be t~ken into consideration so as not to 

affect unduly the services which the latter provides on all or 
30 

part of the samP. routes". 

The Bermuda Agreement has introduced c. regime of con

trolled competition in contrast to predetermination and prior 

allocation of capacity. This regime is subject to the capacity 

,.. 
&. 
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31 
principles laid down in the respec.ti ve agreements. Another 

clause deals more closely with competition in so far as it sets 

rules as regards the capacity which the designated air carriers 

of the contracting parties are allowed to operate. It states 

that this capacity should, in the first place, have a bearing 
32 

on third and fourth freedom traffic. 

The right to embar~ or disembark at a point or points 

an international traffic, in the territory of the other con

tracting party, destined for and coming from third countries is 

not unlimited. This right shall be applied in accordance with 

the general principles of orderly development to which both 

governments subscribe and shall be related to certain princi

ples stipulated in paragraph 6 of the Final Act of the Bermuda 
33 

Agreement. 

The provision of capacity for the carriage of fifth 

freedom traffic should be related to that traffic provided for 

third and fourth freedom traffic, and should hot be "excessive" 

in relation to that capacity, for the primary purpose of the 

air services is to carry third and fourth traffic and the secon-

dary purpose is to serve other types of traffic. Hence the use 

of the term "primary justification traffic" to describe third 

and fourth freedom traffic and its role in post - Bermuda agree

ments, and the use of secondary traffic to describe all other 

types of traffic. 

http:respec.ti
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Although the Bermuda capacity clauses leave room for 

fifth freedom traffic being carried, nothing, either in the 

Final Act or ln other parts of the Agreement, offers "a con-

crete answer to the question of the ~~antitl of fifth freedom 

allowed in relation to the quantity of third and fourth free-
34 

dom". It would be contrary to tht! very s.piri t of the Ber!4uda 

principles to fix such a relation oecause these principles allow 

certain amount of latitude and flexibility which are "a condition 

_2ine qua non" for the young and dynamic rn..ade of transport, cl vil 
35 

aviation represents". 

As to control of fre~uencies acd capacities a certain 

amount of such control will result, in actual practice of the 

Bermuda plan, as J.ord 'Ni nster stated, by virtue of _"_ex nos!!. 
36 ~ 

facto" review. 

The application the Bermuda capacity clauses is based on 

the idea of ex post facto review. To apDly such principle, ample 

consideration should be given to the fact that the presence of 

transport facilities always tendo to stimulate the traffic re-
37 

quiremeuts of the public. The principle of an ttex post facto" 

review .means that a contracting state, can under the consul ta.-

tion provision ask for a review of cnpucity in the event it 

feels that the interests of its carriers are being adversely 

affected. "But such a revj ew, co .. -rres after and not before the 
38 

market is testedn. 
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It has been observed that the Bermuda capacity princi

ples "provide certain safeguards for those countries which fear 

their more powerful competitors and would prefer to excercise 

considerable control over the operation of foreign airlines 
39 . 

serving their countries". On the other hand, the question of 

the adequacy of the Bermuda capacity clauses for capacity con

trol has been increasingly raised. The general and contradic-

tory way in which the Bermuda clauses were couched, making them 

unsatisfactory from a legal point of view and resulting in 

little restriction on cap~city or frequency, is often critici-
40 

zed. In reply it has been said that the broad framing of the 

Bermuda principles is an act of wisdom which has a sound basis 
41 

of reasonableness. 

These critisims and praises and their implications are 

of great importance to be considered in order to better appre

ciate the problems which have arisen in the operation of the 

Bermuda principles. To start with "the advantages and diffi-

culties of the Bermuda plan can best be understood by comparing 
42 

it with other agreements and plans for economic control •••• n. 

Bermuda has been compared with predetermination as follows: 

"Predetermine. tion spelt cut what one might do. The 

Bermuda formula was different. It said that one might operate 
43 

as many services as one liked within certain rules". 

There are reasons for the adoption of one or the other 
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of these policies. A policy of giving high priority to the 

inierests of the national airline is followed by most countries. 

It is always aimed in the bargaining process of many of those 

countries to secure the right for their national airlines to a 

half - share of the traffic on the routes exchanged. Other coun

tries actually ensure by the terms of their bilateral ~greements 

that foreign carriers are not allowed to offer more capacity 

than their own carriers on the rautes agreed. Others favour a 

more liberal policy based on the broad principles of "fair and 
44 

equal opportunity'! for the carriers of either side. 

However the implementation of any bilateral agreement 

depends upon the approach to interpretation. Interepretations 

differ from party to party according to their understanding. 

What gives the agreement validity is what the parties wish to 

accord ln the agreement. 

'fhe language of the Bermuda principles for the essentially 

self - regulating regime which they comprise is more than ade-

quate. 'l'he Bermuda l:1nguape "would not be precise enough for a 

system in which an externsl authority were enforcing them as 

statutes, the principJes are not statutes and there is ne 
45 

external internatior1al authority to enforce them". 
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THE RECENT DEVEI O?MENTS HY APPLICATION OF 

For three decades international civil air transport rela

tions between the countries have been governed and regulated by 

a vast number of bilateral air transport agreements. Most of 

these relations have been conducted according to the Bermuda 

principles which provided a standard form for the exchange of 

international air transport rights. Today many governments feel 

that they were too generous to the other governments when they 

granted those rights and m·-1de those arrangements. Now "they 

seek to protect their own national airlines by stretching the 

liberal Bermuda. principles to sult their purposes or by asking 
1 

for amendment or renegotiation". 

Within the present system of international civil aviation 

regulation 1 t must be observed that the Bermuda cap.a.cl.ty pr.inci-
2 

ples serve as a precedent for traffic restrictions. As already 
3 

mentioned inherent in the Bermuda principles are restrictions 

on the freedom of airlines to provide capacity. 

More restrictive application of the Bermuda capacity 

clauses are dictated by the fear that strong carriers will make 

use of the rights granted to them without regard to sound com

mercial principles and operate services without sufficient 

http:capa.cl.ty
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economic justification. The fear of the sixth freedom traffic 

is another reason to adopt restrictive a tti tud e tmuards route 
4 

grants and the capacity permitted on the routes granted. 

Restrictions have been imposed. Although those restric

tions are made ostensibly within the Bermuda principles frame

work, t!~y "have in fact gone beyond what the parties to the 
5 

Bermuda Agreement could reasonably be presumed to h~ve intended". 

There are numerous examples of these more extr'eme types of re!3-

trictions. Wassenbergh has pointed that "since it is still 

reg&rded as more or less a question of 'boni mores' not to go 

any further than the Ber111uda restrictions, the vast Jll:ljority 

of the Bermuda type, ulthough in practice more far-reaching 

restrictions are often in force. Thus the number of route res-

trictions and frequency limitations is legion, and there are 

many "no local traffic" sections, i.e. sections on which certain 
6 

airlines are .c.ot allov:ed to embark loc~l traffic". 

Governments can impose restrictions by allowing a limited 

number of foreign carriers to operate into their territory, by 

limiting the granting of routes to foreign airlines, limiting 

the number of frequencies operated by foreign airlines over 

existing routes, restrictine the number of passengers that may 

be o3.rried on routes or route segrnents, limiting the operations 

of all - cargo services or the amount of freight to be carried, 

limiting the days and hours foreign airlines may operate over 
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routes also operated by national airlines in order to avoid 

duplication of services, and restricting the charter flights 
7 

operations operated by foreign airlines. As one writer has 

observed, to face nthe continued increase of the number of air

lines and the expansion of their services, and the introduction 

of aircraft with ever big€;er capacity, governments are inclined 

to ever further regulate airline competition, as a defensive 
8 

reflexn. 

The international air transport relations are facing 

some structural problems which bear on the Bermuda Agreement. 

It was said that "the proliferation in the number of interna

tional airlines, the rapid changeovers in equipment brought 
9 

about by new technology, and the problem of over-capacity", 

are three closely related problems. 
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Since the BerMuda Agreement was signed, there have occur

red many changes in the whole structure of international air tran-

sport. Some of these changes such as the traffic increase, the 

emergence of new markets, the emergence of new airlines, and the 

introduction of new aircraft changed the whole pattern of inter

national air transport. These changes contrast with the condi

tions of international air transport in 1946. Other problems 

such as "noise abatement and other environmental issues, curfews 

and airport charges and security, unknown in 1946, are steadily 
10 

imposing restrictions on scheduling and operational liberties". 

The introduction of the charter services of various and in some 

case new kinds and the growing of their market into an important 

segment of the air transport market constituted new phenomena 

unknown in 1946. 

These factors and other matters that have changed in the 

last twenty yea1·s such as the growth of nationalized industries 

in the United Kingdom, the spread of social welfare in western 

Europe, the economic strength of West Germany and Japan, the 

emergence of the Arab countries with their oil resources, and 

an expansion of the consumer market, all bear on the question 

of whether the Bermuda principles are still appropriate to and 
11 

satisfy the needs of international air transport. 

As mentioned before, international air transport relations 
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are regulated on a bilateral basis, and most of these bilaterals 

are of Bermuda-type. A Bermuda-type agreement is well suited 

to states of relatively equal bargaining strength. But it is 

poorly suited to states which are inherently unequal in bargain-
12 

ing strength. 

It is of importance to note that two different points of 

views concerning the interpretation of Bermuda principles are 

held by the two contract'•ing parties to the original Bermuda 

Agreement. The British considered that the Bermuda clauses are 

a guide to the ethical conduct of business ora gentlemen '·S agree

ment. The British note that during the original talks each side 

made concessions, but they argue that such conces~ions are no 

longer practical in application and that the loose wording des

cribing these concessions leaves too much room for broad lnter-
13 

pretations. Many feel that the United States has bent and 

twisted the vague terms of the pacts to the advantage and the 

benefit of the United States' carriers in international opera-

tions. It is consistently held by the United States that a 

Bermuda form of accord promotes free enterprise and open com-

petition, without restrictions on a carriers' resources and 

operating capability. The United States has always contended 

that the agreement is a legal paper, and used its own interpre

tation of Bermuda principles on two occasions in an attempt to 

reduce frequencies and capacity of transatlantic flights operated 

by KLM, SAS and Sabena to equalize benefits with Pan American 
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World Airways. In another instance, the United States charged 

the Peruvian government with violations of Bermuda concepts when 

the Peruvians demanded that Braniff international flights between 

the United St&tes and l,imn be reduced to the same number of those 
14 

flown by Aeroperu. 

It would appear that the American notion of the freedom 

of the air incorporated in the Bermuda principles has been 

fairly described by one writer as follows: 

"The freedom of the stronger (in terms of traffic gene-

rating capability and bargaining power) to freely compete with the 
15 

weaker" 

One of the most important principles of the Bermuda 

Agreement is the principle of fair and equal opportunity. This 

principle has been interpreted in two diametrically opposed 

fashions. The United States interprets the principle of fair 

and equal opportunity to mean that the airlines of each contrac

ting party are having fair and equal opportunity to carry an 

amount of traffic equal to the arr10unt of traffic that its count

r 'J generates. It was stated that "out of deference to the 

Bermuda principles to which it has lnne been co~uitted, the 

United States has even been willinp: tn accept situ·ttions in 

which it carries twenty percent less traffic th~n it generates, 

but beyond that point the 1Jnited States is understandably ada

l!Ulnt. Since traffic statistics reveal it has already been pushed 

to this point by the restrictions imposed by foreign governments, 
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the United States is currently looking for ways in which to 
16 

redress this adverse balance''• The United States is seeking 

a regulatory system to enable its carriers to carry a traffic 

amount equal to at least eighty percent of the traffic that is 

generated in the United States, rather than the preservation of 
17 

the Bermuda plan itself. 

It is apparent that there is a dual objective, at least 

for those countries that have national carriers, in making the 

bilateral agreements. The first objective is, the creation of 

a widespread network of air services under conditions that per-

mit economic and efficient operations for the public's benefit; 

the second objective is, assurance that the national carriers of 

the country have n. fair opportunity for conducting operations on 
18 

that network. Certainly that is the dual objective of the 

Government of the United States. 

The main reason why the majority of smaller ststes prefer 

tighter economic regulation is that the twenty percent of air 

traffic available for competitive capture under normal Bermuda 
19 

would go to the stronger air carrier. It is difficult to 

determine the effect of a tighter economic control in the deve-
20 

lop.ment of the international scheduled '-l.ir services. 

Further.more the review .machinery has been inadequate. 

The agree.ment clearly envisages close consultation between the 

parties to ensure the observance of the principles, in particular 
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the capacity principles. "'Ihere one party alleges a breach has 

occWTed the governments under the Bermuda principles consult to 

ascertain whether there is a breach, and if there is a breach 

to rectify it. However it has been the United States' policy 

as part of its larger policy to oppose every prior restraint on 

capacity in air services to avoid even ex post facto discussion 
21 

of capacity as much as it could. 

On the basis of evidence made available by Britain the 

commercial advantage to the United States over the United Kingdom 

of the existing Ber1nud9. Agreement is a factor of three to·1one. 

There is a sever imbulance in commercial terms particularly on 

the North Atlantic. Subsequent statistics suggest that whether 

the imbalance in fs vour of the r:ni t.ed 8ta te s is not as great as 

that suggested above, it is still substantiallyof an order of two 

to one. According to the British Govarnment the Bermuda ea.rning 

balance is as follows: 

Bermuda Earning Balance* 

£ l'ilillion 

------------------------------

British sirlines 

UK - USA North Atlantic 
Hong Kong - USA 
Bermuda and other dependent territories to USA 
Fifth freedom services beyond the tBA 

Total British airlines 

* British Department of Trade figures. 

127 
nil 

3 
nil 

130 
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Route -----
----------·-----
U.S. airlines 

US - UY:. North Atlantic 
USA - Hong Kong 
USA to Bermuda and other dependent territories 
Fifth freedom services bByond UV. 

beyond Hong Xong 

Total US airlines 

183 
51 
20 
17 
22 

293 

-------------------------------------------------------

The dissatisfaction of the nritish with this situation 

and a feeling on their part that the Bermuda Agreeillent was in 

any event inaporopriate to present conditions resulted in the 

United Kingdom deciding to terminate the agreement. Notice of 

termination was given on June, 1976 and it will become effective 
22 

on June, 22, 1977. The notice was given in accordance with 

Article 13 of the agreement. At the same time the United States 

was invited to enter into negotiations for a revised agreement. 

The negotiations are taking place and are cantered on capacity, 

routes, and fares. 

Tlle main objectives of t.he British in renegotiating the 

Bermuda Agreement are the establishinp of machinery for restric

ting cap~.city and securing a bigger share of the market for 
23 

their airlines. 
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Clearly the United Kingdom action in terminating the 

Bermuda Agreement th~t is the prototype of all U.S. agreements 

and the basis of its policies is the strongest attack that has 

been launched on its international airline system since the 

Bermuda Agreement itself. Furthermore it brings into question 

the credibility of the Bermuda Agreement as a prototype. Plainly, 

as has already been noted, doubts have been expressed about the 

settlement incorporated in it for many years. These doubts 

surely must crystallize into certitudes now that one of the 

parties to the prototype finds it unsatisfactory, so unsatis-

factory that rather titan try to amend it, it has termj na ted it. 

Already evidence is e-rowing that other countries have been in-

fluenced by the United Kingdom action. The Japanese Government 

has called for a review of its agreement with the United States. 

There are incications that Italy has been encouraged and other 
24 

countries are waiting in the wings. 

It was observed that the current negotiatlons between 

the United States and the United Kingdom will affect the other 

governments that have agreements of Bermuda - type. It was 

also observed that "the current debate between the United States 

and Britain over a new air agreement points to a trend away 

from a free market style of international airline operations 
25 

towards a share-the-businflss approach". 
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1. Frequencie! 

There is no determination under the Bermuda Agreement of 

the number of flights which may be operated. Each airline desi

gnated under it may operate services at a frequency or provide 

such capacity as it considers justified provided that the general 

principles are observed. 

The number of frequencies to be provided is related to 

the traffic offering on the route. The more frequencies the 

airline or airlines operate on a route the lower the utilization 

of capacity in each aircraft until a stage is reached when opera

tion becomes uneconomic. When that stage is reached the traffic 

available does not justify that frequency of service. However, 

if traffic growth takes place then in accordance with the Bermuda 

formula a frequency increase will be justified. 

It will be appreciated that the net effect of the Bermuda 

principle is to leave the question of provision of capacity to 

the airlines. They are supposed to be self-regulating and it 

is assumed that the financial discipline that should flow from 

them, being basically commercial organizations, will cause them 

to regulate themselves in a reasonable manner - in the Bermuda 

context, to provide capacity adequate to carry the international 

traffic offering. Furthermore, unfair excessive competitive 

pwactices would be inconsistent with the principles. 

It is highly questionable whether the self-discipline or 
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self-regulation has indeed worked as a number of factors tending 

to tempt airlines to provide excessive cap~city or causing other 

airlines to be unable to provide adequate capacity have been 

overlooked. The effect of thls has been overcapacity situations 

for long periods of time on certain routes and unequal distribu

tion of the commercial benefits from the operation of air ser-

vices on other routes. 

The better solution would be control of frequencies. 

This would permit the maintenance of a close relationship bet

ween traffic offering and the capacity provided by the airlines. 

Capacity can be adjusted to traffic growth in a given period. 

The result of creating a balance between traffic and capacity 

will reduce waste and permit fares to be charged at lower 

amounts than would otherwise be the case. 

Additional frequencies can be operated either by the 

same designated airline or by designating a new airline. But 

"many countries with only one national airline have been reluc

tant to allow operations by more than one airline of another 
26 

country". 

Frequency dete.rmination in hils.teral '3ir transport agree

ments is a very serious issue. Some bilatecals do not contain 

provisions concerning frequencies restrictions or providing 

for a preliminary fixing of frequencies. Other bilaterals limit 
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the frequencies that the designated airlines of both contracting 

parties are allowed to operate and the prior approval of the 

other state on any frequencies changes is required. "Some bila-

terals - usually those which do not provide traffic rights beyond 
27 

the capitals of the parties merely pre-determine frequencies". 

Some bilaterals determine the frequencies as well as the number 
28 

of fifth freedom passengers that can be carried on each flight. 

Coming back to the Bermuda Agreement, one notices that 

the services provided by a designated airline shall retain as 

their primary objective the provision of capacity adequate to 

the traffic demands between the country of which that designated 

air carrier is a nation~l and the countries of ultimate desti-
29 

nation of the traffic. 

The question which may arise is how it could be possible 

to determine whether the traffic demands on a given route require 

addition9l frequencies? In this connection statistics are needed 

to determine that relationship. But in light of the fact that 

not all the countries in the world have developed satisfactory 

statistics on air transportation so other method should be 

found. In any event, the determination of frequencies can be 

fixed by the airlines according to the profitability of the 

operation on a certain route subject to the governments' aporoval 

as the market demands. 
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The governments can impose additional restrictions con

cerning the nature of the traffic, "and especially the pre limi

nary fixing of capacity (depending on the type of aircraft} and 
30 

frequencies". 

A crucial factor in determining the number of frequencies 

that should be operated over a given route for specified period 

is the load factor. In calculation of capacity and their fare, 

ultimately the load factor chosen will determine the frequency 

of the service. The higher the load factor chosen the lower 

will be the permissible frequency, likewise the lower the load 

factor chosen the higher the permissible frequency. In fixing 

a load factor, provision will usually be made for temporary 

fluctuations and short term growth with the consequence that 

the load factor will naturally tend to be on the low side. In 

any event frequency, capacity, and load factor are closely 

interrelated concepts which must be considered together with 

such other factors as the volume of frequencies, the type of 

equipment and the development potential of the route. 

Agreements with respect to frequencies usually are stipu

lated either in the annex to the bilateral air transport agree

ment or in the memorandum of understanding or in a special 

arrangement to be made between the concerned airlines subject 

to government approval. 
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2. Capacity 

With the development of air transport the available 

capacity increased rapidly. Generally international co~mercial 

aviation has been affected by the problem of overcapacity, and 

almost all carriers have suffered. "Reao tions to this e conomio 
31 

malaise accompanying the excess capacity have varied". First, 

a significant rate out was urged to generate new traffic. Secondly, 

forms of multinational and interline cooperation have been con

sidered by various lines and countries, particularly in Europe. 

Thirdly, "the European countries have demanded access to interior 

American cities, considered by American c~rriers to be domestic 

markets. They argue that the United States policy of seeking 

equal economic value in traffic rights received for American 

lines in return for the grants given foreign lines is outmoded 

and that their lines should have the same freedom of access to 

the United States market that American carriers have to the 
32 

European market". Finally, a renewed tendency has occurred to 

resort to capacity restrictions when national carriers are in 

trouble. "This tendency is noticeable even in the United States 

when the concern both in the industry and in the government over 

a sagging share for the market may be leading towards a more 
33 

restrictive American policy towards commercial freedoms". 

Concerning the fifth freedom sections, the only real rest

riction that the Bermuda clauses provide on through services is 
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that account must be taken of the interests of local and regional 

air carriers. "This "taking account" of local and reeional ser-

vices can not, however, mean that the operation for lone - dis

tance services are to become illusory; for this would jeopardize 
34 

the principle of "fair and equal opportunity"." 

The principle of fair and equal opportunity was drawn 
35 

up at Bermuda "to protect aeainst "unfair trade practices"." 

Different interpretations have been made concerning the 

principle of "fair and equal opportunity" and whether it means 

fair opportunity to compete a~d operate or to share the market 

and the operatlons. The United States interpretation is based 

on the fact that there shall be fair end equal opportunity for 

each designated carrier to operate and compete in the market. 

But the British want a 50-50 share of capacity. The United 

States wants unrestricted operatine rights. "The clause on 

capg.elty states in part" that services provided by designated 

carriers "shall retain as their primary objective the provisions 

of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country 

of which such air carrier is a national and the country of 
36 

ultimate destination of the traffic". 

At present the traffic share between the United Kingdom 

and the United Stat~s carriers in the North Atlantic is close 

to equal, and the British wish to s~e firmer cap~city control 

in that area to insure this relationship will be sustained. 
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But the British hold that in global markets, where United States 

and United Kingdom flag carriers compete, the trg.ffic share is 
37 

about 70% for the U .s and only 307~ for the U .r:. 

The capacity has been the principa~ competitive medium. 

However, in recent year~excess capacity, caused by commitment 

to too many aircraft and by declining traffic, has been a severe 

economic burden to the aviation industry. There are three prin

cipal international capacity issues that require attention. The 

issues are excess capacity, market share and sixth freedom capa-
38 

city. 

In so far as the excess capacity is concerned the prefer-

red approach is unili teral reductions by the carriers. [,;o st of 

the excess capacity resulted from the purchase of aircraft in 

anticipation of continued traffic growth which did not occur. 

The second capacity issue is mar~et share. The United 

States has traditionally espoused the Bermuda system, under 

which each carrier determines for itself the level of capacity 

it believes is warranted, subject only to expost facto review 

by gover~ments. The United States is faced with increasing 

criticism of the Bermuda system by foreign governments whose 

preconceptlons of competltive principles differ from the United 

States preconceptions. 

The third issue will be discussed in the following sec-

tion. 
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3. The Sixth Freedom Issue- -----.;;;.. 

Sixth freedom is a term applied to the carriage of traffic 

between two foreign countries via the home state of the carrier. 

It is no longer used to mean the carriage of cabotage traffic. 

Many views have been expressed in connection with the 

sixth freedom traffic. Bin Cheng, in the law of International 

Air Transport, defines the sixth freedom as follows: 

"The so-called sixth freedom in its present meaning is 

merely a combination of the third and fourth freedoms secured 

by the flag - state from two different countries producing the 

same effect as the fifth freedom !is-~~~i~ both foreign count

ries". Another definition is that "6th freedom is a term applied 

to that type of fifth freedom traffic carried from a point of 

origin in one foreign country to a point of destination in one 

foreign country via the COUJltry of the nationali ty of the air

line". The American position is that the sixth freedom traffic 

should be classified for purposes of capacity as fifth freedom 

traffic, not as third and fourth freedoms traffic. The practical 

significance of this view is that a carrier which carries a 

considerable amount of sixth freedom traffic will not be entitled 

to take th9.t into 9.ccount when establishing the capacity which 

it may provide or operate. Indeed the American Government asserts 

that excessive fifth freedom operations have severely distorted 

traffic levels and distribution In certain markets and is seeking c 
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bilateral review of foreign carrier operations as a matter of 
40 

priority. 

The foreign airlines most frequently mentioned in connec

tion with the sixth freedom problem are KLM, SAS, and Sabena. 

According to the American view, most of the capacity operated by 

these airlines across the North Atlantic is used not for "primary 

justification", which is third and fourth freedom, traffic bet

ween the United States and the nation of the carrier, but for 

traffic between the United States and third countries via the 

homeland of the carrier. But most of the European countries 

have refused to accept the American view of what sixth freedom 

traffic means. These countries regarded traffic carried via 

the homeland of the carrier (sometimes called sixth freedom 

traffic) as merely a combination of third and fourth freedom 

with respect to the carriers nation, and therefore as not cover

ed by the restrictive Bermuda standards. The "sixth freedom" 
41 

problem does not appear to have been anticipated at Bermuda. 

Although the sixth freedom appears to be little different 

from the fifth freedom, most countries (the United States is one 

of the exceptions) make a distinction between the two kinds of 

freedoms. The opportunity for sixth freedom may be an important 

consideration in assessing the balance of opportunity in the 
42 

exchange of traffic rights. 

The sixth freedom traffic "developed as national carriers 
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built their networks around their home countries with their home 

bases as the hubs of their services. In the home country traffic 

is transferred from one service of the airline to another for 
43 

onward international travel". 

It may happen that one carrier will always have to make an 

intermediate stop in its homeland ~nd to change the line number 

of its service and probably the aircraft as well, while the car

rier of the other party nny operate direct service to the roints 

concerned under the ter:ns of bilateral agreements concluded with 

the states where these points are situated. "The carriage of 

such traffic is thus an advantage derived from the agreement 

by a carrier flying via its homeland, but it is not an advantage 
44 

for the carrier flyi.:1g direct from its homeland". 

The sixth freedom problem is rel~ted directly to the 

capacity and the commercial traffic rights which a state ls 

entitled to operate on international air routes. 

The air traffic market to which a designated air carrier 

is entitled consists of traffic to which the ~ir carrier has 

a primary entitlement and traffic to which it has only a secon-
45 

dary entitlement. 

The primary entitlement traffic is th::tt kind of tn1ffic 

whose initial ori£Sin or ultimate destination as shown on the 

ticket or waybill or combination of waybills, is in the country 

http:pri.m9.ry
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of which transporting air carrier is a national, whether or not 

the traffic passes through, connects at, or stops over for any 

length of time within the period of validity of the ticket at 

any point or points en route, and also "the traffic stopping 

over for twelve hours or more at a point in the country of which 
46 

the transporting airline is a national". 

The secondary entitlement traffic is that kind of traffic 

having neither its origin or destination (ultimate destination}, 

as shown by the ticket or waybill or combination of tickets or 

combination of waybills in the country of which the transporting 

air carrier is a national, irrespective of whether the initial 

origin or ultimate destination of the traffic is intermediate 

to {fifth freedom traffic), or beyond (sixth freedom traffic) 

the terminals of the route over which it is transported and also 

"the traffic which passes through, connects at or stops over 

for less than twelve hours at a point in the country of which 
47 

the transporting airline is a national". 

Furthermore the right of one airline to provide capacity 

for sixth freedom traffic shall not alter the right or the other 

airline for all traffic whose initial origin or ultimate desti

nation is in the country of the nationality of which the latter 

airline possesses. The bargaining position, in this situation, of 

each party is not affected because sixth freedom traffic is re

garded as traffic which is the primary entitlement of the airline 
48 

of the country where it makes stopovers of at least twelve hours. 
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This comprehensive interpretation is given in an understanding 

reached between the United States and the Scandinavian countries 
49 

in June, 1966. 

In order to restrict the carri~ge of sixth freedom traffic 

either restriction must be placed on the provision of capacity 

between the territories of the two contracting states, or in the 

case of the Bermuda-type agreement restrictions C':ln be imposed 

designed to ensure that the existance of sixth freedom service 

is not advertised to the traveling public. An example of the 

second approach is to be found in the u.s.~canada bilateral air 
50 

transport agreement of January 17, 1966. 

If the sixth freedom traffic is considered as fifth free-

dom traffic then it is covered and falls under the Bermuda capa-

city principles which restrict fifth freedom traffic by defini-

tion to the role of secondary justification traffic. On the 

other hand, if the sixth freedom is considered as merely a com-

binstion of the fourth and third freedoms, then it constitutes 

a state's primary justification traffic. 

As already noted the United ;)tates considers "sixth free

dom traffic~ as a form of the fifth freedom; therefore, the 
51 

Bermuda Agreement covers both. The United States is concerned 

to extend its power over the own traffic •1lC:lrket as much as pos

sible for negotiating and trading purposes and at the same time 

"multiply its efforts to restrict foreign carriers as much as 
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possible to their traffic market to ensure that the foreign 

carrier carries a minimum of traffic which cannot be called his 
52 

own " The European countries including Belgium, the Scandi-

navian countries and the Netherlands, who profit fro~ the car

riage of such traffic, considered that the sixth freedom is a 

combination of third and fourth freedoms. It is fourth freedom 

flight when coming into their home country and third freedom 
53 

flight when leaving. Therefore it is not covered by the re-
54 

strictive Bermuda standards. 

Part of the sixth freedom problem lies with the statistics 

concerning origin and destination of traffic. This problem, in 

turn, is absed on the absence of agreed definitions of the terms 
55 

origin and destination. In connection with this problem, it 

was noted that "the sixth freedom problem will remain with us 

since the Bermuda principles are deliberately vague and their 

application continues to be not wholly satisfactory to any party 
56 

to this agreement". 

However, considering the sixth freedom as acombination 

of fourth and third freedoms traffic would be legitimate "since 

this traffic is carried on two different services which are each 

subject to their own capacity regulations, being operated along 

two different routes from the airline's own country, through in 

opposite directions, each with its own terminal and therefore 
57 

covered by separate (sets of) aviation agreements". 

The right to carry such traffic is based on the rights 
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secured from other countries. First, the right to carry fourth 

freedom is secured from one country and second, the right to 

carry third freedom is secured from other country. The combina

tion of these two freedoms constitutes two freedoms - fourth and 

third - secured frorn two different countries. The carriage of 

such traffic produces "results identical to those produced by 

grants of fifth - freedo2 rights obtained from both these count-
58 

rie s". Furthermore "the validity of classifying the right to 

carry such traffic as a privilege distinct from the third and 

fourth freedoms which has to be separately granted is controver-
59 

sial". 

The definition of the sixth freedom traffic as a combina-

tion between fourth and third freedom.s is the precise definition. 

Some used the expression "combination between third and fourth 

freedoms". The latter is not a precise expression for the nature 

of such traffic is the carri~ge of the fourth freedom available 

to one country by its national carrier to the homeland of the 

transporting carrier. Such rieht, the fourth freedom, is exer

cised because it is granted by a bilateral agreement between the 

two countries. Thus traffic will be carried again to a third 

country as a third freedom traffic legitimate under a bilatere.l 

agreement between the middle country - the country which the 

transporting carrier bears its nationality -, and the third 

country - The country of the ultimate destination of the traffic-. 

Accordingl~ it then would be imprecise to use the expression 

"combination of third and fourth freedoms" because the so-called 
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sixth freedom can not be so. It is more accurate and precise 

to use the expression "combination between fourth and third 

freedoms". 

Another aspect is that Sir George Cribbett wrote that 

"The sixth freedom describes cabo,tage". This was right be cause 

he wrote this according to the documents which were prepared by 

the United Kingdom in 1944 and which stated the freedoms of the 

air. The following definition was produced and carried number 

(6), reading as follows: 

(6) The right to convey passengers, mails and freight between 

two points in any one country not being the country of 

origin of the aircraft. 

This definition, rightly, describes the cabotage, and Sir 

George Cribbett, when he wrote in the Royal Journal of the Royal 

Aero, Society in 1950 "The sixth freedom describes cabotage", it 

is believed that he meant the freedom which bears number (6) as 

indicated in the United Kingdom's Document mentioned above. Yet 

another factor was that the sixth freedom, as known today, was 

not known at the time Sir George Cribbett wrote his statement. 

It is not right that Sir George Cribbett considered the sixth 

freedom issue, as it is known today, as ea botage, as some writers 

like Stoffel assert, when he wrote "some authorities, like Sir 

George Cribbett, call cabotage the "sixth freedom". 
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B- The ImEact of the New Aircraft 1 and the Concorde 

A completely new era began with the introduction of the 

widebodied jet aircraft. The introduction of this subsonic air-

craft and recently the supersonic aircraft has affected the, 

international civil aviation industry in many ways. 

This revolution in the aviation industry began with the 

introduction of the jet aircraft in air transport. However, the 

introduction of jet aircraft has brought about such rapid and 
60 

profound changes in the conci tions of the industry. t~any avia-

tion regulations, such as safety and air transport regulations, 

were radically changed to meet the jet revolution. 

The history of the introduction of jet aircraft and the 

development of jet aircraft as transport vehicles goes to the 

beginning of the 1950's, when work on the development of turbine -

powered transport aeroplanes was concentrated almost entirely in 

Britain because of a conscious attempt by th1s country to leap -
61 

frog into a leading position as a producer of civil aircraft. 

The real competition between the manufacturing states started, 

in the mid 1950's to produce a new product of superior charac

teristics. In the late 1950's several types of jet aircraft 

were introduced and "the major airlines were faced with the need 

to replace the whole of their existing fleets with jet aircraft. 

This has been one of the basic reasons why the transition to 

jets has been accompanied by a general problem of excess capacity 
62 

throughout the industry. 
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The total re-equipment with jet aircraft was due to the 

major characteristics of the jet revolution. The jet aircraft 

had an overwhelming competitive appeal, for it flies at speeds 

ln excess of 550 mph and cuts hours of travel time trom long 
6.3 

journeys. Besides, the jet aircraft offers vastly superior 

standards of comfort in comparison with other modes of travel. 

The available capacity for the public to travel by air 

increased rapidly with the introduction of jet aircraft. The 

use of jet aircraft created a greater number of seats in each 

aircraft and·this meant more capacity for the same number of 
64 

frequencies. The productivity of each individual aircraft 

has been vastly increased with the introduction of jet air

craft. The productivity of any transport vehicle is the product 

of three factors : payload capacity, operating speed, and hours 
65 

of utilization (per day or year}. 

It is a fact that the aircraft's productivity increases 

with speed and the increase in aircraft speed is what commercially 

attracts the airlines. But two questions may arise in this con-

nection. The first is how much it costs to make the aircraft 

go faster, and the second is the scheduling problems which may 

be encountered when an airlifie introduces a n~w aeroplane which 
66 

is very much faster than that being replaced. In this connec-

tion, there are certain facts to be taken into consideration. 
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First, the high speed of jet operations does not necessarily 

carry with it an inherent penalty of high operating costs. 

Socondly, the scheduling problem can be alleviated by co-opera

tion between airlines in planning their schedules. "It is for 

this reason that the large increase in speeds associated with 

the introduction of jet aircraft must be regarded as the first 
67 

of several pressures towards increased airline co-operation". 

The need for co-operation between the airlines with the advent 

of the jet age has considerably increased, especially for smaller 

airlines. The advantages of such co-operation are that it reduces 

the costs of airline operation and, in this case, "it could faci-
68 

latate the costly change over to jet aircraft operations". The 

co-operation also can strengthen the competitive, and sometimes 
69 

the air policy, position of the partners. 

Economics of aircraft size is another important issue. 

It is generally admitted th~t the operating costs per unit of 

payload of larger aircraft are lower than the smaller aircraft. 

It can be regarded that "aircraft operating costs per unit of 
70 

payload will decrease as size increases". But it must be 

noted in this connection that the extra seats which the jet 

aircraft provides must be sold so as to decrease the operating 

costs arising from the use of a larger aircraft. 

Technology will never stop producing more new modes of 

transport. As far as the new aircraft technology is concerned, 
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it has taken two alternate directions. The first concentrates 

on moderate capacity at high speed and is developing the super• 
71 

sonic transport ( SST's ). The second concentrates on high 

capacity at moderate speed and is producing the Jumbo Jets 
72 

(Boeing 747) and the airbuses (Douglas DC-10 and Lockheed lOll). 

The British and the French Governments signed on November 

29, 1962 an agreement on international collaboration for produc

tion of a new supersonic aircraft called the Concorde. Concorde, 

the first supersonic civil aircraft in the Western World, is 

jointly built by Aerospatial - French and British Aircraft Cor

poration. It was granted its French and British certificates 

of airworthiness respectively October 10, 1975 and December 5, 
73 

1975 after having complied with the requirements of the most 

comprehensive ground and flight tests program ever achieved for 
74 

a commercial airliner. The Concorde started scheduled opera-

tions on January 21, 1976 when British Airways flew its first 

supersonic passenger services from London to Bahrain; on the 

same day Air France flew its first commercial Concorde flight 
75 

from Paris to Dakar, Senegal and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

Even before the Concorde was completed there was opposi

tion, centered in particular in the United States, to the concept. 

The main objection to the Concorde was that it had adverse effects 

on the environment, w~s wasteful, uneconomic, fuel-hungry, and 

excessively noisy. When the Concorde came into reality and 
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existed as ready to start commercial operations the real chal

lenge started against it. There has been an Anti - Concorde 

project in the United States and the objection has been severe 
76 

in many terms. 

In fact these objections may have been exaggerated. In so 

far as noise is concerned, the Gon cor de's noise charac teri sties 

have been demonstrated on entry into service to be of the same 

order as that of current subsonic jets like the Boeing 707. 

Another fa.ct that is overloo~ed is that "Concorde's manufactu-

rers have always assumed in their market research that super-

sonic flight would only be permitted over the seas and over land 

areas which are relatively uninhabited - which together form. a 

very considerable part of the earth's surface. In fact, around 

eighty per cent of today's intercontinental seatmiles are flown 
77 

over oceans or land areas of this kind". It was declared by 

both the British and the French authorities that the Concorde 

flights will not fly et supersonic speed over inhabited areas. 

The Concorde is not different from any other airliner. The 

The Concorde flights to the United States are "matter - of

factly, h~ndled by us ~ithout problem on one daily basis. Our 

biggest problem is convincing people that the Concorde is not 
78 

a problem". About the noise abatement - "the airport waR also 
79 

designed with this in mind". 

As far as the eft'ect of high altitude flying in the 

earth's ozone the Americc;.n Government Climatic Impact Assess-

ro.ent Programme has concluded after three years of the most 
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thorough investigation that Concorde poses no immediate threat 
80 

to the environment. The American environment is not different 

from other environments where the Concorde flys. If the Concorde's 

flights affect the American environment, the other supersonic 

activities, for example military supersonic flights which take 

place every day without any limitations, should not be forgotten. 

The aerosols and natural volcanic eruptions are also an examples. 

Airports facilities are not a problem for the Concorde 

flights. It was declared that "the simple fact is that Concorde 

operations dontt add to our workload at all. Hundreds of people 

who visit our airport daily just to see it operate seem pleased 

to see "the airport of the futuren now handling the "aircraft of 

the future" and I hope we continue to do so because we' re made 
81 

for each other". 

The real oroblem started when British Airways and Air 

France, respectively, applied on August 29, 1975 and September 21, 

1975 to the Federal Aviation Administration for an amendment of 

their respective _operations specifications. The request was for 

approval of Concorde, and was the first commercial passenger 
82 

application for the supersonic aviation technology. The issue 

placed before the United States' Secretary of Transportation was 

whether to permit the Concorde to operate limited scheduled com

mercial air services to and from the United States of not more 

than four flights per day into John F. Kennedy International 
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Airport, New York, and not more than two flights per day into 
83 

Dulles International Airport, Vireinia. Approvals of the req-

uested amendments to operating specifications are usually auto-

matic if the aircraft involved were produced in the United States 

and certificated by the Federal Aviation Administration, or the 

aircraft although produced in a forei~n country and certified 

by that country's counterpart to the Federal Aviation Administra-

tion, was substanti~lly the same as aircraft already in service 
84 

in the United States. 

The decision to admit the Concorde was not an easy one 

to take. Careful evaluation of the applications was made and 
85 

several public hearings were called. The Secretary finally 

directed that the Federal Aviation Administration issued the 
86 

provisional amendments on lv.tarch 4, 1 CJ76. The approval was 

subject to the following conditions for a period of 16 months: 

1. ::o flights .1l9.Y be scheduled for take-off or l11.ndin[ except 

between 7 a.~ and 10 p.m. 

2. The British Airways flights .must originate from. Eeathrow 

Airport and the Air France flights must originate from 
87 

Charles de Gaulle Airport. 

3. The Concorde would not be allowed to fly at supersonic speed 

over the United States or any of its territories. 

4. The Federal Aviation Administration is authorized to impose 
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such additional noise abatement procedures as are n~cessary 

and technologically feasible to minimize the noise impact, 

including, but not limited to, the thrust cut - back on 

departure. 

Having reached such a decision, it is of importance to 

analyse the legal aspects of the Concorde operations. There 

were several legal questions raised by the Secretary of Trans-

portation about bilateral air transport agreements between the 

United States and France and Great Britain, the Chicago Conven

tion, the domestic environmental regulations (whether covered by 

the Chicago Convention and the bilateral agreements), and several 
88 

other questions. 

As fer as international obligations are concerned, the 

most im.portant agreements affecting the decision are the Chicago 

Convention of 1944, the bilateral air transport agreement between 

the United States and France, and the bilateral air transport 

agree.-nen t between the United Stc. tes and the United Kingdom - the 

Bermuda Agreement of 1946 -. 

Under the Chicago Convention of 1944, the aircraft of 

each contracting country, if certified by that country as being 

airworthy, are allowed to oper~te non-soheduled services into 

the territory of any other contracting party without obtaining· 
89 

prior permission. However, operating scheduled commercial 

service into a foreign country can not be conducted without 
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90 
express approval by that country. Thus the United Kingdom 

and France have treaty rights to operate non-scheduled Concorde 

flights into the United States. But to operate scheduled com

mercial services the express prior permission is required. 

According to the bilateral air transport agreement bet

ween the United States and France, the routes for scheduled 

international services are fixed, Article 2 of the Bermuda 

Agreement provides: 

"the designated air carrier or carriers may be 
required to satisfy the aeronautical authori
ties of the contracting party granting the 
rights that it or they is or are qualified to 
fulfill the conditions presecribed by or under 
the laws and regulations normally applied by 
those authorities to the operations of coffimer
cial air carriers". 

Article II (b) of the bilateral air transport agreement 

between the United States and France is similar to Article 2 

of the Bermuda Agreement. But in both agreements no mention 

of the type of equipment that may be used. 

It is these provisions of the international agreements 

that also reserve to the United States the authority to deny 

the Concorde permission to land altogether, or to place rest

rictions on Concorde operations, if unrestricted permission to 

operate would be contrary to the policies that are expressed in 
91 

the environmental or safety laws of the United States. 
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Under Article 37 of the Chicago Convention the Interna

tional Civil Avi~tion Crganization has the authority to promu

lgate international standards for a wide range of alrcraft 

operations, including noise and pollution standards for super

sonic transport. But, so far, the International Civil Aviation 

Organization has not developed stsndards in this area. There-

fore the United States is fr~e to regulate unilaterally Concorde 

operations, for Article 38 of the Chicago Convention permits a 

contracting nation specifically to exempt itself ana to establish 
92 

its own regulationso 

~either the international treaties nor the dorrestic laws 

or regulations conl_pt!ll ed a decision for c..: against allowing 

Concorde entry into the United 3tlites. Instead the competing 

policy considerations were balanced to determine the final 
93 

decision. 

Although the Concorde h~s been permitted to operate into 

the United States, it is not certain that it will continue after 

the sixteen month term authorized. 

Furthermore a Joint Com..munique was issued by France aud 

Great Britain on November, 1976 announcinr decision not to 

produce any more Concordes but the 16 plo.nned. Neither do they 

in tend to under take a" p1:1 per study" of advance supersonic tran-
94 

sport. 
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R ECOV:tvtENDATIOl\!S AND CCWCLUSICN - -------

It is noticeable that international civil aviation is 

now in deep trouble. It is clear that solutions to the causes 

of this trouble are urgently required, and because of interna

tional character of civil aviation solutions must be arrived 

by the international civil aviation conwunity~ 

With the continuous developments of civil aviation, of 

air traffic market and ai~line operations the whole structure of 

theair transport industry has changed drastically. This calls 

for a new concept for this new era. 

The decade of 1970's has been characterized by growing 

recognition of the extent to which nBtions of the world are 

econo.mi cally interdependent. In terr1a tional civil aviation is 

no exception. 

}.>~uch has happened in the thirty years since international 

civil aviation was organized. The major existing norms most 

of which were adopted thirty years ago have to be continuously 

adapted to new situations. The principles that served three 

decades need to be re-examined so as to cope with the new de-

velopments and to establish regulations for what was unforeseen 

three decades ago. What is required is a policy for the world 
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aviation of today and tomorrow. To reach such a policy it is 

necessary to consider the deficienc~s of the present situation 

that affect the whole structure of international air transport. 

It was mentioned that international air transport rela

tions are governed by a few multilateral conventions and a 

series of bilateral air transport agreements of different 

types. It was mentioned also that the most widely followed 

type is the "Berr~1uda type of agreement". 

The Bermuda Agreement regarded, at the ti~e of its signa

ture, as covering all coiliillercial air tr~nsport services except 

"ambulance and taxi flights and a relatively s;nall number of 

other ge.1.uine ~!.__Qoc charters - the total air transport marlcet 
1 

of today as its signatories perceived it". But today what is 

needed is a truly updated Bermuda itself to produce a new con

cept adaptable to the recent developments that have taken 

place. Although the original Bermuda Agreement does not con

tain some basic elements that can match tods.y•s situation, the 

recent radical chs.nges in international civil aviation and air 

transport demand re-examination of these principles. 

The world governments have been invited to remove obsta

cles which place economic burdens on airlines and to give top 

priority to ensure efficient utilization of capacity as the 
2 

only way to efficiency and lowest possible fares. 

There are three different systems for capacity regulation. 
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The first system that may be called laissez-faire competition: 

is a system of non-regulation. The second is predetermination 

in which the share of the traffic that each designated carrier 

is allowed to carry is determined in advance. The third system 

is somewhere in between the other two system. This system is 
3 

that of the Bermuda Agreement. 

Since the Bermuda Agreement was signed the resurgence of 

economic strength in many nations is prompting governments and 

airlines aliKe to charge that such a one-sided advantage no 
4 

longer reflects today's foreign trade positions realistically. 

It is necessary to review in depth the weaknesses and the strengths 

of the Bermuda principles on which the pact is based, and to 

review the present conflict between the two contracting parties 

of the original Bermuda Agreement. 

The traffic imbalance, the lack of market share, and the 

misinterpretation of the principle of "fair and equal opportu

nity" caused Great Britain to consider that the Bermuda Agree

ment has over the years became out of date and no longer corre

sponds satisfactorily to the conditions of the 1970's. On the 

other hand the United States' view is that the present agree

ment is working well and should not be tampered with. However 

negotiations between the two countries are underway in order 

to reach an agreement. But failing ~n agreement Great Britain 

is prepared to take unilateral action to regulate capacity. 
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For a '•constructive approach .. to the negotiation of the 

new services agreement, the United Kingdom presented a paper 

that demonstrated the need for ~n effective system of capacity 

regulations. The following are the objectives which the British 

believed should govern the capacity to be offered by airlines 

in future: 

a. Services at the lowest cost to the travelling public and 

for the carriage of air freight; 

b. 

c. 

a reason~ble profitability for the airlines; and 

5 
economic use of resources of all types. 

It was mentioned that the world countries o.s well as the 

airlines are watching the current negotiations between U.K and 

U.S.A, and what the negotiations will come up with,because the 

Bermuda principles have been questioned sel'iously for sometime 

through-out the world. 

The present question is either to seek to retain Bermuda 

system, and attempt to undo the restrictions which have increa

singly been imposed under Bermuda Agreement, or to abandon the 

Bermuda system, de_!~cte_ or ,2;~_jur~, and adopt measures similar 

to those of the European nations, imposing restrictions on 
/ 
0 

frequencies and capacity. 

To enter the last quarter of this century with a new 
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concept there are certain occurrences that should be taken into 

consideration by today's Bermuda negotiators such as the charter 

flights and their steady increase, the forming of regional blocs, 

the routes grants and capacity control, and the tariffs issue. 

There are other disputable terms in the Bermuda Agreement that 

need to be clarified precisely such as fifth freedom, sixth 

freedom, fair and equal opportunity, and the multiple designa

tion, which have enmeshed the international air transport 

industry in a quandary that is not likely to be relieved until 

a settlement between the U.K. and the u.S.A. sets some course 

for future relations. In so far as these terms are concerned 

they should be given clear and precise definitions and need 

to be standard so as to ~void any future different interpreta-

tions by any state. 

The coming into existence of charter or non-scheduled 

flights as a major force is a major and recognizable event 

in international air transport, and was almost entirely a de 

facto creation of the last decade. 

The charter or non-scheduled services are methods of 

providing air transportation at lower prices than on the mere 

traditional scheduled services. 

The growing need for mass air travel was not met adequa

tely by the present system of bilateral control of the scheduled 
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air traffic market. Therefore enormous development took place 

in recent years of non-scheduled services using different types 
7 

of services outside of the bilateral agreement network. Such 

situation led to the creation of charter carriers who started 

to compete in the same m'.irket wi tb the scheduled carriers to 

carry the same type of traffic but by different means. 

The charter traffic rights are not covered by the majority 

of the bilateral air transport agreements althou~h they now 

perform an important part of public transport, and even if 

these rights were covered by the bilaterals only the scheduled 

carriers could be designated to operate both scheduled and non-

scheduled services. 

Governments were under pressure either to protect their 

national scheduled carriers or to allow the charter operations 

which provide the public transport at lower fares. Both intere

sts are equal in their value for the government's object is to 

protect the national carrier and the public. It is not feasible 

to regul~te bilaterally one part of the public transport 

(scheduled services) and leaving the other nart (non-scheduled) 

unregulated. 

Governments started to regtll>ite charter service~ by se-

perate bilateral agreements and some countries regulated the 

operations of the non-scheduled services multilaterally under 
8 

rigid conditions. 
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However, there are three alternatives for regulating the 

operations of non-scheduled services. First: the unilateral· 

regulation in which matters are left as they are. This option 

is not practical for the growing importance of the charter ser

vices will erode scheduled services. Second: to conclude sepa

rate bilateral agreements for non-scheduled services which is 

the practice now. This option is practical especially if there 

is already a bilateral air transport agreement for scheduled 

services between the two countries and the situation between 

them needs regulations for non-scheduled services, then to 

avoid amendments to the scheduled sgreement, the solution is 

to conclude a new seperate bilateral agreement for non-scheduled 

services. The third: to conclude bilateral air transport agree-

m.ent for the operations of scheduled snd non-scheduled Ftir 

services i.e. the same agreement covers the operations of both 

scheduled and non-scheduled services. This solution is .more 

practical especially if there is no agreement between the two 

countries and they will conclude an agreement or if renegotia

tions of the existed bilateral agreement are under-way. Such 

agreement should allow both route carriers and charter cs.rriers 

to be designated to operate both scheduled and non-scheduled 

se!~vices and it is the task of each government to organize the 

time-tables and the operations of 1 ts carriers whether it is a 

charter carrier or scheduled carrier, because it may happen 

that one government has both kind of carriers a~d the other 

does not. 
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The Regional Blocs ---- -
The formation of the regional blocs is a structural 

problem that m~rits discussion. The danger that is posed to 

the bilateral air transport agreements system by these regional 

blocs is the consequent possibility of crippling cabotage res

trictions coming into existence by virtue of the formation of 
9 

these larger blocs. The formation of regional groupings is 

a counter - move by a group of states against one state or 

group of states that are in a stronger posititin than the states 

forming the regional bloc. 

The question that may arise in this connection is whether 

the carriage of air traffic between these states, states forming 

the bloc, can be considered as a cabotage or not? If it is 

considered cabotage then states outside the group will be pre

vented from carrying traffic between any pair of cities within 

the bloc. For example, in the case of the Common Market states, 

the non-Com..:non Market states vvill not be allov:ed to operate 

fifth freedom routes, just as the Gnited States carriers will 

be prevented from operating fifth freedom routes such as London-

Frankfurt or Paris-Rome. 

The carriage of air traffic between these states, forming 

the bloc, should not be considered as a cabotage, because the 

cabotage is something different. The cabotage is the right to 

carry traffic between two points in the territory of the same 

state. But the regional bloc is not a state. 
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The formation of the regional blocs can be considered as 

a step forward for organizing the traffic between the states of 

the bloc and other states, and re~ulating the capacity, tariffs 

and competition. It is more effective for formulating pooling 

agreements between the airlines of one region and for cooperating 

with other airlines in the region. 

The threat of forming the regional blocs had existed for 

a long time, to be exact Rince 1950. "It only became pressing 

following the recent developments dividing the free world into 

powerful trading blocs - eflpecially the European common marlcet, 

the so-called "outer Reven" and the British Commonwealth com-
10 

nlllni ty" • 

There are certain efficient econo~ic regional blocs in 

the ·world but insofar as civil aviation is concerned there were 

attempts, and there are still, for forming such aviation regional 

blocs. An example was the proposal to establish Air Union in 

1960 by the Comm.on ~ .. :arke t states. The Air Union Plan followed 

the old European cartel concept. The Plan called for pooling 

and redistributing the revenues between the member airlines. 

For competitive, political and prestige purposes each airline 

would preserve its nationality. The rights and privileges that 

were secured from outside nation'3 would be exercised by that 

airline. But inside F~urope, equipment, frequencies, capacity, 

fares, losses and earnings would be fixed and controlled by the 
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11 
combine. There seems to be other potential supernational 

"common .markets" ana common air blocs in the making in the 

Mlodle East and Latin America. The Arab League tried to es

tablish the "Pan Arab Airline". This airline still does not 

exist, but there is an agreement between the Arab League states 

called "The Agreement for the Establishment of Arab Air World 

Airline of 1961". Attempts are still underway to form the air

line. In Latin America negotiations have been going on between 

five Latin American states namely Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, 

Panama and Peru for the creation of a single Latin American 

Airline to be called "Flota Aerea Latino Americana" (FALA). 
11 (a) 

Each nation would participate equally in this consortium. 

In the bargaining process of bilateral air transport 

negotiations the ultimate goal of each party is to secure traf

fic rights and routes for profitable operations of its national 

carrier. 

It is said that "Route grants and capacity control are 

both in the hands of the foreign governments of the countries 
12 

to and via which a state wants its carriers to operate". This 

conception makes the present system of bilateralism and the 

exchange of the commercial traffic rights subject to the recipro

city principle, for no state can remain independent if it wants its 
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national carrier to operate international air routes. 

The route exchange takes one of the following methods: 

1. Open: that does not contain any specified points such as 

"from country A via intermediate point or points to point 

or points in country B and beyond". 

2. Specific route description: that identifies each point on 

the route including the intermediate points and the points 

beyond. 

3. Partially defined: that describes route to an extent which 

would pr~ovide bro:1d, but not complete flexibility of 

operations. 

Each method has its advantages o.nd disadvantages, but 

the route description should include sufficient number of 

intermedi~te points and points beyond an~ if possible, alter

native points in both countries so as to allow for alternates 

in order to meet the changes of the market or operational 

changes. 

The routes and traffic rights granted to each of the 

parties should be equal in value to the ones that that party 

is giving away in return. 

'.'That should determine the routes grant is the traffic 

demand, and the granted route should be operated profitably 

according to periodical statistics taking into account the 
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principle of reciprocity and co!aparing the revenues derived 

by each of the designated airlines from the operations or the 

agreed services on routes that h~ve been granted. 

Another related .matter is cap:1city and frequency control. 

The matter of capacity regulation should be subject to the 

approval of the governments of both contracting parties. The 

designated airlines should be given the freedom to establish 

their schedules. But those schedules should be submitted to 

the government i.e. each design~ted airline after establishicg 

its schedules should subtn.i t them to its government, and the 

government after a carefnl study should either agree or dis

agree. The study of the proposed schedules must be based on 

providing capacity adequate to the traffic de.aJ.F.mds of each 

route, and providing to the public route flexibility at the 

lowest fares possible. The submission of tbe schedules should 

be m.ade within a reasonable time so ~s to give the government 

the ability to study, review, and inform the other government 

concerned. 

Another principl~ can be considered that of semi-prede

termination in whjch the capacity can be determined prior to 

t.he inaguration of the services according to the traffic de.cGB.nds 

for each route based on reliuble statistics. Such predeter.mi

n3tion should be flexible i.e. it can be reviewed from time to 

time to n~intain a balance between the traffic demands, public 

interest, and reasonable load factor to ensure profitable ope

rations of both designated airlines. 
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The determination of fares and rates left in the original 

Bermuda Agreement to the airlines' agreement through the Inter

national Air Transport Association -lATA- subject to government 

approval. Most airlines feel that the establishment of rates 

and fares should be left to the competence of the airlines. 

But the governments reserve the right to approve or disapprove 

the published tarrifs. · 

The airlines follow, in deciding their fares and rates, 

IATA rate fixing machinery. lATA works through traffic confe-

rences and has divided the world in seven conferences areas 

and tarrifs are negotiated between those airlines who serve 

the area. 

This system has deficiences for the following reasons: 

1. not all the airlines of the world are members of IATA 

2. only the scheduled airlines are members of lATA but the 

charter airlines are not members. 

3. there is no nirect governmental element in the negotiating 

machinery i.e in the traffic conferences. 

4. IA'rA m:1chinery does not tal<e sufficient account of the 

interests of the users of international air transport. 
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Therefore new machinery is required and should take into 

consideration and include the following: 

1. Airlines presently members of IATA 

2. Airlines operating scheduled services which are at present 

not members of IATA 

J. Non-scheduled international air carriers 

4. Government representation in the lATA Traffic Conferences 

during f~re and rate-making negotiations for it would put 

the governments in the picture and accelerate the govenn-

ments approval procedures. 

If the above mentioned are accepted then, the adaptation 

of the bilateral air transport agreements to such changes is 

not difficult. 

It can be left to the airlines to agree on the tariffs 

they consider justified in light of the above mentioned changes. 

Those tariffs should be low but cost relnted,taking into consi

deration the public interest, and finally they must be subject 

to government approval. On the other hand,governments in 

issuing their approval or disapproval must avoid any undue 

delay. 

The international control of tariffs should have two 

objects. First: to protect the public against any abuse of 
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the protected position given to the airlines under a system 

of controlled entry into the industry. Second: to ensure long 

term economic stability of th~ industry by preventing the sort 

of cut-throat price warfare which can develop in conditions of 
13 

oligopolistic competition. 

The earlier discussion in this paper shows that there are 

major areas of dispute over the meaning and in the application 

of the Bermuda Agreement. The principal areas of dispute are 

the scope of fifth freedom rights, the question of the classi

fication of sixth freedom traffic for purposes of provision of 

capacity, the application of the clause relating to fair and 

equal opportunit~and the question of multiple designation. 

Each of these issues is discussed hereafter. 

The Fifth Freedom -----------
It is universally agreed that the fifth freedom is "the 

right to put down or take on(:in the territory of the other 

contr~cting state passengers, mail and cargo coming from or 

destined to points in a third country or other countries". 

The problem of the Bermuda system concerning the exercise 

of the fifth freedom traffic rights is that it imposes restric-

tions on the carriage of such traffic. It subjects that carriage 

of the fifth freedom to the carriage of third and fourth freedoms. 

There is no specification as to the allowable quantity of fifth 
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freedom traffic in relation to the quantity of third and fourth 

freedom traffic. The carriage of fifth freedom traffic is 

considered under Berilluda system as a secondary justification 

traffic. 

The carriaee of fifth freedom traffic is very important 

especially for those airlines whose countries do not generate 

enough national traffic to m~ke the operations of the national 

carrier economic and profitable. Those carriers are usually 

called "fifth freedom dependent carriers", for they depend on 

their operations almost totally on the carriage of the fifth 

freedom traffic rather than the carriage of third and fourth 

freedom traffic. 

Since the carria~e of fifth freedora. traffic is a c9.rriage 

of traffic to or from third countries then it is necessary to 

negotiate with the third country involved for such traffic 

rights and acquire that country's consent. 

Due to the increasing importance of the carriage of the 

fifth freedom traffic these days,it should not be considered 

as a secondary justification traffic and should not be left 

unregulated. The amount of the fifth freedom traffic should 

be determined in accordance with the traffic demands on the 

fifth freedo!n segments, and where it is comt:1on fifth freedom 

traffic, it. should be divided equally between the designated 

airlines. 
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!he Sixth Freedom Traffic 

It was mentioned that the so-called sixth freedom traffic 

is a combination between fourth and third freedoms, and, there

fore, not covered by the restrictive Bermuda standards. The 

dispute over this problem can be solved by accepting the concept. 

mentioned above about the definition of such traffic and igno-

ring the concept of considering the sixth freedom as a sort 

of fifth freedom. 

In case or any dispute over this kind of carriage and if 

there is already an existing agreement between the two countries, 

they can add to the agreement ·a provision such as that reached 

in 1966 between the United States and the Scandinavian nations 

through exchange of diplomatic notes and reads as follows: 

" ••••• add to the primary objective of the designated 
airline the provision of capacity adequate to the 
demands of passenger traffic stoDping over for 12 
hours or more at points in the country of which such 
designated airline is a national. This addition to 
the primary objective does not extend to the provi
sion of capacity for the demands of any passenger 
traffic which passes through, connects at, or stops 
over for less than 12 hours at a point in the country 
of which.the transporting designated airline is a 
national".l4 

Such provision allows the designated airline of one. 

country to car-ry traff'i ~ bet we en two foreign countries via 

its homeland, provided that those passengers stop over for a 

period of 12 hours or more in the home land of the transporting 

airline. But if those passengers stopped over for less than 

http:national".l4
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the period specified; then they would be considered a fifth 

freedom traffic and then would be restricted under the general 

principles of the Bermuda Agreement. 

In the case where there is no agree.men t between the two 

countries and negotiations are held to reach an agreement, the 

aforesaid provision ought not to be disregarded. The length 

of stop over can be agreed upon between the two parties as the 

situation may require. This also should be considered if 

renegotiations are in course. 

·Fair and E~al O££Ortuni!l 

The original Bermuda Agreement provides in paragraph 4 

of the Final Act the following: 

4. That there shall be a fair and equal opportunity for 
the carriers of the two nations to operate on any 
route between their respective territories (as 
defined in the Aereement) covered by the Agreement 
and its Annex. 

This principle received different interpretations, and 

several questions have been raised in this connection. But 

the most important debate is whether this principle gives the· 

carriers of both sides the opportunity to operate under a 

free competition conditions, or there should be fair and equal 

opportunity for both carriers to operate, compete and share 
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the market. The first conception is led by the United States, 

and the second conception is led by the United Kingdom. 

If the principle of fair and equal opportunity has the 

first concept that allows carriers to operate under free com

petition conditions then this will lead to one result, that the 

stronger carrier only will remain in the market. 

The new concept of fair and equal opportunity should carry 

the concept of fair and equal opportunity to operate, compete, 

and share, and that the exchange of the commercial traffic 

rights should be of an equal value for each side. A fair route 

exchange requires an equitable exchange of economic benefits 

having equal market value by ensuring that each designated car

rier is acquiring an appropriate share of the traffic available 

at an economic load factor. 

The provision that should be incorporated in bilateral 

air transport agreement in this connection is suggested to be 

as follows: 

"There shall be a fair and equal opportunity for 
the designated air carriers of both contracting 
parties to operate, compete, participate and share 
in the traffic on all their networks and the routes 
covered by the agreement". 

Such provision will give satisfaction to newly-emerged 

countries and countries with newly-emerged airlines. Those 

countries are very reluctant to accept the Ber~uda principles 
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with the .lunerican in terpreta. tion of the principle of fair ·':l.nd 

equal opportunity and they should. direct their air transport. 

policies towards ensuring that their national carriers should 

be guaranteed a reasonable share of the traffic on the routes 

which they operate. That also applies to sharing the frequencies. 

For sufficeint application of the principle of fair a~d 

equal opportunity each designated air carrier should get half 

the traffic on the routes it operates, if this is not so then 

the conditions are not fair and equal. 

The term multiple designation refers to the designation 

of more than one national airline by a country to operate on 
15 

individual international routes. 

The Bermuda Agreement in Article 2 provides for the 

right of each contracting party to designate "an air carrier 

or carriers" to operate the services on the specified routes. 

This means that the Agreement allows the design8.tion of more 

than one carrier i.e. multiple designation. 

The problem of such a provision appears in the negotia

tions process of the bil9.teral agreements and causes difficulty 

in negotiating and implementing the bilateral air tran;.port 

agreements respecting the designation of the airlines. 

Only a few states have .more than one carrier. The majo

rity of the states have only one national carrier. VThere the 
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agreement is being negotiated with a multiple carrier state 

then two alternative solutions are available. Either not to 

allow the multiple deRignation under the provisions of the 

agreement i.e.to exclude such provision 1 or to allow the mul

tiple designation but to consider the frequencies issue i.e. 

to have equal frequencies for both contracting parties' national 

carriers. An example may illustrate this concept. If country 

A who has more th~:tn one national carrier and country B who has 

one national carrier enter into bilateral air transport agree- · 

ment for the operation of air services between and beyond their 

territories, then the situation of the designation of the air

lines of both countries will be as follows: country A is allowed 

to designate more than one national carrier to operate the same 

number of frequencies that the designated national carrier of 

country B, which is the only national carrier for country B, 

will operate. This conception can be followed so long as the 

designated air carriers of both parties, no matter what there 

number is onerate at a reasonable load factor and the principle ' -
of capacity adequate to traffic demands is met. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion it should be recognized that international 

civil aviation and especially the international air transport 

system today are not in the same situation as they were three 

decades ago. 

International civil aviation has become one of the most 

important activities in the world, an activity which is now 

notorious for the rapidity with which changes are taking place 

in it. This places an obligation on the international civil 

aviation community to carry out a constructive review with the 

object of improving relations between the members of the civil 

aviation community as the first and essential step towards 

ensuring and improving the machinery for consultation as the 

first essential step towards revising the intern~tional order 

of civil aviation. 

Governments are urged to establish their policies and, in 

particular, their bilateral relations to cope with the new deve

lopments, and .to cover all the gaps that have been left unregu

lated. Usually governments give effect to their policies on 

international commercial air transport through bilateral air 

transport agreements concluded between them. It does not matter 

that these bilaterals may take different forms. Bilateral air 

transport agreements may follow restrictive form or liberal 

form as each individual case may require. A state may have a 

liberal agreement vvi th one state and a restrictive agreement 
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with an 'other· state. The situation itself determines what type 

of bil~teral should be followed. But there should be one 

principle, that the bilateral air transport agreement should 

stand on its own i.e. the top priority should be given to the 

commercial traffic rie:hts r_md the exclusive aviation factors. 

The marl-cet status and the traffic demands between any pair of 

countries determine the pattern that should be followed. There 

should be also general agreement between the two parties to 

the bilateral agreement as to the meaning of the terms of the 

agreement which should be clear and precise enough so as to 

-avoid any future misinterpretation for the agreement to work 

satisfactorily. 

As was mentioned, most of the bilateral relations between 

the countries follow the Bermuda-type agreement which aLnost 

became a standard for the exchanee of commerci~l air traffic 

services between st:1 tes. :teneeoti::. tions :1re underway between 

the United Kingdom and the United States to settle the dispute 

between them over the original Bermuda ~greement and its subse

quent amendments that no longer could serve their bilateral 

aviation relations satisfactorily. New agreement is sought 

which may take a compromise form to solve the controversial 

issues between them. It is predicted that any compromise i.e. 

the new agree.men t, ~nay rigidly enforce capacity control on all 

fl ig.hts between the two countries atld requlre that on some 

routes only a single designated carrier should operate between 

the two countries. 

http:tions'J.re
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The expected new agreement will constitute a new landmark 

and new rules for bilateral civil aviation and international air 

transport relations. It is not necessary , that the new outcome 

will be followed in toto between other countries. It is not 

necessary that the new concept will be followed by the two 

states, the United Kingdom and the United States in their bila

teral civil aviation with other countries, for the bilateral 

aviation relations depend in their determination upon each in

dividual case. 

The Bermuda - type of agreements can not be wholly dis-

· regarded. They are still considered by some countries as the 

best approach for their bil~te~als. 

The ~uestion of whether Bermuda-type of agreement and its 

implication for Jordan depends upon air transport situation, and 

the government's policy towards the bil~terals. 

Generally speaking, there are two possible ways for govern-

ment regulations of civil aviation: First, to adopt common 

general princ~ples and apply these principles to the operation 

of international air services. This policy requires both 

approaohes; the multilateral approacht and the bilateral approach 

so as to implement the common agreed principles and to apply 

these to the particular situation. The second policy is: the 

individual states try to enlarge their sphere of infuence in 

international civil aviation by any available means. This 

policy is effected in the first instance through the b~lateral 
16 

system.. The latter policy should he followed. 
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The Jordanian policy should be based on the concept of 

the conclusion of the bilateral air transport agreements. For 

this concept constitutes the practical manner in dealing freely 

with each individual situation separately. It is, therefore, 

suggested to conclude as many as bilaterals with as many a8 

commercial traffic rifhts, and keep the.m as "rights in the bank" 

for future needs in establishing a world widespread net-work. 
a 

But conducting air services should be sed on jprofi table ope-

rations bs.sis. In other words, new services and routes should 

not be inaugurated, unless there is a real justification, and 

the traffic demands and the !ll.9.rke t requi:c e such services. 

rrhe bareainipg process should take into cocsideration 

that two goals must be met: first, the protection of the national 

carrier (s); second, the public interest, and any grant of 

traffic ri€hts should be based on the principle of reciprocity. 

The pattern that should be follo-vved is that in which a 

grant of 9.11 of the freedoms is made. The acquisition of all 

freedoms of commercial traffic rights, especially the fifth 

freedom, is essential to provide sound, economic, and profitable 

operations by the national Jordanian air carriers. 

The Jordanian Govern.ment ought to insist on the principle 

of fair and equal opportunity to operate, coMpete, ~nd share 

the market. But in providing operations there should be a 

"reasonable load factor" maintained by the designated air car-

riers of both contracting parties. 
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Capacity and frequencies can be determined in flexible 

manner in which any future increase or decrease must be allowed 

according to the traffic demands. It is preferable to allow 

the operation of a specified number of frequencies based on the 

amount of traffic available in a given period. 

The national carrier should be given the opportunity to 

conclude "pooling arrangements" with other foreign air carriers, 

but these arrangements must be subject to the government approval. 

Finally it is the beginning of a new era in international 

civil air transport in which it is absolutely necessary that 

the members of the international civil aviation community cooperate 

all together and work togethe~·- "all for one and one for all" -

for the betterment of mankind, for the world always works bet-

ter if we all work together. 
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AP?E~TDIX 

I 

THE BERMUDA /~G.~EmtEt'!T, 'I'2'E Ammx, AND 

TITE FINAL ACT 
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AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM RELATING TO 
AIR SERVICES BETWEEN THEIR RESPECTIVE 
TERRITORIES. 

.. i 
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'I'HE GOVEHNl\fENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF A.:\rEH
ICA AND Till~ GOVEHN:l\IENrr OF THE UNITED KII\GDO.M 
OF GRI~AT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 

Desiring to condude n.n Agreement for the purpo,;c or promoting 
direct air communications as soon as possible between their respective 
territories, 

Have accordingly appointed authorised representatives for this 
purpose, who have agreed as follows:-

Awrrcr,E I 

l~n.ch Contracting Pn.rty grants to the otlwr Confm(·ting Pnrt.y 
rights t.o the cxt.ent dcsrribPd in the Amwx to this AgrePmPnt for the 
purpose of the estahlishmPnL of nir services drscribed tlwrein or as 
1:tn1e1Hh•d in accordnnec wit.h Seetion IV of the Annex (hereinafter 
referred to as" the ngrecd services"). 

An·riCLE 2 

(1) 'J'he agrre1l services nmy he i11augurnted imm!'dintely or nt a 
lliter date at tlw optiou of the Contracting Party to whom the rights 
are grn.nt.Pd, hut not lwfore (a) the Contracting Purt.y to \vhom the 
rights hn.vc hcPI1 grantPd lws dPsignntPd u.n nir mrrier or cnrriNs for 
the specified route or routf's, and (b) the Coutra.cting Pnrty grnnti:ng 
the rigl1ts has given the appropriate OJwmtiJlg pcrmisRion to the air 
cnrrier or cnrriers concPnwd (which, subject to the proYisions of pnm
gmph (2) of t.his Art.ide and of Article G, it shnll do wit.hout undue 
delny). 

(2) The designated air carrier or euiTiers may he r<'quired to su.tiRfy 
the acronn.uticnl authorities of tl1e Contmcting Pu.rty gmnting the 
rights tlmt it or they is or nrc qun.lificd to fulfil the condit.ions pre
scribed hy or under the In.ws nnd regulations normally npplied by 
those authorities to the opemt.ions of conmwreinlnit· carriers. 

(a) In arcn.s of military occupation, or in nrcns n.ffeded th<>rcby, 
such inaugurution will continue to be ~;;uhj<'d, wlH'rc ll!'cessnry, to 
the approval of the competent military authorities. 

Axt'I'ICLE 3 

(1) 'I'hc chnrges which Pit1wr of the Contracting Pm·fies mny im
pose, or permit to be imposed, on the dPsignnt<:d nir cnrrit>r or carriPrs 
of the other Contmcting J>nrty for the us<' of airports nnd other facili
ties sball not ho higher than would be paid for the use of such airports 

(2) 

I' 
I I: 
I 
! 
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3 [No.l507] 

and facilities by its natimml n.ircmft engaged in similar international 
air serviees. 

(2) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into, or taken 
on honrd aireraft. in, the t<'rritory of one CoutmdiJ1g Purty b,v, or on 
behalf of, a designated nir cnrrier of the oUwr Contmcting Part.y and 
int.ended solely for usP hy Hw aircraft of sueh co.rricr shall be accorded, 
with respect to customs duti<'s, inspection fees or other elmrgcs im
posed by the former Co11tmcting Party, treatment not less favourable 
thnn that grnn t.cd to nntional nir eu.rrif'rs <'nga.gct! in international air 
services or sueh carriers of the most ftwomed nn.tion. 

(3) Supplies of fm•l, luhricat.ing oils, spare purls, rPgulnr equipment 
ttnd n.irernft. stores retnine<l on board aircraft of a designat.cd air enrricr 
of one Contrn.eLing Party shnll be exempt in the territory of HH• other 
Conl.rncting Pnrt.y from customs duties, inspection fees or similar 
duties or dwrges, even though sueh supplies he used by such aircraft 
on flights within thnt territory. 

AnTICLI<J 4 

Cel'tificnt('S of uirworthiness, certifieates of compC'tenc;r and lic('!lSf'S 
issued or render('d valid by 011c Contmcting Pnrty and still in force 
shall be reeognisrd as vnlid hy the ot.h<'l' Contracting Pnrty for the 
purpose of op<'mLion of t.lw ngreed ser·viecs. Each Contracting Party 
rPservcs the right, howcv('r, to refuse to recognise for the purpose of 
flight nbovo its own tPt'l'i!ory. ct>rtifienti'S of compPI('IWY and licenses 
gmntcd to its own nM.ionals by nnoth('r state. 

(1) The laws and !'(•gulaf ions of otw Conl.raeting Party relating to 
entry into or 11£-purtme from its tetTitory of nirnnfl eng:tg(•d in intPr
nationnJ nir nn.vigation or to the O[H'rn.tion mal na.vign.t ion of such 
aircraft whilo within its tcnitory shall apply to aircmH of the desig
nated nit· cn.rricr or earrif'rs of the other (}out.rac.t.ing Party. 

(2) 'l'he laws and regulations of onP Cont.mct.ing Party relnt.ing to 
the entry into or departure fi'Om its trrritory of pnssrngers, crew, or 
cargo of aircraft (such ns rq~ulntions rdnting to t•ntry. d<'llrlllH'e, in1• 
migration, passports, customs and quaranthw) shall he npplienble to 
the passengers, crew or cargo of tlw aircraft of I he dcsignn.ted nir 
carrier or carriers of the other Contrncting Party while in the territory 
of the first Contracting PnrLy. 

ARTICLE 6 

Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or revoke 
the exercise of the rights specified in the· Annex to this Agreement by 
a carrier designated by the ot.l1cr Contmcting Party in the event that 

I 

.I 

i 
' 
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it is not satisfied thnt subslnnLin) owrwrsltip and effective control of 
such carrier are vest cd in na.tionnls of citlwr Contrnet.ing Pnrly, or in 
case of failure by Uw.t. cnniPt' to <'omply with the lnwR :tll(l rep;nlations 
referred to in Artielc 5 h<'l'l'Of, or othPrwisn to fulfil the conditions 
under which the rights arc granted in accordance with this AgrPcment 
and its Annex. 

AnTICijE 7 

This Agreement shnll be rPgistcr<'d with the Provisional Interna
tional Civil Avintion Orgnnisation sd up hy the Interim Agreement 
on International Civil Aviation signed at Cl!ieago on December 7, 
1944.(1] 

ARTICJ,E 8 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreem<'nt or its Annex, if 
cith<'l' of the Contracting Pnrties considers it dC'sirahle to modify the 
terms of the Annex to this Agt'l'<'mt•nt., it muy request. consultation 
between tlw arronauticulnuthorities of both C'ontmcting Pnrties, such 
consultation to begin lvithin a period of sixty clays from the date of 
the request. 'Yhen these nuthol'iLi(•s ugree on mo,liJkat,ions to t.he 
Annrx, tlwse modifications will come into rffl'c!· wh<·n they hnvc beC'Il 
confirmed hy an ExclUtnge of Notes through the diplomatic dumnel. 

AHTICLE 9 

Except ns otherwise fH'o\·i<led in this Agn~emcnt or in its Annex, 
any dispute between the Contrncting Pnrtif':< relating to the int!.'r
pretntion or application of this Agrw·ment or its Annex which cannot 
be settled through consultation shall he rcferrl'd for on advisory report 
to the Interim Council of t.ho J>rovisionnl InternnJionnl Civil Aviation 
Orf!nnisation (in uecordnncc with the provisions of Artide Ill Sect.ion 
6 (8) of the Int Pt·im AgrP<'ment 011 lutt•m:d ionnl Ch·il A vint ion signed 
at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its successor. 

ARTICLE 10 

The terms nnd conditions of opernting rights whi(·h may have been 
granted previously by either Contmeting Pnrty to the other Con
tracting Party or to an a.ir carrier of such other Contracting Party 
shall not be abrogated by t.he present Agreement. Except as may be 
modified by the pr<'sent AgrC'ement, the gmernl principles of the air 
navigation n.rrnngement bdwe<'n Hw two Contmcting P!ll·ties, which 
was effected by an Exdl!lngc of Notes doted :Mnrch 28 and April 5, 
1935, shall continue in force in so far as they arc applicable to scheduled 
international air services, until otherwise agreed by the Contracting 
Parties. 

• [Executive Agreement Series 469.) 
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ARTH'LF; 11 

If n gNleml nlllltilniPI'Ill air ConYention Pllt!'l's into fore<' in relation 
to both Conlnw!ing Pnrl iPR, the present Agn'('lllPnt. shnll be amended 
so as to conform with Uw provisions of such Convention .. 

ARTICLE 12 

For tho purposes of this Agreement and its Annex, unless the 
context ot.lwrwiRe requires: 

(n) 'l'lw t.Prm "ueronauti('ol authoriti(•s" slwll mean, in the case 
of the Unit NI Stn Ios, the Ch·il Aeronautics Bonnl and ony person 
m· body authoriRed t.o perform the fund-ions pn•scntly exC'reised by 
the Board ot· similar functionR, atHl, in the casP of the Unit.Pd Kingdom, 
the l\liniRter of Civil Avintion for the time being, nnd any person or 
body n n t horh'lPd to pPrform n ny functions pn'sPnUy C'Xerciscd by the 
said l\Jinist.Pr or similnr funetions. 

(b) The tN·m "dcsignnted a.ir carriers" shnU menu the air transport 
t>nkrprisPs which the acronauticnl autliOrit.iC's of one of the Con
trading Pm'ti('S have not,ilif'cl in writing to the nenmauticnl authorities 
of the other Contracting Party as the nir cnrric>rs designated by it in 
nccordanPc wit.h Article 2 of this Agrecmf'nt for the routc>s specified 
in such notif1enlion. 

(c) The term "f,NTitory" shall have t.he nwnning nssign£1d to it by 
Article 2 of t,Jw Convf'ntion on Intcrnat,ional Civil Aviation signed at 
Clticngo on Dccnmber 7, 1944. P) 

(d) The definitions eontained in porn~rnphs (n), (b) and (d) of 
Art.iele 96 of the Convent,ion on 1 nt.crnal ional Civil Aviation signed 
at Chicago on December 7, 1944 shall apply. 

ARTICLE 13 

EiUwr Contmd.ing Pm'ly may nt :my time I'Pf!IWst. consultation 
with tlw otlwr with n Yiew to initinting' nny nnwndnwnts of this 
Agreement or its Amwx which may be dt'simble in the light of experi
ence. Pending the outcome of such consultation, it shall be open to 
either Purty at nny t,imc to give notice to the ot,her of its desire 
to terminnt.c this A~n·emcnt. Sueh not.ice shall be simultnncously 
communicated to the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organisation or its successor. If such notice is given, this Agreement 
shall terminate twelve calendar months nft(•r the date of receipt 
of the notice by the other Contrnc.ting Part,.'', unless the notice to 
tC'rminate is withdrawn by agreement. before the expit·y of this period. 
In the absence of acknowledgment of receipt by the other Contracting 
Party notice shall be deemed to have bem received fourteen days 

l [lnlernational Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, N01H1mber 1 to Decem• 
ber 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, pp. 59-86.) 
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6 

a.ftcr the receipt of t.lll' notice by the Provisional International Civil 
A vintion 01·gnnisation or itR successor. 

AR'I'ICLF: 14 

This Agreement, including t.be provisions of the Annex hereto, wiH 
come into force on the day it is signed. 

IN WITNESS whereof t.hc unrkrsigiwd, hPing duly nut.horiscd tJwr!'to 
by thPir r<•spedive Go\'Pnl!llPHLs, hnvc sigtwd tlw pr<•sf'nt. Agrw\I!IC\Ot .. 

DoNE in duplien.tc t.his dcvcnth day of February Nineteen-hundred
and-forty-six at Bcrmudtt. 

I•'or the Govcrnnwnt of the UnitC'd St.n(.('S of America 

Gr:ORGE P. llAKEU 

ILutLLEE BnANcn: 

STOKELEY w. ~!ORGAN 
GAnmsoN NoRTON 
1.~. 'VELCII PoouE' 

OsWAI,D HYAN. 

For the GovC'rnmC'nt of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Nort.hern Ireland 

A. II. Sm.F 
W. P. IhwnED 

w .T BIGG. 

L. J. DuNNETT 

PE'lER G. MASEI<'H~I,D 
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7 [Xo. lWi] 

ANNEX 

I 

For thl' purposes of opn·n t ing nir f:l'n-icl's on t IH' rout PS specifiPd 
))('low in Sectioll III of this Amwx or as flHH'Il<lPd in accordance with 
Sect ion IV hereof, the dPsignotPd nir carric•rs of one of the Contracting 
Parties shall b<l nccord<•d in the territory of the otlwr Contracting 
P11rty the nse on tlw snid rout<•s nt f'IH'h of the plncrs speeifiPd therein 
of nU tlw airports (hf'ing 11irports d<•sigmttP<l fm· intemntionnl nir sen·
icPs), together with nncillnry fncilities and rights of tnlllsit, of stops 
for non-traffic Jmrpof:I'S ond of commPreiul f'lllry nnd dPpm·ture for 
intNtllltionnJ trnflic in }JilSSPilgnrs, <'nrgo nnd mniJ in fuJI neeord flllU 
compli:mee with tlw rwitwiplt>s rP<'ilf'd nnd ngr·f'ed in tlw Final Act of 
the Confer·en(•c on Civil A vint ion lwld ln•t Wf'f'll the Gonmments of 
the United Stntrs and of tlw Unit<'<l Kingdom nt BPrmudo from ,Jnn
unry 15 to February 1 I, 1 04G, nnd subject to the J>rovisions of Sections 
II and V of this Annex. 

II 

(n) RniPs to br chnrgetl hy tlw nir cnrri<•t-s of t•ithcr Contracting 
Party hehv<'rn points in thP h'rritory of the United States and points 
in Uw i<'tTitory of Llw UnilPd Kingdom rdNr<'d t.o in this Annex shall 
he suhjt•ct to the npprovnl of tlw Coutrnding Parties within their 
rrspnetivr constitutionnl powPt's nnd ohligntions. ln the evPnt of dis
ngremnrnt the mattPr in dispute shnll hr hnndll'd os provid<'d bdow. 
(b) 'l'he Civil Acronnutics BoHI'd of th<' Unitt>d Stat<•s having nn
HouneNl its intPntion t.o upprove t.lw rn.lt• confet·Prwc mnehincry of 
the Intcrnn.tionol Air 'l'mnsport AsRoein tio n (lH'n'inn ftm· enllcd 
"lATA"), as submitt(•d, for a JH'riod of otw ypm·lwgimting in February, 
1946, any rntc ugr<'<'lll<'nts eoneludt•d through this nulchirwt·y during 
this pt•riotl and involving U uitcd Stntt>s air enJTiPrs will be subject to 
upprovnl hy the Board. 

(e) Any IHY\\' rnte proposed by the air c:trriPI' or cnniPn; of t>itbcr 
ContracLillg Pnrly shall be J1led with t,Jw neronautiC'nl authorities of 
both Contt·neting Pm·ti<•s nt ]past, thirty days hdorc t.lw proposed date 
or iutroduetion; provided thnt this pC'riod of thirty dnys may he re
chwcd in pnrtieulnr t'HSPS if so agreed by the aerouauticnJ authorities 
of both Contracting Pnrti(•s. 

(d) The Contrneting Pnrtil's herrby ngrce that where: 

(1) during the JWriod of the Board's npprovnl of thr lATA rate 
conference machinery, either nny specific rate agreement is not 

So763--46-2 
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npprovcd wit.hin n rPnRonahic time hy eit.lH'r f'onlrneting Party 
or n. confl'f<'IH"t' of JATA iR 1mnhlc to ngrN' on 11 rate, or 
(2) nt. nny t.imc no I :\TA nuwhinery is n.ppli<·n bh•, ot· 
(3) either Cont.rneling Party ut nuy t.imo witlulrnwR or fnils to 
renew its approval of thnt. pnrt of the lATA raic eonf<'rcnce 
machinery relcvnnt t.o this provision, 

the procedure deseribcd in pnrngrnphs (e), (f) and (g) lwreof shall 
apply. 

(e) In the event that poWl'l' is confmT<'<i by law upon th<> twronautical 
authorities of the United States to fix fn.it· and economic rates for the 
transport of persons and property by air on intN·nntionnl services 
and to suspcmd proposed mtes in a mnnner compnrahlc to that in 
which the Civil At>ronaut.ies Board at present is empow£>rcd to act 
with I'I'S}Wet. to sueh rntes fo1· the transport of prrs0ns and property 
by air within the United Sittt{'S, ench of the Contracting Pnrties shall 
t.iwrcaftcr exerf'ise it.s aut.hot'ity in sueh manner as t,o prevent any 
mt.<> or rates proposed by one of its eaJTiers for serdcPs from the 
territory of one Contrnet.ing Party to a point or points in the terdtory 
of the other Contraeting }>arty from becoming pffect.ive, if, in the 
judgmt>nt. of the IWI'onnuUcnl nut.horitit>s of tlw Cont.mcting Pnrt.y 
whose air can·iN· or cn.niers is or are proposing stwh rat<•, t.lwt rate 
is unfair or urwconomic. If one of the Contrneting Pm·t.ics on rt>ccipt 
of the uot.ilicntion rt>fPJTNl to in pnrngrnph (c) nhon is dissnlisfiC'd 
with t.Iw tww rnt.<' proposed by tlw nir enrrit>r or cnrriPrs of t.l1P otlwr 
Conl.rnding Plllty, it shall so notify t.hc otlwr Contracting Party 
prior t,o the expiry of tht• first fifl<'Pil of the thirty dnys n•ferrcd to, 
and the Contractiug l)nrliN; shall enrft.ttvour to n'IH'h ngrN•mcnt on 
the nppropria.t£> rntP. In tlw ev£>nt. tlwt. sueh ngrPPlllPllt. is r£>nchcd 
C'nch Cont.rnct ing Purt.y will exercise it~ st n I ut or.r pnwt'l's to giYo 
effect to such agreement. If agreement has not h<'<'ll n'nehed at the 
end of the thirty day period rr.ferred to in pamgrnph (e) above, the 
proposed rate may, unless the aermwuti~·nl anthoritie" of the eountry 
of the air ennit>r eoncPrnPd scp fit to suspPnd its oJwrntion, go into 
cfl'cet provisionnlly pending t.lw sottlenwnt of nny dispute in accord
arwe with Uw proeodure outlined in pnrngmph (g) below. 
(f) Prior (,o t.bc time wlwn sueh power mny hP eonfprwd by law 
upon the IH'l"OlltlUt.ienl nuthoritit•s of the Unifpd Stnti'S, if one of the 
Contracting Pnrtif's is dissntisllcd with auy new rnt£' proposed by the 
n.ir carrier or carriers of eit.lJPr Contrncting Purty for services from 
t.lw t.Nritory of OJlc Contrndi11g I'nrLy to n point or points in the 
t('!Titory of the other Contrneting Pnrly, it. slwll so notify the oth<'r 
prior to the expiry of t.he first fifte<'n of the thirty dny p<>riod rcft•rrcd 
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to in JUH'Ilgrnph ((') uhovt>, nnd t ht• Cnnlnwt ing PnrtiPH shnll (\lHIPnvour 
to rcneh agreenH'nt on t!H' npproyH'inte rule. In the ennL that Ruch 
ngreement is renehed <•neh Contrnding Purty will use its best efforts 
to cause such ogrt:'ed mtl' to he put into f'ffe('t hy its air currier or 
carriers. It is rPcognisNI thnt if no suc·h ngn·Pmcnt c:m he reached 
prior to the expiry of such thit'f.y dnys, tlw Cont.raet.ing Pnrty rnif<ing 
the objection to the rat(• nwy take such steps IU:I it mny consider 
necessa.ry to prevent the inauguration or ('Ontinuntion of the service 
in qtwstion at the rate complnincd of. 

(g) WIH'n in nny t'llRC under pnmgraphs (c) nnd (f) nbovc the 
acronnutienl nuthoritil's of the two Contru.cting Partit-s ennnot ngrcc 
within n rNtsonnblc time upon the uppmprintc rnte after consultation 
init.inted by the romplnint of one Contracting Party concrrning the 
proposed mto or nu cxistin~ rat.c of the air cnrrior or carriers of the 
other Cont.rading Pnrty, upon the r<~quost of <'itlit•r, both Contracting 
Parties shnll suhmit. the quPstion to the Provisionnl Inlernnlionnl Civil 
A vint.ion Organisntion or to its succ('ssor for nn ndvisory report, nnd 
cnch Pnrty will use if.s best cfl'orts undN· the powers available to it to 
put into effect the opinion expressed in such n•port. 

(h) The rates to be ngr<'cd in neeordnnce with the above pnrngrnphs 
shall be fixed at rensonablo levels, due l'<'gnrd being pnid to nU rPlevant 
fnctors, such us cost of operation, reasonable profit and the rates 
charged hy any other air cnrrierR. 

(j) 'fho Executive Bmneh of the Govornnwnt. of the United States 
ngrces to use itR best <'fl'orts to SN.~IIrt' legislnt.ion empowering the 
UC'ronauticnl authorities of the Unit<•d Stntc>s to fix fair and economic 
rates for the transport of per:;;ons nnd propNty hy nir on intnnntionnl 
snrvi<'t'S and to sus1wnd proposPd rnl !'S in n mnmwr eo m pn rn blc to 
that in whieh the Civil A<•ronnnlies Bourd ut pn•s<•nt is empowered 
t.o net wit.h rf'SJWd to such mt.cs for Uw transport of persons and 
property by air within Lhc United States. 
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Ill 

(a} JWUTES TO HE SEH\ EIJ UY AIH CARIUEUS OF TilE l'l\ITU> Kll'iGDOl\1 
(In bot.h diructionR; st.op,.; for non-t.raflie purpo,:r·~ omitt'ld) 

l'OINT Or' 
DF.PAH'l'UHE 

{Any""" or more of the 
following) 

I. London 

2. J,ondoll 
l'rcst wick 

3. *Londou 
Prcstwick 

4. Bermuda 

5. *Trinirlarl 
Brit ish (iuinua 
.lnm~ticn 
British Honduras 

(i. J\"ns~l\11 
Cat. Ca.v 

7. Singapore 
li oug I\ ong 

IN'l'J•:Hl\IF.llJATE 
l'OINTS 

(Any orw or m on~ of the 
follow hog, if tlrsirrd) 

Hhmmon 
Iceland 
A1.on·~ 
Bermuda 
Gand.-.r 
l\rout.rcal 

Hhrumon 
l<'elnnd 
Azon·>< 
lkrmuda 
( :allflr·r 
l\Joutr!'al 

DEflTINATJO~ IN 
U. S. '1'1-:HIU'l'OHY 

(Any otH\ nr nwrc of the 
followiu~. if d!'!'ireol) 

J\"ew York 

New York 
( chiC!ti{O 
J>r~troit. 
l'hilad .. Jphia 
Wa»hington 
Bnlt imorc 
Bost.o11 

New York 

ll:tll iumn· 
\\"axhinu:lon 
N!'w Y(Jrk 

Tobago Miami 
Harhado;~ 
nr1•mula 
Rt. \'ira•ent 
St. Lnda 
Antigua. 
fit. Kitt.R 
St .. Thomns 
Stm .lnnn 
Cimlad Trujillo 
Port an Prince 
,Jamaica 
Cuba 
xa~~:tll 
Bermuc!a 

l\1 a nil a 
Gun m 
Wake 
l\Iidwav 
llonohilu 

:\(iami 
Palm lh'arh 

Han Frnnci~co 

POINTS BEYONll 
(Any one or morf oC tho 

follow in~:, If drsirrd) 

Ran Frnnri~co and 
the point!'! on 
Route 7. 

(a) Nnw Orleans 
1\fpxico Citv 

(h) Cuh~ · 
.Jmunira 
l'anunm 
A point. in 

Colombia 
A point in 

Ecuador 
Linm 
Hnn t ia.go 

:\Ion t r!'al 

•Nolicowill ht' ~tivon by the !ll'ronnuticalauthoritlcs uf the Unitrd Kirwdom to tho nernnautlcnl "nthor· 
ltle.• of the llnited Statos of the route servloo patterns acoording to which S<'niccs will bo lnau~:uratt•d 
pp ~hcsp rvut.ps. · · 

( 
I 

I 
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(b) ROUTES TO UE SEHVED nY AIR CARHIERS OF THE UNITED STA1 ES 
(Jn both direction~; f51op;; for non·tra!lle pqrp"'"" omittnd\ 

POINT 01<' INTEHl\IEIHATE DJ>:!'(TJNATIUI\: IN 
DEl'AHTl'RY.: J'Oll\:T:-; ll. K. TEHHI'I OHY I'OJNTi\ BEYONll 

(Any one or tnorc of tlm (Any ortf' or rrwr(' of the {;\ ny OfH' (,f mnr€· nf 1 h~ (A uy OT't:' Gr m nu• of th.• 
fo1l0'\vlng) fnBowiu,:r, if dC'sirrd) ioHuwirlf!, if d•·~in-·•ll f<-1Ht1Wit1g, if dt•!'in•tiJ 

1. *Ghieap;o 
Detroit. 
vva,Jiinp;f on 
Philadelphia 
New York 
Boston 
Baltimore 

2.*NPw York 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
Tlaltimore 
Washington 
Boston 
Detroit 

3.*Chicago 
Detroit 
\V a~hington 
N<•w York 
I ~o:-<1 on 
Halt imnrc 
Philadelphia 

4. Chicago 
Det.roit; 
\V nshington 
New York 
Boston 
Balt.imorc 
Philadelphia 

<i:uuJpr 
nr,,rlllnnd 
Jcelan<l 
Rhannon 

Gamli•r 
nrcenland 
1 eelaud 
Shannon 

Gander 
Shannon· 
Grcrnlnnd 
lePland 
l'ttris 
A point. in 

Hwitzcrland 
Home 
..\111"118 
Cairo 

Gander 
Azore" 
Lisbon 

(a) 

Algiern 
Tunis 
Tripoli 
Bcnghazi 
Cairo 

(b) 

i\ladrirl 
Hnnw 
Al. hens 
Cairo 

J.ondon 
J'rPstwiek 

T.omlon 
I're~twick 

Lyclda 

Lyrlda 

Am~tcrdam 
llel~inki 
Copenhagen 
Htavanger 
Oslo 
1-<tockholm 
\\'ar~aw 
Hcrlin 
Frankfurt; 
l\loscow 
1 .Pn i Hc;rad 
Points in the 

Baltic counlries 

Bru:-sds 
:\lnuich 
Pmgnc 
Vir'nna 
BudapP~t 
Belgrade 
Hm;hare!':t 
Istanbul 
Ankara 
A point. in Iran 
Bdrul. 
A point in H~·ria 
A point. in Iraq 
.l point. in Af-

~hani~tan 
J{nmehi 
Dt-!hi 
Calcutta 

A point. in Iraq 
Dlwhran 
Homl.>a 1· 

( 'n I('Hf t:t 
A point, in Bnnua 
A point in Siam 
A point. or points 

in Indo-China 
A point. or points 

in China 

From LYdda to 
points ' beyond 
aR deReribcd in 
Houte 3, 

*Notiro will hr ~riwn hy the arronnutkol onthoritlr• of the l'nitrrll'fntrs to the nrrononli<·al author
ities of the Vnilrd Kingdom or llw route ~rn·i<'r partrrr" a< rfltdin~ to which ~rrnrr~ will l>r inauguratt'd 
()11 thes~ routCl!, 
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POINT OF 
DJ;:l'AUTURl<: 

(Ally ono or more of tho 
following) 

5. New York 
Chicago 
Detroit, 
WnRhingt.on 
Philadelphia 
Hosl.on 
Baltimore 

6. *San Francisco 
Los Angeles 

7. *San Francisco 
J.os Angeles 

8. New York 
Washington 
Baltimore 

9. Miami 
Palm Beach 

10. Miami 

11. New Orleans 
Houston 

12. New York 
Miami 

-216-
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DF:STINATION IN lNTEHMF:DIA'fE 
J'OJNTS 

{Any one or more of tlw 
follow in~, if drsirrd) 

U.K. TEHIUTOHY POINTS llF:YOND 
(Any o11~ or more of the (Any one or nwre or the 

followin!!, if dr>irrd) follow in!!, If desired) 

Gandpr 
Bermuda 
Azores 

Honolulu 
l\lidway 
·wake 
Ounm 
Manila 

London 

Hong Kong 

. 
Ilonolulu Singapore 
1\'Iidwav 
Wake • 
Guam 
Manila 
A point. or points 

in Indo-China 

Points in Cuba 

Points in Cuba 

Cnmngu<>.v 
Port nn Prince 
Cnidacl Truj illo 
San Juan 
Saint Thomas 
Point a Pitrc 
Fort de Frn.nce 

Bermuda 

Cat Cay 
Nassau 

Jamaica 

Jamaica 

Ant i~na 
St,. Lucia 
Trinidnd 
British Guiaua 

(From the A:~:ores) 
I.i5hon 
Barcelona 
l\•larseilles 

l\lacao 
A point or points 

in China 
A point or points 

in Inrlo-China 
A point or points 

in l'iam 
A point or point.s 

in Burma 
Cnlcutta 

Batavia 

(a) 

(b) 

Baranqnilla 
via South 
American 
}JOints to 
Balboa 

Baro.nq nil la 
via South 
American 
points to 
Trinidnd 

Aruba 
South American 

points 

Via South Ameri
can points to 
Buenos Aires 

•Noli~ will h~ l(h·~" by th~ n<>ronnntknl nuthnrltksolthr Unlt<'d f':tnh-s to lh<' n~mnnnllrol anthorili~s 
o! t ho United Kingdom of the route scrvire patterns ncrordlng to whirh !'t'rVIft'$ will be !nauguratNI on 
f,h~~n ~?'*s. · · · ' · · · 
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POINT OF 
DEI'AHTUHJ>: 

(Anr on~ or more ofthc 
following) 

13. New York 

13 

INTF.HJ\f R !HA 'I' F. 
POINTS 

(A nv Ollf\ or morP nf the 
follow lng, if <le"ircd)S 

(a) Azor('R 
nakar 
Monrovia 

(b) fhn Juan 
Trinid"rl 
British Guiana 
Bcl<'m 
Natal 
1\Innrovia 
Aseen:<ion Is-

land 
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llF.STINATION 11\' 
U.K. 'I'J<:HHITOI!Y 

(l\ nv one or llHit(l of fh<' 
following, If deFircd) 

Accra or Lagos 

[No.lUOi) 

l'fl!N'I'R TlEYOND 
(." ny orw or mor(l of the 
!lollnwiu~. lf desir~d) 

Lr-opoldvillc 
Johannesburg 

--~---~~-"·------------"-~------~·------------------·-----

IV 

(o) Amendments mode hy either Controeting J>llrty to the routes 
described in Seetion Ill of this AnnPx which chongc tlw points served 
in the territory of the ot.lwr Cout meting PnPt.y will be mnde only 
oftpr consultation in accordance with the provisions of Article 8 of 
this Agrcenwut. 

(b) Other route ehang<•s d<•sired hy eitht>r Contrneting Party may 
ht> made and put into dft>et nt; any tinw, prompt notiel' to that efTeet 
heing giwn by t.hc aeronnuticnl nuthorilif's of the Cont.ructing Party 
('OJWPrned t.o the oeronoutical nuthorities of the other Contrncting 
P:u·t.y. Jf such otlwr Contmding Pnrty finds thnt, having regard to 
the principles set forth in pnrogruph (0) of the Finnl Aet of the Con
fPI'<'JH~c rf'fcrred to in Section I of this Annex, t.lH• inter<'sls of its nir 
C'lliTiN or carriers nre })]"Pjlldiecd hy the enrringe hy flw air carrier 
or ('arriers of the first Contrncting Pnrty of trnflie betwePn the territory 
of J.hr second Conlrneting Pnrty nnd tlH' new point in tlw territory of 11 

third country it shall so inform the1irst. Contracting Pnrty. If agrf'e
lllPil t e.unnot he reuehPd by consultation bd we en the Coni 1·neling 
Pnrlif's, it shall be open to the Contracting l>nrty whose nir cn.rricr or 
c:arriers is or are nffccted to invoke the provisions of Article 9 of this 
Agreement. 

(c) The Cont.meting Pnrth•s will, os soon as possible ufter the Pxecu
f.ion of this Agr·NmH~nt nnd from tinw to time tlwreoftPr, exehange 
infornw.f.ion eonecrning t.lw nuthorisatious extended to their respective 
designated air cnrriers to n•nd1•r service to, throu~h awl from the 
territory of the ot.hcr Contmet.iug J>nrt.y. This will include copies of 
current eertilkntPs ond nuthorisntiom; for !Wrvice on the routes 
wltich ore the subject of this Agrc('mcnt, n.nd for the future such new 
<'<•J-t.ifient es and authorisutions ns mny ht• issuf'd, togt>tlwr with amend
ments, exemption orders and uuthorisPd SPrviee patlerus. 

~----------------======~~~~s~~~, 
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V 

(n) ·where thP onwnrd t·nrringP of trnHif' hy nn :tireraft of dill't•n•nt 
size from t.lmt cmployPd ou th<· Pnrli<·r singt> of tht> ~:lmf• rouiC' (IIPI'Pin
ufter referred to us "elwngl' of gnuge") is justified hy n•nson of economy 
of operation, such change of guugc at a point in the territory of the 
UnitPd Kingdom or tl11• t Prritory of tlu• United Stntt•s shall not be 
mndc in violation of the prirH·iplPs set forth in tl1e Fiunl Act of the 
ConfPrPncc on Civil Avin I ion. ht•ld nt BPnmHln from Jnnunr.r 15 to 
Fcbmnry 11, 1946 mul, in pn.rtieulnr, shall hC' subject to there being 
n.n n.dPqHnl 0 volume of thro11gh tt·nfne. 

(b) WIH'I't' n dmnge of gn.ugl' is mndt• nt n. point in the fPtTitory of 
the UnitNl Kingdom or i11 the f('JTitory of tlH' liuitf'd States, the 
smn.llPr uirernft will oJwralt• only in connection with tlw lnrg('l' nircrnft 
arriving nt. t.hc point. of dmngt•, so ns to providn n t'OiliH'<'ting S('rvice 
which willt.hus nornwlly wail on tlw arrival o[ tlw lnrgPr nircruft, for 
the pr·imnry pm·posP of <~unying omvartl tl10se pnssPIIgl'rs who hn.vo 
tmvt'lled to United Kingdom or Uniil'd StntPs t('rTitory in the lnrgt>r 
n.ircrnft to thC'ir ultimatP <h•siinntion in the smaller nirernft. WhC're 
there ure vncnneiPs in t.lw snwllt•r niremft such vnenm·ies mny he 
filkd wi!.h pnsFwngt>rR from UnitPd Kingdom or Unitt•d Stn!t•s tPrrit.ory 
rcspeetivdy. It is undC'rstood howPW'r t.hnt the enpncity of the smalh•r 
uircrnft shall he dekrmirwd with primary l'f'ference to the trufTie 
trnvt•lling in the lnrgC'r nircrnft normally requiring to be mrried 
onwn.rd. 

(e) It is agr<•Nl that the nJTnng<'m<•nts und<•r any pnrt. of the pre
ceding paragraphs (a) nnd (b) shall he governC'd hy and in no wny 
n•strictivo of the stundards set forth in pnmgmph (6) of the Final 
A et. 

A. H. S. G. P. B. 
WJ B. Il. B. OR 
W.P.H. s M. 
L .• J. D. G. N. 
1~. G. :t-.I LWP 

~ 
·-------------------------------------------
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l~'tNA 1. AcT oF nm Ctvtr. A"' ,\TION CoN.FEilENCE, HEJ.D AT BER:&IUDA 

15TH JANUAHY TO lJTu i"EBRUAUY, 1946. 

Bermuda, lltk February, 1946. 

THF1 Governments of Uw United States of America and of the 
Unit.Pd 1\ingclom of Great Bl'it.nin and N ortlwm lr-Plnud, 

Hnving dPdded to hold between themselves a Confe~·encc on Civil 
Aviat.ion, 

Appointed their respective delegates who are listed below;-

VIlited States of America. 

Geor·ge P. BakPr (Chairman of Delcgat.ion), DirP<·tor, OHiee of 
Transport and Communications J>olicy, Drpnrtment of State. 

llnrllco Branch, l\ff'mber, CiYil Aeronautics Board. 
John D. Hickl'rson, .I>cputy Director, Office of I~uropean Affairs, 

Department of State . 
• Josh B. L<•P1 .M1•mbm·, Civil Aeronn.uties Board. 
Stokeley \V. 1\forgan, Chief, Aviation Division, Department of 

Statr. 
Geot·gn C. NPal, 0PHPI'nl Couust>l, Ch·il "\crmwuties Board. 
GarTison Norton, DPputy Dircdor, Offiec of Transport and Com-

mmlieations Poliey, Department of State. 
h \VPI('h Po~un, CJ.ninunn, Civil Arronauties Board. 
Os\vald Uyu.n, .Mt•mber, Ci\'il Aeronautics Board. 
John Slwrman, Liaison Consultant, Civil Aeronautics Board. 

United I\.ingdom. 

Sir Henry Self, K.C.M.G., K.B.E., C.B., (Chnirma.n of Delega
tion), Din•etor-Grnrrul drsignatn of Civil AYin!ion, Ministry 
of Civil Avin.tion. 

Sir Willinm J>. llildrcd, Kt., C.B., O.B.E., Director-General of 
Civil Aviation, Ministry of Civil Avintion. 

W. J. Bigg, Colonial Office. 
N. J. A. Chcethnm, Forrign Office. 
L. J. Dumwtt, :\linistry of Civil A vintion. 
Pctrr G . .Mascficld, Civil Air Attache, British Embassy, Wash

ington. 

Who met in Bermuda on the 15th January, 1946. 

At the first plenary session, Sit· Henry S<'lf was dcct.<'d Chairman of 
the Confrrence and the ConfPrcnce was divided into two Committrcs. 
The mPmbers of the Committt>es and of tlw Suh-Committrcs, ap
pointed by the respective Clmim10n of the DPit~gations, are listed 
below:-
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COMI\UTTEE I. 

HATES AND 'l'RAFFIC. 

Chairman: Sit· liNu·y Self (United 1\ingdom). 

!If embers: 

United States. 
Deletwtcs. 

Georgc P. Bu kPr. 
Hnrllee Bmneh. 
,Tosh B. LPc. 
Stokdey W. ~lorgnn. 
Georgn C. N PaL 
L. \VPlch Pogue. 
Oswnld Ryan. 

Adt•iscrs. 

Coloud S. K Gn.tes. 
W. John Kt>nnPy. 
. Mnjor-Gcncrnl L. S. Kutm·. 
LiYingston Sntt<'rthwnit(', 

Gon.~ultants. 

Hnrold Bixhy. 
'l't:'ITell Drinkwaler. 
,Julius C. Ilohnes. 
;rolm L<>slie. 
John E. Slater . 
• Tnmes H. Smith, Jun. 

United J(ing<lom. 
Delegates. 

Sir William Hil<lrcd. 
~. ,J. A. Ch(•ethnm. 
L .• T. Dutmct.t. 
P. G. MnsPil<'ld. 

AdviRers. 

l\L K Bnt.hmst .. 
l\Jnjor J. H. l\leCrindl1• . 
V ernon Crudge. 

Sun-CoMMI'l'TEE 1.-Por,ICY. 

Chairman :Sir Henry Self (United Kingdom). 

Delegates. 

Gcorgc P. Bnkcr. 
Stok<>h~y W. l\lorgan. 
L. '\Veldt Pogue. 

A! embers: 

Delegate. 

Sir Willinm IIildrt:'d. 

I l 
i I 

:; 
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Sun-CoMMlTTF.t~ 2.-DRAFTINO. 

Chairman : StokdPy W. ~[organ (United Stntl's). 

Delegate. 

Gcorge C. NNtl. 

Adviser. 

Colonel S. E. Gnt.NI. 

A/embers: 

I Jelegates. 

I~ . • 1. DumwU. 
P. G. Mnscfield. 

Adt•i.ser. 

M. K Bnthurst. 

Sun-CoMMITTF;E 3.-nouTEs. 

Chairman: L. Welch Poguc (United States). 

1Hembers: 

Delegates. 

Ilnrllnc Branch. 
Jogh B. Lee. 
Stokelt•y W. Morgnn. 
Gcorge C. NPnl. 
Oswnld Hynn. 
John Shennan. 

Advisers. 

Delegates. 

W. ,J. Big.g. 
N. J. A. Chccthom. 
L. J. Dnnnett. 
P. G. Mnsclleld. 

Adris;er1:;, 

l\1. E. Bathurst. 

[So.liJOi] 

Williom Flt'ming. 
Colonel S. Ii;. Gates. 
Major-General I"'. S. Kutcr. 
Commander S. Jurilm. 
Livingston SattcrthwaiLe. 

Mnjor J. H. l\lcCrindlc. 
Vernon Crudgo. 

Consultants. 

Hnrol<l Bixby. 
Terrell Drinkwater. 
Julius C. Holmes. 
John L('slie. 
.John E. Slater. 
James H. Smith, ,Jun. 

COMMITTEE Il. 

An Hoc. 

Chairman: L. J. Dunnett (United Kingdom). 

Delegates. Delegate. 

John D. Hickerson. N. J. A. Chcetham. 

Stokeley W._Morgan. 

!' 
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The Finn I Pl<•mu·y RPssion wm> lwld on t lw l lth FPimwry, 1946. 
As tt result of Hw delibN·ntinnR of the Conferenc<> lltPrc wns formu

]ntNl nn AgrePnwnt hetwl'PH the UovemnH•nt of t.IH• l!nitPd Kingdom 
nnd the Govcmmf'nt of tlw tTnited Stnks rf'lnling to nir Sf'rvicPs 
hetwt>Nl their respcct.iv<' tt>rrit.ories, and Amwx tiH'reto. (Attached 
hereto ns Appendix I.)tl] 

The following resolution wns adopted:-

\VhPrNts reprNlPnl.ntivrs of I he two GovNnmentR have met togethct· 
in Bermudn to discm;s Oivil Aviation mnt.tl•t"S outst.tuuling between 
thNn and have renelwd ili.P't'PillNlt tlwreon, 

vVbct'('flS the two GovPI'llllH'Tlts have to-day condu(h•d nn Agrf'C
Inf'nt. rPlnt.ing to nir S!•rvin•R bt>twecn their rPspl•ctive territories 
(hereinnfter enlkd 11 the Agr<'elllPnt!'), 

And \vhcrcns tln• two GovNmlH'nts hnn• l'Ptwhcd ngn•empnt on the 
procedure to be followC'd in the settlement of other mnttcrs in the 
field of Civil Aviation, 

Now t.het'(•forc the n•JH'OSPnt.Mi vt•s of the t)VO Governments in 
ConfPrPnce rpsolve nml ngrPr n.s follows:-· 

(I) Thn t t ho two Oovt>l'llln!'!lt.s dPsire to fost N' and PJH'ournge the 
widP,;t possihiP distribution of tlw lwnpfits of nir tn1Hl for thP grrwrnl 
good of mnnkind nt t.lw ehPnp(•st. m!!>,; con,.;ist<•nt. with sound C'Ponomic 
prinei ph•s; nrul to st imuln t.e int rmn t ionnl n.ir t.rn Hi ns n nwn11s of 
promoting friendly undC'rstnnding and good will among peopl(•s n.nd 
ensuring ns \VPil the many indirPct lwrwfit.s of this new form of tmns
port.at.ion to thP eommon W(•lfnn• of hot.h f'OlllltriC's. 

(2) That t.he two Governments rcnflirm t hC'ir udherC'nrc to the 
pt·iuciples nnd purposes set out in tho pn•nmblc to the CollYC'ntion 
on lnternationnl Civil A vintion sigrwd at Chicngo on the nh Dccem
bcr, l!HA. 

un That the ni I' t.mnspm·t. fncil it i!'S 11\ n ila hiP to t.Jw trnvPlling 
public should ht>nl' n close n•lnt ionship to UH' l'C'lJ uirerut"n t.s of the 
public for sueh transport. 

(4) 'l'Jwt there Rhall be a fnir nnd equal opportunity for the car
rierR of the t.wo nn tions to OJWrntc on nn,Y route hct.\n'f'll tlu'ir rC'spec
t.ivc tcrritoriC's (ns deliued in tlw AgrcC'tnl'llt) con•rNl by t.he Agree
ment nnd its Annex. 

(5) 'L'lmt, in the O}Wrtttion by the nir !'fll'ricrs of either Government 
of t.he trunk servi('es d<'S('rihPcl in t lw Amwx to Uw Agi'f'<'Hwnt, t.be 
interest of the air earri<'I'S of tho ot.her fiovenmwnf:, shnll be tnken 
into consideration so ri.s not. to nlfC'ct. unduly t.he serviC'<'S which the 
latter provides on nU or pn.rt of the snme routes. 

(6) That it is the understanding of bot.h Governments that services 
1 [Ante p. 1.] 

• . 
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provided by a designated nir carri!'r lJJI(lcr the Agrcenwnt and its 
Annex shall ret.nin n;:; ihPit· primary objective the provi;:;ion of rn.pncity 
adequate to the tnllfie dPmmHis hetwcPn the emmtry of which such 
air carrier is n nntionnl nnd tlw country of ultimate d{'stinntion or the 
t.rntne. The right to emhnrk or cliscmhnrk on sueh services inter
nnt.ionnl trnflie destinrd fm· nnd eoming from third eountrics ut a point 
m· points on t.lw ronft'S spp(·ifiPd in the Annrx to the Agr('Pnwnt shnll 
be up plied in uccordnncc with the gPncrnl principles of orderly develop
ment to which both GovernmPnts subscribe and shall be subject to 
the gml<'rnl principle that cnpacity should be related: 

(a) to trn!Iic l'l'quin'lll<'llls hetwt>eil the count.ry of origin and the 
countries of dPst inn t.ion; 

(b) to the requin'menl s of through airline opPrnl ion; nnd 
(c) to the trnfllc n•qutn'nH•nls of the m·ea through which the airline 

pa;:;sps aflpr Inking aecotmt of local and n•gionnl RPrviccs. 

(7) That, in so fnr ns l·hl' nir (·nrrier ot· cnniPt'S of OJH' Gov<'mmPnt 
may be tcmpornrily Jli'<'Yl'llt!'d through diffieulti<•s nrising from the 
War from taking inunPdinte ndvnntngl' of tlw opportunity referred 
to in paragraph (4) nhovc, t.he situation shnll be reviewed between 
the Govcmnwnts with thP ohj<-et. of fneilitat ing the necrssn.ry d!'velop
rrwnt., o.s soon ns the nit· <~mTiN· or cnrriMs of the first Gov<•mment is 
or nro in a position inen•nsingly to make th<'ir prorwr contribution to 
t.bo st•rvi<'P. 

(8) Thnt, duly nulhoris<'d Unit<•tl StntPf-1 eivilnir cntTiPrs will enjoy 
non-diseriminnt.ory "Two Fn'edom" privilrg<'s and tlw t'XPI'Pise (in 
ocPot·dntH'P wit.h t.Jw Agn'Pillt>llt or nny continuing or· suhst>quPnl ngrPP
mcnt) of commPreiul traflie rights nt nirporls loc·n!Pd in tt>ITitory of 
the Unit.Pd Kingdom whieh hnY<' lH'<'Il eonst ruded in wholP or in part 
with UnitNI St.nt.Ps funds and nm dcsignnted for usn hy international 
civil air cnl't'iN'S, 

(9) That it jg thn intpnf.ion or hot.h Govcl'llllH'IliR that there should 
he n•gulur nnd f rPq 111'11 t. ~·onsu ltntion het\vcen thPi r· l'l'SJwetivc aN·o
unutienl nut horities ( ns <h·fi twd in the .Agreement) nnd t bn t t.hl're 
should therd>y he dose collnhorntion in t.ltt' ohsPrvutWt' of the prin
ciples and the implcmentntion of the provisions outlined herein and 
in the Agreement. and its Annex. 

In witness whereof the following Deh'gntcs sign the present Final 
Aet. 

Done at Bcrmudn the eleventh day of Fcbnlm·y, 194G. 

This Finnl Act shall he deposited in the ArehivPs of tho Govern
ment of tbc United 1\.ingdom and a cprtified copy shnll be transmitted 
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by tbnt Government to the Government of the United States of 
America. 

United States of Armrica. 

GEORGE P. BAKER. 

IlARLLI<JE BnANCU. 
SToKELEY \V. MonoAN. 
GEORGE c. NEAL. 

GAitRISON N OHTON. 

L. \VELCH PoouE. 
OswALD RYAN. 

JOHN SHERMAN. 

United Kingdom. 

A. II. HELF. 

WM. P. IhLDUED. 

W. ,J. Bwo. 
IJ. ,J. DuNNt<:TT. 

PETER G .. MAsr:FIELD. 
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TH'S JOrlDANI"\l'T STANDARD 

FORM OF AG3.EEtffiNTS 
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AIR TRANSPORT AG:i.EEMENT BETINEEN 

THE GOVERNI'f.ENT 0 F THE HASHEMITE KINGDQM 

OF JOB.DAN AND TFE GOVE:\NMENT OF ••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and 

the Government of the ...........•.......................•... 

Being parties to the Convention on International 

Civil Aviation opened for signature at Chicago on the seventh 

day of Dece~ber, 1944, 

Desiring to conclude an Agreement, supplementary to 

the said Convention, for the purpose of establishing scheduled 

and non-scheduled air services between and beyond their res

pective territories, 

Have agreed as follows: 
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Article (1} 

Definitions 

For the purpose of the present Agreement unless the context 
otherwise requires:-

a} The term "The Convention" means the Convention on Inter
national Civil Aviation, opened for signature at Chicago 
on the seventh day of December, 1944, and includes any 
Annex adopted under Article 90 of that Convention and 
any amendment of the Annexes or of the Convention under 
Articles 90 and 94 thereof so far as those Annexes and 
amendments have been adopted by both Contracting Parties; 

b) The term "Aeronautical Authorities" means in the case of 
the Government of 11he llashem.i te Kingdom of Jordan, Civil 
Aviation Department/ Ministry of Transport and in case 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

of the (]overnmen t of .................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
and or any other authority legally empowered to perform 
the functions excercised now by the said authorities; 

The term "Designated A.irline or airlines" means airlines 
which have been designated and authorized in accordance 
with Article 3 of the present Agreement; 

The term "Territory" in relation to a State means the land 
areas and territorial waters adjacent there to under the 
sovereignty of that State; 

The term "Air Service" means any scheduled or non-scheduled 
air service performed by aircraft for the public transport 
for passengers, mail or cargo; 

The term "International Air Service" "Airlines" "and" stop 
for non-traffic purposes "have the meanings respectively 
assigned to then in 1\rticle 96 of the Convention; 

"Capacity" in relation to an aircraft "means the payload 
of that aircraft available on a route or section of a route; 
and 

h) "Capacity" in relation to ''agreed service" means the capacity 
of the aircraft used on such service multiplied by the 
frequency operated by such aircraft over a given period and 
route or section of a route. 
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Article (21 

'l'raffic ~ts 

1. ~ach Uontracting rarty grants to the other Contracting 
Party the rights specified in the present Agreement for 
the purpose of establishing scheduled and non-scheduled 
international air services on the routes specified in 
accordance with the schedule to the present Agreement. 
Such services and routes are hereafter called "the agreed 
services" and the "specified routes!' respectively. The 
airline or airlines designated by each Contracting Party 
shall enjoy for the conduct of air services the following 
rights:-

a} To fly without landing across the territory of the 
other Contracting Party; 

b) To make stops in the said territory for non-traffic 
purposes, and 

c) To make stops in the said territory at the points on 
the specified routes for the purpose of putting down 
and taking on international traffic in passengers, 
cargo and .mail. 

2. (Nothing in paragraph 1) of this Article shall be deemed 
to confer on the airline or airlines of one Contracting 
Party the privilege of taking on, in the territory of the 
other Contracting Party, passengers, cargo and mail carried 
for remuneration or hire and destined for another point in 
the territory of that other contracting Party; 

Article (3) 

Necessar~ Authorizations 

1. ~ach uontracting ?arty shall have the right to designate 
in writing to the other Contracting Party one or more 
airlines for the purpose of operating the agreed services 
on the specified routes. 

2. On receipt of such designation, the other Contracting ~arty 
shall, subject to the provisions or paragraphs 4 and 5) of 
this Article, without delay grant to the airline or airlines 
designated the appropriate operating authorizations. 
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J. ~ach Contracting Party shall have the ripht, by written 
notification to the other Contracting Party, to withdraw 
the designation of the airline or airlines and to desig
nate another airline or airlines. 

4. The aeronautical authorities of one oontracting Party may 
reqiure the airline or airlines designated by the other 
Contracting !'arty to satisfy them that it is or they are 
qualified to fulfil the conditions prescribed under the 
laws and regulstions norm.aDy and reasonably applied to 
the operation of international air services by such autho
rities in conformity with the provisions of the Convention. 

5. Each Contracting Party shall have the right to refu,se to 
grant the operating authorization referred to in paragraph 
2} of this Article, or to impose such conditions as it may 
deem necessary on the exercise by a designated airline or 
airlines of the rights specified in Article 2 of the present 
Agreement, in any case where the said Contracting Party is 
not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective 
control of that airline or airlines are vested in the Con
tracting Party designating the airline or airlines or in 
its nationals. 

6. When an airline or (airlines) has been so designated and 
authorized, it may at any time begin to operate the agreed 
services, provided that a tarrif established in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 10 of the present Agreement 
is in force and an agreement in accordance with the provi
sions of Article 5) of the present Agreement has been 
reached in respect of that service. 

Article ( 4) 

Suspension and Revocation 

1. Each Contracting Party shall have the right to revoke the 
operating authorization or to suspend the exercise of the 
rights specified in Article 2 of the present Agreement by 
the airline or airlines designated by the other Contracting 
Party, or to impose such conditions as it may deem neces
sary on the exercise of these rights: 

a) In any case where it is not satisfied that substantial 
ownership and effective control of that airline or 
airlines are vested in the Contracting Party designating 
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the airline or airlines or in nationals of such Cont
racting Party, or 

b) In the case of failure by that airline or airlines to 
comply with the laws or regulations of the Contracting 
Party granting these rights, or 

c) In case the airline or {airlines) otherwise fails to 
operste in accordance with the conditions prescribed 
under the present Agreement. 

2. Unless immediate revocation, suspension or imposition of 
the conditions mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Article is 
essential to prevent further infringements of laws or regu
lations, such right shall be exercised only after consulta
tion with the other Contracting Party. In such a case the 
consultations shall begin within a period of twenty (20) 
days from the date of request made by either Contracting 
Party for consultations. 

~icle (5) 

Capacitl resulations 

1. Scheduled air service~ 

1. The designated airline or airlines shall enjoy fair 
and equal opportunities to oper~te the agreed services 
between the territories df the Contracting Parties. 

2. The designated airline or airlines of each Contracting 
Party shall take into consideration the interests of 
the designated airline or airlines or the other Contrac
ting Party so as not to affect unduly the agreed ser
vices of the later airline or airlines. 

3. The capacity of transport offered by the designated 
airline or airlines shall be adapted to traffic demands. 

4. The main objective of the agreed services shall be to 
provide capacity corresponding to traffic demands bet
ween the territory of the Contracting Party which has 
designated the airline or airlines and the points served 
on the specified routes. 

5. The right of the designated airline or airlines to carry 
international traffic between the territory of the other 
Contracting Party and the territories of third countries 
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shall be exercised in conformity with the general 
principles of normal development to which both Cont
racting Parties subscribe and subject to the condition 
that the capacity shall be adapted: 

a) to traffic demands from and to the territory of the 
Contracting Party which has designated the airline 
or airlines 

b) to traffic demands of the areas through which the 
service passes, local and regional services being 
taken into account; 

c) to the requirements of an economical operation of 
the agreed services. 

11. Non-scheduled air sarvi~ 

1. The traffic volume shall be agreed between the designated 
airline or airlines of the Contracting Parties so as to 
ensure an equal share of the offered capacity. 

2. Agreements according to para 1 above shall be reached 
between the designated airline or airlines: 

a. For series of non-scheduled flights at the latest 
three (3) weeks before the commencement of the per
taining summer - and winter period. 

b. For non-scheduled single flights at the latest three 
(3) days before the commencement of the operation (s). 

c. 'rhe airline or airlines designated by each Contracting 
Party may assign the whole or part of its share of 
the non-scheduled services program to other airline 
or airlines registered in the territory of the ter
ritory of one of the Contracting Parties. 

Article (61 

Ap,Eli cabili ty of J,aws and Resuls tions 

1. 'l'he laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating 
to the admission to or departure from its territory of 
aircraft engaged in international air navigation, or to the 
operation and navigation of such aircraft while within its 
territory, shall be applied to the aircraft of the airline 
or airlines designated by the other Contracting Party and 
shall be complied with by such aircraft upon entrance into 
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or departure from and while within the territory of the 
first Contracting narty. 

'l'he law and regulations of one Contracting Party relating 
to admission to or departure from its territory of passen
gers, crew or cargo of aircraft, including regulations 
relating to entry, clearance,immigration, passports, cus
toms and quarantine, shall be complied with by or on behalf 
of such passengers, crew or cargo of the airline or airlines 
of the other Gontracting Party upon entrance into or depar
ture from and while within the territory of the first 
Contracting Party. 

Article (7} 

Recognition of Gertificates and licenses 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of compe
tency and licenses issued orrendered valid by one Contracting 
Party, and still in force, shall be recognized as valid by the 
other Contracting Party for the purpose of operating the agreed 
services. Each Contracting Party reserves the right, however, 
to refuse to recognl ze. ~·or the purpose of flight above its 
own territory, certificates of competency and licenses granted 
to its own nationals or rendered valid by another State. 

Article (8) 

ExemEtion from customs and other duties 

1. Aircraft operated on international services by the airline 
or airlines designated by each Gontracting Party, as well 
as their regular equipment, supplies of fuels and lubricants. 
and the aircraft stores (including food, beverages and 
tobacco) on board such aircraft shall be exempt from all 
custom duties, inspection fees and other duties or taxes 
on arriving in the territory of the other Gontracting Party, 
provided such equipment and supplies shall remain on board 
the aircraft up to such time as they are re-exported. 

2. 'l'here shall also be exempt from the same duties and taxes 
with the exceptWn of charges corresponding to the service 
performed: 
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a) Aircraft stores taken on board in the territory of either 
Contracting Party, within limits fixed by the authorities 
of said contracting Party, and for use on board the air
craft engaged on a specified route of the other Contrac
ting Party; 

b) Spare parts entered into the territory of either Contra
cting Party for the maintenance or repair of aircraft 
used on a specified route by the designated airline or 
airlines of the other Contracting Party; 

c) Fuel and lubricants destined to supply aircraft operated 
on a specified route by the designated airline or air
lines of the other Contracting Party, even when these 
sup~lies are to be use on the part of the journey 
performed over the territory of the Contracting Party 
in which they are taken on board. 

Materials referred to in sub-paragraphs a), b), c) above 
may be required to be kept under customs supervision 
or control. 

J. The regular airborne equipment, as well as the materials 
and supplies retained on board the aircraft of either Con
tracting Party may be unloaded in the territory of the 
other Contracting Party only with the approval of the 
customs authorities of such territory. In such case, they 
may be placed under the supervision of said authorities up 
to such time as they are re-exported or otherwise disposed 
of in accordance with customs regulations. 

Article (91 

Direct Transit Traffic --------------------

Passengers in transit across the territory of either 
Contracting Party shall not be subject to control. Baggage 
and cargo in direct transit shall be exempt from customs 
duties and other similar taxes. 

Article_ilO) 

1. The tariffs to be charged by the airline or airlines of one 
Contracting Party for the carriage to or from the territory 
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of the other Contracting Party shall be established at 
reasonable levels, due regard being paid to all relevant 
factors including cost of operation, reasonable profit, 
characteristics of service (such as standards of speed 
and accomodation). 

2. The tariffs referred to in paragraph 1) of this Article 
shall be agreed by the designated, airline or airlines of 
both Contracting Parties. 

J. Agreements according to para 2 above may, where possible, 
be reached through the rate-fixing machinery of the Inter
national Air Transport Association. 

4. The tariffs so agreed shall be submitted for the approval 
of the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Parties 
at least thirty (30) days before the proposed date of their 
introduction; in special cases, this time limit may be 
reduced, subject to the consent of said authorities. 

5. If the designated airline or airlines can not agree on any 
of these tariffs or if for some other reason a tariff can 
not be fixed in accordance with paragraph 2) of this Article, 
or if during the first fifteen (15) days of the thirty {30) 
days period referred to in paragraph 4) of this Article 
one Contracting Party gives the other Contracting Party 
notice of its dissatisfaction with any tariff agreed in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2) of this 
Article, the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting 
Party shall endeavour to agree upon the tariffs. 

6. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 4) of this Articlet 
no tariff shall come into force if the aeronautical autho
rities of either Contracting Party have not approved it. 

7. The tariffs established in accordance with the provisions 
of this Article shall remain in force until new tariffs 
have been established in accordance with the provisions 
of this Article. 

Article (lll 

Transfer of net revenues -
Each Contracting Party grants to the designated airline 

or airlines of the other Contracting Party the right to remit 
to its head office the excess over expenditure of receipt ear
ned in the territory of the first Contracting ~rty without 
restrictions at the prevailing rate of exchange. The procedure 
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for such remittance, however, shall be in accordance with the 
foreign exchange regulations of the Contracting Party in the 
territory of which the revenue accrued. 

Article (12) 

AirEort and Similar Charses 

The charges imposed by either Contracting Party for the 
use of airports and other aviation facilities by the aircraft 
of the designated airline or airlines of the other Contracting 
Party shall not be higher than those paid by its national air
craft operating international services. 

Article ( 13) 

ReEresentation,Tieketins and Sales Promotion 

1. The designated airline or airlines of each Contracting 
Party shall have an equal opportunity to employ, subject 
to the laws and regulations of the other Contracting 
Party, the technical and commercial personnel for the 
performance of the agreed services on the specified routes 
and to establish and operate offices in the territory of 
the other Contracting Party. 

2. The designated airline or airlines of each Con'tracting 
Party shall further have an equal opportunity to issue 
all kinds of documents of carriage and to advertise and 
to promote sales in the territory of the other Contrac
ting Party. 

Article {14) 

Consultations and Modifications 

1. In a spirit of close cooperation, ·the aeronautical autho
rities of the Contracting Parties shall consult each other 
from time to time with a view to ensuring the implementa
tion of, and satisfactory compliance with, the provisions 
of the present Agreement and the schedule thereto. 
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2. !f either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable 
to modify any provisions of the present Agreement, it may 
request consultation with the other Contracting Party, such 
consultation, which may be between the aeronautical autho
rites and which may be through discussion or by correspond
ence, shall begin within a period of sixty (60) days of 
the date of request. 

Any modifications so agreed shall come into force thirty 
{30) days after they have been confirmed by an exchange of 
diplomatic notes. 

3. Modifications to the schedule shall be agreed between the 
appropriate authorities of the Contracting Parties and shall 
come into force ten (10) days after the date of an exchange 
of diplomatic notes. 

Article {12.1 

1. !f any dispute arises between the Contracting Parties re
lating to the interpretation or application of this present 
Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall in the first 
place endeavour to settle it by negotiation. 

2. lf the Contracting Parties fail to reach a settlement by 
negotiation, they may agree to refer the dispute for deci
sion to some person or body, or the dispute may at the 
request of either Contracting Party be submitted for deci
sion to a tribunal of three arbitrators, one td be nomina
ted by each Contracting Party and the third to be appointed 
by the two so nominated. Each of the Contracting Parties 
shall nominate an arbitrator within a period of sixty (60) 
days from the date of receipt by either Contracting Party 
from the other of a notice through diplomatic channels 
requesting arbitration of the dispute and the third arbit
rator shall be appointed within afurther period of sixty 
days. If either of the Contracting Parties fails to 
nominate an arbitrator within -the period specified, or if 
third arbitrator is not appointed within the period speci
fied, the president of the Council of the Civil Aviation 
Organization may be requested by either Contracting Party 
to appoint an arbitrator or arbitrators as the case req
uires. In any case, the third arbitrator shall be b 

national of a third state and shall act as president of 
the arbitral body. 

3. The Contracting Parties undertake to comply with any deci
sions given under paragraph 2) of this Article. 
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~ticle (16) 

~mination 

Either Contracting Party .may at any time give notice to 
the other Contracting Party of its decision to terminate the 
present agreement; such notice shall be simultaneously co.m.muni
cated to the International Civil Aviation Organization. In such 
case the agreement shall terminate twelve (12) months after the 
date of receipt of the notice by the other Contracting Party, 
unless the notice to terminate is withdrawn by agreement before 
the expiry of this period. In the absence of acknowledgement of 
receipt by the other Contracting Party, notice shall be deemed 
to have been received fourteen (14) days after the receipt of 
the notice by the International Civil Aviation Organization. 

Reg,istration 
_..,::;:;;.,.:: --

This Agreement and all amendments thereto shall be regi
stered with the lnternational Civil Aviation Organization. 

Article (18) 

The present Agreement shall be applied provisionally from the 
date of its signature; it shall enter into force when the 
Contracting Parties will have reciprocally notified the fulfil
ment of their Constitutional Formalities with regard to the 
conclusion and entering into force of international agreements. 

In witness where of; the undersigned, being duly authorized 
thereto by their respective Governments, have signed this 
agreement. 

Done in duplicate at •••••••••••• this ••• ~ ••••••••••••••• day of 
•••••••••••••••••••• , 19, in the English and Arabic languages. 

For the Government of the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

For the Government of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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APPENDIX III 

Information From Jordan's AIP About 

1. AMIVIAN AifiPOH.T 

2. AQABA AIRPO.llT 

3. JERUS.U.ElJ~ AIRPORT 

c 
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fACHITIES: !i'i.rst. Ai.d Treatment, 
Hospitals in A.'l'ur.an 1 NM. 

~-~,----------------
AVAIL.i\BlE: Bu:ccs· & Ta."ds to Amman. 

AGA 2-J 

Cll'(/AHlOOnOME: · JJ-t1i•'-N/It.~lLl'l11ll1 

FUH GtlAOES: J!•:T A··l only 

available 

FACILITI£S & ltrMTATIO~JS: !I 24 

SPACE AV.~ILABLE f0l1 VISITING MRCfi4FT: 
sq. mtres. PPR. lJnheated. 

CRASH EO.U!PMENT: Required Cat. Vll available 
VII Trained Personnel - 32. 

JIJ~ Se:.sons 

RESTRlCTIOriS: l..ircraft. l;;,ndir,g on rw:t
off rr.1y 2); are to ·?.void l'lDyal 

Broadcast Station. No r:i ght. han(; 

----------------r--~-----~------------···· 
CARGO FACILITIES AVAlLI"IBLE: Fork Lift 3 e.nd 6 tons 
14 ft. High Loader 7 tons Belt Conveyor 
sufficient vehicles and handling <quipment. 

PRE-fliGHT AlTlMETER CHECI{ POINT(S) 1.t ElEVATION 

Holding point r11y 06 elev. 25!14 ft. (77$;n) 
'V-'-"""''" point rwy 24 elev. 2452 ft. (7h7m) 

SLOPES: Lf.lt~GITUO!TiAL PROFILES OF RUfiWAYS. STOPWAYS AND ClEARWAYS. 

-- -f1L----------------------....!7..:;:Ltw.,._7; ' 
: 2!11.0 m ------·-- -----

Declared 

24 

ASl1A TODA 
m 

WA 

http:A.'l'llr.an
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: 
AlP JCilDAl\1 

3ll 

s ... 1rfac~ 
Strength 

MOVEMENT AREAS 

Shoulders either side. 

Su.rface: Asphalt Strength: LCN 75 

I!HE>TW! A!!GfiT!NG AREA: 

APPROACH LIGHTS: 

Run-..:ay 06 - Nil 

VASIS 

VIEUAL GROUND AIDS 

Runway 24 
914 ln ilhite uni -dl 
S bars 

427 m Hed L.I. or.mi
d1 l bar 

ElP.ctr:l.c Standby 

THRESHOLD liGHTS H.I. Green -+ green wing 
bars for 24 

RUNWAY tiGHTS Whit& H.I. elev<>.&ed bi-Ui 

TAXIWAY tiGHTS Blue/Amber 

OIHH1LIGHTI1Hi Apron Floods 

OBSTRUCl !ON MARKING AND LIGHTING: 

Hed lights at ~ight 

Threshold - liunway De~1gnator::> - CHntre Line vlhi te -
L:ine Ydlow Ta:d Holding Pois:! tl.ons 

--·--- -~ 

OBSTRUCTIONS If\! APPROACH AND T'\.KE-OFF ARF.AS 
--·--·-------~-·--------···· ----~--.-----~----~--~----------

H:l{_~h G~:·oi.;nJ 
I-~:!~.tl f') .Hn st. ~~ 

http:I-~:!i.1l
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AlP JORDAN 

2939 N. lONG, 

9 k."'ll. l'ort h 

AERODROME OPERATCii OR AOMirliSTRATIV~ AUTHORITY: 
Di!'ect.or General of CivH Aviat.icn, 

Department of Civ:ll Aviation, 
Aqaba M. :::port, 
AQABA, ,Tordan. 

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESSES {AE!IO!\IAUTIC/Il) Q,JAQYD 

(COMMEtlf.IAl) CITIL.AlR AQABA 

HlEPilONE NUMBERS: }.QA11A 2111 

OVERriiGHT 1\CGOMMOOAliON: Limited accommodation 

~;<f:UICAl fACiliT!tS: First Aid; Hospital in to1-1n. 

16 RA~ISPOflT AVAilABlE: Taxis. 

AGA 

Internationlll 

avfdlable 

OXYGEN AND RELATED SERVICiflG: Nil 

FACILITIES & lll•liTATIONS: 

HANGAB Si'ACE AVAILABLE fOR ViSITiNG AIRCRAFT: None. 

REPAIR FACiliTIES NORMALLY AVAILABLE: None. 

EOUIPM!:NT: Required Cat. VII a'ra.1lablo 
VII Trained Person..1el - 20. 

f---1---·- --~t----· ·------· 
17 ff,CiliTIES AVAILABLE: None. 27 PRE-FUGHT AlTIMETEII CHECK PO!NT(S) & ElEVATION 

Holding point ro-rr 02 •· 176 ft. 
Holding point Rl'iY 20 - 113 ft. 

23.5 
ll.l 

r.~onlhly mMn oreS~!!'" in flVIEI) ~~ aonro~imaH!v the times of max: la) and min !b) tem~erfttures -· ·1 

1200z (a--)--.--11-016-.o ! 1011. •• 7ll 1012.5!1010.Jl1ooo~7 :l.oo6.6l' l004.5-1loo4.3-THD7 .5 j ion.5ho13.9 Tlm5.5 
__ O(~_L(l:>)_~lO],§_!_O_llQ_li!.;L J-.915'!1l!OJ~3_4_j_J())J_.,jl~OQ2~. 1QQ§t9.:1QQI.lJJQJ,Q._q Ol4...2!.19l2~..ilQ1J~D 

29 SLOPES: LONG!TUOIN/,l PROFilES OF lWNWI\YS, STOPWAYS AND ClEARWAYS. 

TH!t 'D ,r:: ---------------------.:.'1'.:.:1-i.:;:R_':::.D, 20 

5'2.85n : ::>3. 36 m 

http:Persolli'1.cl
http:Di!'cct.or
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Ail' JOROAi'l AGA 2-L 

30 PHYSICAL CHARACTEfHST!CS 
RUNWAY DIMENSIONS (M.) STRENGTH SURFACE 

~~~~r. I ~;g, Strip Runway Stopway 

b d f g h j 

"02 1015 )~~X 400 - )5~ LCN 67 Acmhalt ~J.tld Earth ... 
2(J l:n5 NU -- ·-

f--. 

-·----

----

MOVEMENT AREAS 
APRONS Surface - Concrete TI\XIWAYS (Jncl loop >) 

width 2Jm 

i---· 
HH!Wi'H R ALIGH'Ilii!G AlifA: 

VISUAL GROUND AIDS -----1-----
TAXY!r!G GUIDANCE SYSTEM: 

V'~~!t~t !l:DS TO U1Cf:TIQ~l: T t.1.s-nt~ fie at'i0r: :d.gn: - J nr-n M tt nl"n -. ,,~ . -·-u - ~-
U~QII 

34 I~JO!CATORS AND GROUND SIGNAlliNG DEVICES: Indicators & Ground signalling devices: WDI lighted 

35 LIGHTING AIDS 
1---

____ , __ , 
APPROACH liGHTS: TtiRESHOLO t!GHTS 

R/rl 02 simple approach 
420 m - one cross bar L. I. 

RUNWAY LIGHTS H.I. White Threshold Grn. 
Wing Bars 02 

TAXIWAY LIGHTS L.I. Blue 

OTHER LWf!TING VASI - RHY 02 only 
Apron Floods 

----·~··-

LIGHTING: OBSTRUCWm MARKING ANO LIGHTING: 

Red lights at night 

38 MARKING AIDS Threshold and rtlllway designators, Centre line, taxiway centreJ.ine 
lk•ldingpoint. 

f--
OBSTHUCTIONS IN APPROACH ANU TAKE-OFF AREAS · --· - r;;-~: -T 

fT~~e~;~l:'lay ,,,: I ·rrfh~e·~~Jf.iv Elev. 
Typo of Obstruction 

Elev. ... -·' Type of Obstruction 111.) 
, ___ (fl.) ---· 

,. '"'""""" i Oist.(il'l.) Me11 '"" ]}it;l~1J.:__ ::=":~ 
B ~]~ ··-- b d a J!. 

.... 

c 8 c 

0 
I 

'·····-- ----·-----1 -- ......... .._ .. , ___ ,_, 
-----.-~-- ~----- ···--· 

REMARK'i: 
l ... --· . -·" ---" ----·-- --·---- .. --- -- - -" ~ . ·-- '- -- ~~- .. ----·-·- ··--·· ----·-~------ -----·-. -- >·o ••·--~--P~~·V .. M ----·--·-·-~ ... _.~-- -----... ---~·-··- --·------. ... - . 
vu•.t\~t'fr; .. i,."n '}f cnnl r,viA' 10~ 1 j·l{)lf " .. , .. 

http:Frfh~e�~~Jf.av
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i'.ll' Jflf!DAN 

lONG. 

fl Kms. 110rth. 

AfRO!JROME OPERATOR Ofl ADMINISTR.l\T!Vt AUTHORITY: 
Director General of Civil A1riation. 

POSTAl ADDRESS: Depr..r'vlllent o.f Civil Aviation, 
Jerusalem .Airport. 

11 TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESSES (AERONAUTICAl) OJJRl'D 

(COMMER!:!I\l) 
~--i--

12 1FUPHOI\lf. NUMBERS: 

CIVlLAIR JERUSALE!1 

13 OVERI~!GHT ACCOMMODATION: 

Hotels in city, heavily hooked at Euster 
ancl. Christinas. 

14 f:ESTAURAIH ACCOMMODATION: 

15 Aid room a.t ajrport,, 

16 

17 

AGA 2-5 

· ,JERU SP:L1::1i/ J eru sal cm 

Shell. 100, 120, W 100. 

Af.!D RElATED SCRVIW~G: Not available. 

FAC!ti11ES ft UMiTATIONS:l00/1]0: l truck 
truck )0 Gal/min Avtur: 1 t~~ck 

NORMAllY AVAII.A.BlE: lfil. 

AVAilAEillTY: All Seaz;ons. 

No flying permitted close to Armistice line, 
Left hand Circ".lits unless otherwi.se instructed. 

PRE-FliGHT AlTIMETER CHECK POINT(S) & ELEVATION 

apron opposite tenninal building. 
ft. (750 m) 

28 METEOROLOGICAL DATA 

··===-r-I~·~~~~M!'""'·t~"f' ... ,t:,.. .. ,,,!U'~"['-I_i=-~L-
L" SLOPES: LOUGITUDINAl ""'"'OF RUNWAYS."'"'"' AND mARWAYS. 
I NH Sl'YIY ··-· 185'0 M __________ b'TWY SE 

1 25 l.J% 0.9% 0.9% l.lh% 1 45 

50 no J(D )60 410 90 
M N M M H M 

IUevaLtons 757.6 7h8.16 ?51.')) ·r~8.17 ?52.37 

http:otherwi.se
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AlP JOanAN AGA 2·-6 

Runway 

11 

REMARI\S: 

31 

210 X 9!5 H 
110 X 65 M 

i!HICOPTER AUGIITitiiG AREA: 

MOVEMENT AREAS 

Surface : Asphalt 
Strength ; Unh"TT<r..m Surface 

none. 
nla. 
n/a 

---~---·------ ------~------------ ---·~--

VISUAL GROUND AIDS 

• 
\IISui•.! 1\iOS fQ lOClfiiliN: 

AND GROUND SIGNAlLING DEVICES: Name JERlJSAI.EM in concrete letters nort.h side of runway •. 
W:l.ndsocks rear . runway thresholds and in centre of airfield. 

AIDS Nil. Airfield closed at 

LIGHTS: 

Ji.l. 

Rway thresholds and centre l:tne and runway designations painted wlu te • 

.. ·- ------ --· -------··----·----l 

h'atcr 
Hip)1 ground 
High ground at~ Qalu·· 
ndia. 
Mosque at Huhl. :>.Rmw:l 

Hnr·ru~,. L .. masts. 
High r,round 
Qalundia rr~fu':;ee 
Gfl!:!p. 
HJ f,ll !P'C;o.md a.t JCni·,. 

000 
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APPENDIX IV 

Tabulation of States' Reply to a ques

tionair distributed by ICAO Concerning 

the Bilateral Agreements and the Means 

of Regulating Capacity. 





0 

' , ,'LlES TO qn.:;Tftl~S 1,2, land 6 

-- r- -------------------------------------------~ 

STATES 

NRICA 
(7 of 40) 

ASIA AND PACIFIC 
(4 ~f 23) 

Ghana 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Niger 
Rwanda 
Senegal 
Tunisia 

Australia 
Korea, R.O. 
Philippines 
Singapore 

Austria 
Cyprus 
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany, F.R. 
Ireland 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 

LATIN AM. & CARIB. Argentina 
(8 of 25) Barbados 

MIDDLE EAST 
(6 of 15) 

NORTH AMERICA 
(2 of 2) 

Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Mexico 
Trinidad & Tobago 
Uruguay 

Iraq 
Israel 
Jordan 
Lebanon 
Saudi Arabia 
Syria 

Canada 
United States 

Total States: 45 

+=Yes 

Ut.:E.Sf iON 3 

Capacity policies favoured in bilateral agreements 

a)No predeter
mined regulation 

(Bermuda 
Principles) 

+ (favoured) 

+ (no airline) 

+ 

+ (favoured) 

+ (1 airline) 

+ 
+ 

+ (varies) 

+ (1 airline) 
+ (favoured) 

+ (before 1965) 

+ 

+ 

11 

b)Regulation only 
of numbers of 
airlines and 
fli~hts 

+ (sometimes) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ (varies) 
+ (normal) 

+ 

+ 
+ (normal) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

16 

c)Regulation of 
actual capacity 
(predetermina
tion) 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ (sometimes) 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ (varies) 
+ (exceptional) 

+ 

+ 
+ (exceptional) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

25 

* Yes with qualifications 
No 

f No with qu~lifications 
0 No comment 

'---------------------·------~-------------•-•u·----------------------------------
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STATES 

AFRICA Ghana 
(7 •f 40) Madagascar 

~!alawi 

Niger 
Rwanda 
Senegal 
Tunisia 

ASIA A.-.::D PACIFIC Australia 
(4 of 23) Korea, R.O. 

Philippines 
Singapore 

EUROPE Austria 
(18 28) Cyprus 

Czechoslovakia 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany, F.R. 
Ireland 
Italy 
;;etherlands 
;;,Hway 
Polar,d 
Portugal 
Romania 
Spain 
S·weden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 

LATIN AM & CARIB Argentina 
(8 lf 25) Barbados 

Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Nexico 
Trinidad & Tobago 
Uruguay 

MIDDLE EAST Iraq 
(6 of 15) Israel 

Jordan 
Lebanon 
Saudi Arabia 
Syria 

NORTH A.'1ERICA Canada 
(2 of 2) United States 

Total States: 45 

Svnbols: + Yes 
* Yes with qualifications 

No 
t :\o ...-ith qualifications 
0 = :\0 COmtH?nt 

t ,. d. 
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OllESTION 6 
Data required from all carriers operating international 
air services to ;:md from vour f'nnnr-rv 

I Capacity l.hssengers Freight Mail Origin & 

offered uplifted & ·uplifted & uplifted & destinatim 
dischar~<:ed dischar2'ed discharged of traffic 

* + + + * 

* * * * * 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
- + + + + 

- + - - + 
+ - - - -
+ + + + * 
- + + - + 
- + + - + 
+ + + + + 

+ + + + -
+ + + + + 
- - - - -
* + + + -
* + + + -
* * * * -
+ + + + * 
f f f f f 
+ - - - -
- + + + -
* * * * -
f f f f f 
+ + + + -
- - - - -
0 0 0 0 0 

* + + + f 
+ + + + f 
* * * * * 
0 0 0 0 0 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
0 0 0 0 0 
- + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + -
0 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + -
+ + + + -
+ + + + -
+ + + + + 
+ + + - + 
0 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 
- - - - * 

+* 29 33 32 29 21 
-f 11 7 8 11 )9 

0 5 5 5 5 5 

- 39 -
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